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Getting Started

So, you want to create an AMV? Well you've come to the right place, because this guide is going to show
you everything that you need to know!

First of all, there are three things that you will need.

1. A computer with lots of disk space. I recommend that you have a PC running Windows XP or later.
You can you definitely make AMVs on a Mac or on Linux as well, but this guide focuses on Windows, so
if you are using anything else, you won't be able to follow many parts of this guide. Also, it is
recommended that you have a LOT of free disk space. 20GB MINIMUM, I would say. It's not a bad idea
to purchase a 100GB or larger hard disk exclusively for editing. We will be using lossless video codecs,
which use up a lot of space, very quickly. Fortunately, large hard disks are really cheap these days,
and even laptops come with pretty large HDs.

2. AMVapp. The AMVapp is just a package of software we have put together that contains many of the
programs and utilities mentioned in this guide. Much of this software is absolutely necessary. You can
download it here.

3. A video editing application. Also called an NLE (non-linear editor), this is the program that you will
use to actually edit your video. There are a number of good NLEs available, though few are available
free of charge. Probably the most widely-used NLE is Windows Movie Maker. This program comes free
with Windows XP and Vista, so you probably already have it. Windows Movie Maker is okay if you are
just starting out and are trying to see what editing is like, but it is a VERY limited piece of software
and doesnt allow you to do much. Unfortunately, because of the severe limitations imposed by
WMM, this guide honestly wont be of much help to WMM users. If you become even remotely
serious about creating AMVs, you will definately want a better NLE. A good step up from WMM is Sony
Vegas Movie Studio. This editor is fairly cheap, and offers a lot of functionality. There are a ton of
other NLEs out there that you could try, but Vegas seems to be the most popular one these days. For
a list of others, check out this thread.

Once you have everything that you need, you might be wondering about how to actually go about making
your AMV. Here are the general steps:

1. Get the video footage and audio onto your computer. (Usually from DVDs and CDs)
2. Prepare the video and audio for use in your editing application.
3. Edit your video.
4. Export and compress your video.

Now, of these four steps, step #3 is the creative process that everyone wants to get into right away. Steps
#1, 2, and 4, however, involve a lot of technical things that can be difficult to learn and understand. I'm not
going to lie to you--these steps are not fun. However, they are necessary if you want your video to look
nice. The amount of work you put into these technical steps will directly influence the overall visual quality of
your video. If you try to take shortcuts, your video may end up looking like crap.

The purpose of this guide is to help you with the technical aspects. You will not find instructions here on how
to actually edit your video. For that, you need to read the manual that goes with your NLE.

How to use this guide

In order to use this guide effectively, you must be willing to read it all the way through and follow directions
in their entirity. While it can seem like there is a ton of information here, and a lot of the processes
described might seem time-consuming at first, once you become familiar with the process and know what
you are doing, it can all be very quick. Seriously--I rarely spend more than a few minutes preparing my
footage.

This guide is split into two main segments: a theory guide, and a practical guide. The theory guide explains
the main concepts behind digital video that you need to know. This section of the guide is actually fairly
short, but it can be difficult to understand at first. I highly recommend that you read the theory section
before you begin creating your video. Even if you don't understand everything it's talking about, it will
introduce you to a lot of important concepts and terminology.
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The practical guide walks you through the things that you actually need to do. This part of the guide is
(necessarily) quite long and complex. I highly recommend that you follow it from the beginning, rather than
trying to just read a single page or two when you get stuck. Much of what is being done later on in the guide
is dependent on things that were done earlier in the guide, so if you skip around, you WILL get confused! If
you stay on track and follow things correctly though, I don't think you will have much trouble. If something
in the guide confuses you, you can always come and ask about it in the forum.

Hopefully, I haven't scared you away by now. If you are ready, let's head back to the index so you can get
started!
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AMVapp

The AMVapp is basically just a package containing most of the software used in these guides. Because
we use a lot of different software, it could be very time consuming to track it all down individually.
Also, by using AMVapp, you ensure that you have the same versions of the software that are used in
the guides. I will try to keep the AMVapp reasonably up to date.

Previous versions of the AMVapp contained one installer that installed EVERYTHING. While this had
some advantages, it also had a lot of disadvantages. The primary disadvantage being that it was
really hard to update and maintain. So for that reason, the AMVapp is now simply a zip file containing
everything. Unfortunately, this means you will have to install each item individually, but it shouldn't
take too long!

Downloading AMVapp

AMVapp can be downloaded right here: AMVapp 3.1, 2010-10-05 (20MB)

Unpacking the AMVapp

After downloading the AMVapp from the link above, you should open it and see a whole bunch of files
inside. Each of these is an installer for a component of the AMVapp. Don't just go installing them
randomly though, because some of them may need to be installed before others. You may not even
need many of the applications. I'll give you a rundown of what each thing does below.

If you have installed a previous version of the AMVapp, or any of the individual applications contained
in it, then I highly recommend that you uninstall all of it before you begin!

DVDfab HD Decrypter

Official Website: http://www.dvdfab.com/free.htm
Filename in AMVapp: NOT included in AMVapp, so go download it from the official site!
You should install it if: You plan to rip your own DVDs or BluRays.
Installation Instructions: It is safe to uncheck the "VSO Burning Engine" option, as its not
required. When it asks you which product version to install, choose the one that says "Free Edition".

AviSynth 2.5.8

Official Website: http://avisynth.org 
Filename in AMVapp: Avisynth_258.exe 
You should install it if: AviSynth is one of the core applications that everyone should install. Other
software may rely on it, and besides that it is incredibly useful. You should definitely install it.

AviSynth Plugin Pack

Alternate Download: AVSPluginPack.zip (download this if you want to install the plugins manually)
Filename in AMVapp: AVSPluginPack.exe 
Requirements: Requires AviSynth to be installed. 
You should install it if: This is a collection of AviSynth plugins and functions that I have put
together for this guide. There are so many things included that it would take a lot of time and effort
for you to track them all down individually. Some of the included functions cannot be found
elsewhere. Definitely install it. 
Installation Instructions: If you already have other AviSynth plugins installed, then I highly
recommend you remove them and start over from a fresh new installation of AviSynth, because
otherwise conflicts may occur between your existing plugins and the plugins contained in this pack. If
you don't want to lose your existing plugins, you can move them to a different folder and then copy
them back later, as needed. Otherwise, the installation process should be straightforward.

AvsPmod 2.0.5

Official Website: http://forum.doom9.org/showthread.php?t=153248 
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Filename in AMVapp: AvsPmod_205.exe 
Requirements: Requires AviSynth to be installed. 
You should install it if: This is an editor for AviSynth scripts which makes working with AviSynth
much easier and faster. It is highly recommended, but not required.

DGMPGDec 1.5.8

Official Website: http://neuron2.net/dgmpgdec/dgmpgdec.html 
Filename in AMVapp: DGMPGDec158.exe 
Requirements: Requires AviSynth to be installed. 
You should install it if: If you want to use video footage from DVDs, you will need this.

VirtualDub 1.9.10

Official Website: http://virtualdub.sourceforge.net/ 
Filename in AMVapp: VirtualDub_1910.exe 
You should install it if: This is a very handy tool for viewing and compressing AVI files. Highly
recommended.

Xvid 1.2.1

Official Website: http://www.koepi.info/xvid.html 
Filename in AMVapp: Xvid-1.2.1-04122008.exe 
You should install it if: Only necessary if you want to compress your AMV with the Xvid codec. Kind
of outdated these days, and not really necessary.
Installation Instructions: When installing, I recommend unchecking the box labeled "Decode all
supported FourCCs".

UTvideo 8.2.0

Official Website: http://umezawa.dyndns.info/wordpress/?cat=28 
Filename in AMVapp: utvideo-8.2.0-x86.msi & utvideo-8.2.0-x64.msi
You should install it if: This is a lossless codec. You should install at least one. This is the
recommended one.
Installation Instructions: First install utvideo-8.2.0-x86.msi. Then, if you are using a 64-bit version
of windows, then you should also install utvideo-8.2.0-x64.msi.

Huffyuv 2.1.1
Filename in AMVapp: HuffyuvSetup.exe 
You should install it if: This is a lossless codec. You should install at least one. UTvideo is better, so
this isn't really necessary.

Lagarith 1.3.19
Official Website: http://lags.leetcode.net/codec.html 
Filename in AMVapp: LagarithSetup_1319.exe 
You should install it if: This is a lossless codec. You should install at least one. I recommend
UTvideo instead.

Lame ACM Codec 3.98.2
Filename in AMVapp: LameACMsetup.exe 
You should install it if: This lets you compress audio to the MP3 format from within VirtualDub.
Only really needed if you plan to encode your videos with the Xvid codec. Not really necessary these
days. 

Zarx264gui 1.33
Official Website: http://amvhell.com/stuff/zarx264gui/ 
Filename in AMVapp: Zarx264gui_133.exe 
Requirements: Requires AviSynth to be installed. Also requires Microsoft .Net framework. If you
have Microsoft Vista or higher, you already have this framework. If you are using XP however, you
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may need to install it. The best way to check whether or not you have it is to install Zarx264gui and
see if it works. If the application wont start, then you don't have the .Net framework. .Net can be
downloaded from here. 
You should install it if: You want to easily compress your video to MP4 with the x264 codec. Highly
recommended. 

Adobe Premiere AVS Plugin
Filename in AMVapp: PremiereAVSPlugin-v1.95a.exe
Requirements: Requires AviSynth be installed. Requires Adobe Premiere 5.x/6.x or a version of
Adobe Premiere Pro BELOW CS5, or Adobe After Effects CS3 or later. It may work with with Premiere
Elements, maybe not.
You should install it if: If you use a supported version of Adobe Premiere or After Effects and would
like to load AviSynth scripts directly into it, then get this. Otherwise you should skip it. 
Installation Instructions: The installer should automatically find your plugins folder if you have a
compatable application.

After installing, it will ask you if you would like to configure the plugin. You can choose No for now,
as we will be covering those options later on in this guide.

Pismo File Mount & AviSynth Virtual File System
Filename in AMVapp: pfmap-159.exe & AVFS_setup.exe
Requirements: Requires AviSynth be installed. 
You should install it if: These will let you open AviSynth scripts in any application that accepts AVI
Files. Handy, but not required. Useful if you want to load AVS script into editing applications other
than Premiere.
Installation Instructions: First, install Pismo File Mount (pfmap-159.exe). Next, run
AVFS_setup.exe to install the AviSynth Virtual File System.
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Video Basics
Television Video

Obviously, if you're reading this, you know at least something about video. You know that it's basically a
bunch of pictures changing really fast to give the illusion that something's moving. I won't bore you all with a
history lesson about the origins of motion pictures, but first we need to understand the origins of what we
today consider "video".

In the beginning, there was analog. And it was good. And the government came down upon the masses and
said unto them, "Hark, man has created a great technology called television. For the good of the consumer
we must standardize this miraculous medium." Thus NTSC was born.

NTSC stands for National Television Standards Committee, which was the body that created the standard
which was used in US televisions almost exclusively until a few years ago (there is now also ATSC, or more
commonly known as HDTV/DTV). NTSC defined several basic things about how a television received and
displayed data. First off, NTSC said how wide a carrier signal to use to store a television signal, as well as
other things such as number of scanlines (the vertical resolution, or the number of horizontal lines on the
screen). NTSC also defined how often the television screen was to be redrawn. They set it at 29.97 frames
per second. Don't ask why - it's a long story (and a pretty stupid one). For most purposes people just say
30 frames per second, but in actuality it's 29.97. Please note this doesn't take into account interlacing and
fields, topics which will be discussed shortly. NTSC also defined the basic resolution of television video
(although that's not entirely accurate, as analog video doesn't really have any fixed resolution, but for the
purpose of this guide we will say it has such a thing). NTSC defines the resolution of TV at 720 pixels wide
and 525 scanlines. However, many of the scanlines at the top and bottom of the signal do not contain any
visual data and are not displayed on the screen. For all intensive purposes we can say that the theoretical
visual portion of an NTSC picture is 720x480. Now that's not entirely accurate either, because most
Televisions block out the edges and even more of the top and bottom. But when viewing video on a
computer screen (which doesn't have this issue since your monitor resolution is probably higher than
720x480) you can see all of those pixels (but you still don't see the extra overscan most of the time).

For those of you in Europe or some other parts of the world, you may use PAL or SECAM. Please accept my
condolences. =) PAL/SECAM uses a practical resolution of 720x576 and has 25 Frames per Second. So while
you may get a higher resolution picture, it's not updated as often. For the purpose of these guides, I will be
focusing on NTSC video because it's what the majority of the readers of this article probably use. It's also
worth noting that since Japan uses the NTSC standard, those of you who are stuck with PAL/SECAM end up
with anime that has been converted from its original format, and that conversion usually ain't pretty.

This guide generally assumes that you are working with NTSC video.

Digital Video

Unlike conventional analog video - digital video is stored/transmitted very differently. Analog video essentially
turns the picture into a waveform and transmits it in terms of an electrical/radio wave (OK that's a GROSS
simplification but it's enough for the purposes of this article). Digital video on the other hand, stores the
video in 0's and 1's, storing a color value for each pixel of each frame. There are several ways to store color
data, the two main ones being RGB and YUV. The differences between these two are explained later.

Aspect Ratios

Now some of you may be wondering why a TV displays video in 720x480, while your monitor displays
pictures at 640x480, 800x600, etc. The reason is because your monitor has square pixels. A TV does not.
Televisions have pixels which are taller than they are wide. This means that you need more pixels in the
horizontal direction to make up for it. The wonders of this will be detailed later when you have to actually
deal with editing footage. You should keep in mind that because DVDs were designed for playback on
traditional analog televisions, DVDs do not use square pixels.

Suffice to say that when things are displayed, regular TVs have a 4:3 aspect ratio and widescreen TVs have a
16:9 aspect ratio. Film aspect ratios include 1.66:1 (used mostly for animated features like Disney movies),
1.85:1 or 1.78:1 (commonly known as 16:9 or Academy Flat ratio), and 2.35:1 (called cinescope, or scope
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for short, which is usually used in action movies). How these film aspect ratios are adapted to TVs is another
thing you will learn about in practice - particularly the magic that is anamorphic footage.

HDTV

It is worth noting that with HDTV, many improvements have come about. For instance, television broadcasts
can actually use square pixels now. Much content is also now progressive rather than interlaced. In general,
this typically means that HD footage is much simpler to work with than traditional video.

Key Concepts

- NTSC Video has a resolution of 720x480 and an FPS of 29.97

- North America and Japan use the NTSC standard, while most of the rest of the world does not.

- Television video traditionally used rectangular pixels, rather than square pixels. DVD footage
also uses rectangular pixels.
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Interlacing
Interlaced vs. Progressive

Video can be either interlaced or progressive. Progressive video means that every pixel on the screen is
refreshed in order (in the case of a computer monitor), or simultaneously (in the case of film). Interlaced
video is refreshed to the screen twice every frame - first every Even scanline is refreshed and then every Odd
scanline. This means that while NTSC has a framerate of 29.97, the screen is actually being partially redrawn
every 59.94 times a second. A half-frame is being drawn to the screen every 60th of a second, in other
words. This leads to the notion of fields.

Fields vs. Frames

We already know that a Frame is a complete picture that is drawn onto the screen. But what is a field? A
field is one of the two half-frames in interlaced video. In other words, NTSC has a refresh rate of 59.94
Fields per Second.

This has very important ramifications when it comes to working with digital video. When working on a
computer, it's very easy to resize your video down from 720x480 to something like 576x384 (A simple
reduction in framesize). However, if you're working with interlaced video, this is an extremely bad thing.
What resizing video to a lower resolution basically does is it takes a sample of the pixels from the original
source and blends them together to create the new pixels (again that's a gross simplification but it should
suffice). This means that when you resize interlaced video you wind up blending scanlines together, which
could be part of completely different images! For example:

Image in full 720x480 resolution
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Enlarged portion - notice the interlaced scanlines are distinct.

Image after being resized to 576x384



Enlarged portion - notice some scanlines have been blended together!

This means that you're are seriously screwing up your video quality by doing this! If you want to avoid this,
you have a couple of options, namely, Deinterlacing and Inverse Telecine.

Deinterlacing is the process of interpolating the pixels in between scanlines of the same field (in other
words, reconstructing a semi-accurate companion field which would turn the field into a full frame). This has
several drawbacks. Not only does it take a lot of processing power to do, it's inherently error prone. You
would really only want to do this in cases when Inverse Telecine isn't an option.

3:2 pulldown and Inverse Telecine

Originally people needed a way to display stuff recorded on film on a television set. This posed a problem:
how does one turn 24 Frames per Second film into 59.94 Fields per Second video? The process invented to do
this is called 3:2 pulldown or telecining. Telecining involves manipulating the film to turn it into a format
which can be watched on a TV.

The first thing that is done is the film is slowed down by 0.1% to make it 23.976 Frames per Second. This is
done because 29.97 FPS is 0.1% slower than 30 FPS. So from now on we will refer to the two rates as 24
and 30 for simplicity. Now comes the problem of how do we turn 24 FPS into 30 FPS? Those of us who have
taken elementary algebra (which I hope is most of you) can see that common factor amongst the two
numbers is 6 (24 = 6x4 and 30 = 6x5). This means if we insert an extra frame every 4 frames from the
film, we will have 30FPS video.

There's a problem, however. This causes the video to stutter slightly as we're basically duplicating a frame
every sixth of a second. So what can we do? Well, we can take advantage of the fact that television is
interlaced, and manipulate the fields which make up the 5 frames we've created. To do this, we alternate
between two and three fields for each frame that we output (thus the term 3:2 pulldown). If we have four
film frames, which we divide up into Odd and Even fields, we get the following:

 Even Field  A  B  C  D 
 Odd Field  A  B  C  D 

Now lets interlace together the second and third frame of every series, to give us the following:

 Even Field  A  A  B  C  D 



 Odd Field  A  B  C  C  D 

Here we can see what telecined video looks like. We've taken the second frame and stretched out its fields
across two frames, while the even field of the first frame in the series stays around for an extra 60th of a
second, and the odd field of the third frame does so as well.

This gives us an interesting opportunity - if we have a video source that has undergone telecining, we can put
it through a process to remove this, appropriately called inverse telecining. This basically reconstructs the 4
frames from every 5 to turn the source back into progressive video. This has many many advantages - most
notably that you have less frames to store thus each can be given more bits or the whole file will take less
space.

Here's an example of video before and after the inverse telecining process (or after and before the telecining
process, if you want to call it that):

Before inverse telecine...

After inverse telecine...



Notice that the B Fields from the second and third frame have been reconstructed into 1 frame and that has
become the 2nd frame of the series. As you can see, inverse telecining dramatically increases the video
quality when viewed on a computer monitor.

If you are using a codec that supports 23.976 FPS video I highly suggest editing in this format. It requires an
extra step of preparation, but you wind up with smaller or better looking files at the end.

However, if you're editing in something like DV, which does not support any framerate besides 29.97 or 25,
then you do not have this option.

Key Concepts

- Never resize interlaced footage!

- In order for 23.976 fps content to be displayed on tv, it is put through a process called 3:2
pulldown, or telecine, which causes it to be interlaced.

- In order to restore telecined video to its original state, we must perform a process called
Inverse Telecine, or IVTC.

- Deinterlacing and IVTC are fundamentally different. Deinterlacing most anime will result in
suboptimal quality.
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Colorspace

"The real trick to optimizing color space conversions is of course to not do them." --trbarry, April
2002

When storing video digitally there are two ways in which you can store it: RGB and YUV. Each has a
variation or two that change how accurate they are, but that's it (i.e. RGB16,RGB24,RGB32 and then YUV,
YUY2, YV12, I420 etc).

RGB stores video rather intuitively. It stores a color value for each of the 3 color levels, Red Green and Blue,
on a per pixel basis. The most common RGB on computers these days is RGB24 which gives 8 bits to each
color level (that's what gives us the 0-255 range as 2 to the 8th power is 256), thus white is 255,255,255
and black is 0,0,0.

RGB uses the fact that three color components can be added together to create any color. In contrast, YUV
stores the color the same way human brain works. 

Now comes an explanation: the primary thing the human brain acknowledges is brightness, aka "luma". 

Luma can be relatively easily calculated from RGB channels by averaging the color values and giving more
weight to some colors over others to find out the luma value. Scientists came up with weights that match
human perception where green has high contribution, red half of that, blue - one third of red. Why this is the
case is simply a matter of the way the brain works and this perceptive model is important in how YUV was
developed.

Luma is a simple positive value where zero means black and high values mean white. 

As for the color information, things are not so easy. They are called U and V (or sometimes Cb and Cr
respectively). They can have both positive and negative values which match the way color is processed in our
brain. 

Cr, when positive, means that the object is red. Cr negative means that the object is green. 

Our brain understands these two colors as opposites - If you think about it, no object can ever be red-
greenish. 

Cb, when positive, indicates a blue object. Cb negative means yellow. Again, they are the opposites for our
brain and so we have the reasoning behind YUV as a color methodology.

So, why is it useful to store pictures in YUV? 

There are a couple of reasons for storing in YUV

- a historical reason: when color TV was invented, it needed to be both backwards and forwards
compatible with black-and-white TV. The old B&W channel became luminance, while two color
channels were added on top of that. Old TVs simply ignore the two extra channels while color TVs
just understand that chroma is zero in B&W signal.

- you get one channel that is much more important, and two channels that are less important
(but necessary). You can do tricks with this idea, as you will see.

So, when dealing with YUV you can imagine Y as being the black and white image then U and V as the
"coloring" of the image. Here's a visual example:
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You can see straight away that the color information is much less detailed. This is true, but even if it wasn't
the reality is that you just can't notice detail as much in the chroma channel (remember biology - rods and
cones... you have more rods, you can't actually see colour as clearly as you can see luma.)

Although you can have one Y, U and V sample per pixel like you do with R,G and B, it is common for the
chroma samples (the U and V) to be sampled less often because the accuracy of the chroma is less noticable.
There are a many ways to do this but we are going to demonstrate the two that you will deal with most -
YUY2 and YV12.

YUY2 is a type of YUV that samples the luma once every pixel but only samples the chroma once every
horizontal pair of pixels - the point being that the human eye doesn't really notice that the chroma of the two
pixels is the same when the luma values are different. It's just like the way you can be less accurate when
coloring in a black and white picture than if you were making the picture from scratch with only colored
pencils.



So basically YUY2 stores color data at a lower accuracy than RGB without us really noticing that much.
Effectively what happens is that the chroma information is half the regular vertical resolution.

Due to this nature of YUY2, when you convert between YUY2 and RGB you either lose some data (as the
chroma is averaged), or assumptions have to be made and data must be guessed at or interpolated (because
the chroma is averaged already we can't find out what the real value was before).

Even less chroma sampling: YV12

YV12 is much like YUY2 but takes this one step further. Where YUY2 samples chroma once in every 2 pixels
in a row, YV12 samples chroma once in every 2x2 pixel block! You'd think that only having one chroma
sample in a 2x2 square would look terrible but the fact is that we don't really notice the difference all that
much. Of course, because there are so many less chroma samples (it's effectively half the resoltion than the
luma) there is less information to store which is great for saving bits. All major distribution codecs use a 1
chroma for 4 pixels method - including MPEG2 on DVDs.

The top image is an original and below it is an image sampled with YUV 4:2:0 (YV12) sampling , notice how
the colors of the hairline at the top left become puzzled because of the chroma averaging between pixels.

The sharp among you may think "um ok but what if the image is interlaced - you'd be sampling color from
two different fields!" and you'd be right... which is why YV12 interlaced footage has to be sampled a field at a
time instead of a frame at a time.

Colorspace Conversions

Converting back and forth between colorspaces is bad because you can lose detail, as mentioned, and it also
slows things down. So, you want to avoid colorspace conversions as much as possible. But how?

Well, you need to know two things - the colorspace of your footage and the colorspace used by your
programs.



Footage Colorspaces:

DVDs - These use MPEG2 with 4:2:0 YUV (YV12) color. There is one chroma sample for each
square of 2x2 pixels.

MPEG1, 2 and 4 - all use YV12 color (although they can technically support other YUV modes in
theory, just not in practice). There are MPEG2 profiles (such as the Studio Profile) which can deal
with 4:2:2 chroma but mostly you will see 4:2:0 chroma being used.

Lossless Codecs - HuffYUV only supports YUY2 and RGB, but some variations of it (such as the
version in ffmpeg) can support YV12. Lagarith and UTvideo both support RGB, YUY2, and YV12.

Almost all video editing programs work in RGB because it's easier to deal with mathematically. Premiere
demands that all incoming video should be in RGB32 - or 24-bit color with 8-bit alpha channel, specifically,
and will convert the YUV footage you give it to that format for processing. Even Premiere Pro which hailed
itself as being able to support YUV formats can only support 4:4:4 uncompressed YUV which is hardly any
different from RGB. Despite that fact that they work in RGB, most editing software should have no problem
reading YV12 files. Just note that a conversion will be happening behind the scenes.

Avisynth, one of the primary video processing tools which we will be using, is capable of supporting RGB,
YUY2, and YV12 video (however many of its plugins may only support YV12). This is just fine most of the
time, although on occasion you might want to use a filter that requires a colorspace conversion.

The optimal scenario involves only 2 colorspace conversions: MPEG2 from DVD in YV12, processed with
Avisynth in YV12 and then converted to RGB32 for editing (your editing software or the lossless codec itself
can probably do this conversion automatically). RGB export from editing program in RGB and then convert to
YV12 for the final video compressor. By doing this you not only save time but also quality by avoiding
colorspace conversions.

Thankfully, with a little knowledge of these colorspaces, you can avoid doing conversions, or at least only do
it when you really need to.

Key Concepts

- Video can be stored in different colorspaces, most notably RGB and YV12

- DVD and MPEG1/2/4 all use YV12 colorspace.

- Video editing software typically uses the RGB colorspace (but can still usually read files that use
the YV12 colorspace)

- Doing lots of colorspace conversions can result in quality loss, so you want to do as few
conversions as possible.
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Video Compression
What is video compression?

Raw uncompressed digital video is HUGE. A single frame of video at a resolution of 720x480 is about 1MB in
size. This means that a single SECOND of digital video will use up 24-30MB of space! If we start talking HD
resolutions, then these figures would skyrocket. In order to make digital video actually usable, some method
of reducing the size had to be invented.

Probably the earliest, and truly successful video codecs (CODEC stands for COmpressor/DECompressor or
COder/DECoder) was MPEG1. Nowadays we have the much more advanced format, MPEG4, which
compresses even better.

But how does compression work? Well, like with any kind of compression, there are two kinds: lossless and
lossy.

Lossless Compression

Lossless compression, as the name implies, means that after compressing the video, and then decompressing
it, you wind up with the exact same data as you put in. This is comparable to something like ZIP or RAR (In
fact, one of the more common lossless codecs out there, Huffyuv, basically uses the same compression
algorithm as ZIP on each frame of video to achieve its compression). Lossless has the advantage that no
matter how many times you compress it, you still haven't lost any video data. The bad part is that most often
you don't save nearly as much space as you would with other lossy compression algorithms. There are many
different lossless codecs these days, some of which are described later on in this guide.

Lossy Compression

This is the form of video compression most people are familiar with. The majority of all video codecs out
there are lossy, meaning that when you compress the video and then decompress it, you do not get back
what you put in. Now, this isn't as bad as it may sound. Obviously if you're compressing something like a text
document, you don't want to lose any of the data, but with something like a picture, even if a few bits and
pieces aren't quite right, you can still make out the general gist of the image.

But, because lossy compression throws some of your data away, we must be VERY careful about how we use
it, because we can't get that original data back! To compound matters, each time you compress something
with a lossy codec, more and more data is thrown away, making it look worse and worse! So ideally, we only
want to compress with a lossy codec ONCE--your final distribution copy of your video.

Now with that distinction out of the way, we can discuss how to compress the actual video itself, of which
there are also 2 basic ways of doing this. These two methods are called intra-frame and inter-frame
compression.

Intra-Frame Compression

As the name suggests, Intra-frame compression relies on only the single, specific frame it is working with to
compress the data within it. This means that you are basically encoding each separate frame as its own
picture. In the case of something like MJPEG (an algorithm which uses only intra-frame compression) you are
encoding each and every frame using a JPEG compressor (which should be familiar to anyone who has ever
worked with images, it has the extension jpg). This means that while you can't take advantage of the
information in previous and forthcoming frames, you have the ability to recreate each frame without the need
for the others. This comes in very handy when editing video (which is why editing with a pure intra-frame
codec is a must).

Inter-Frame Compression

As should be obvious by now, Inter-frame compression relies on information in preceding and occasionally
forthcoming frames to compress an image. The most well-known way of exploiting this data is by exploiting
the fact that the majority of a video image isn't always moving. Take a newscast, for instance. Usually the
only thing moving is the anchor's body, while the rest of the set is staying perfectly still. Why should we
bother to store all of the data that makes up that background for every single frame? Here's an illustration:
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We start with this frame. Now we take a look at what is actually changing in between frames:

Here are frames 2 and 3, with the only parts that have changed since the previous frame shown below the
actual frame.



Here we have frames 4 and 5 with the same arrangement.

Notice that the only things in the frame that changed was the chair moving (and redrawing the background
in the area that the chair had left since the previous frame). Almost all inter-frame compression is based on
exploiting this fact about a video image. The disadvantage to this is that if you want to check out frame 5,
you can't actually see what the real frame looks like without first looking back at frame 1, then applying the
changes in frames 2, 3, 4, and 5. This leads to the notion of keyframes. A keyframe is a special frame which
exists on its own - in other words it doesn't rely on any other frames to store its data. Thus seeking to a
particular frame usually involves first going to the preceding keyframe and then applying each successive
partial-frame until we reach the desired one.

This presents a problem for video editing - if we want to cut the video on a specific frame, most programs
have a very good chance of getting rather get confused unless cut at a keyframe. What I mean by this is, if
you want to cut at frame 3, and that isn't a keyframe, sometimes your editing program might make the cut
right there at frame three... but sometimes it might actually cut at frame 2, or frame 4! This makes your
editing options very limited unless you create lots and lots of keyframes, in which case you then lose the
benefits of inter-frame compression in the first place!

Bottom line: Use Intra-frame compression for editing, and inter-frame compression for final distribution and
archival.

Key Concepts

- Lossless compression leaves all of the original data intact, but does not offer a high
compression ratio.

- Lossy compression throws away some data, but offers a much better compression ratio.



- Ideally, you should only use a lossy codec ONCE--for creating the final distribution copy of your
video.

- Both lossless and lossy codecs can compress video frames in 2 different ways. They can use
intra-frame compression, or inter-frame compression.

- Intra-frame compression means that every frame is compressed individually. This is ideal for
editing.

- Inter-frame compression exploits the similarities between frames, but except for keyframes,
each frame is reliant on first decoding other frames. This is fine for normal playback, but not
good for editing.
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Codecs and Containers
Now that you know the basic concepts and terminology behind video compression, we can talk about various
containers and codecs, and which one is right for you. First off, we need to point out what the difference
between a Codec and a Container is. Codec stands for Compressor/Decompressor (or Coder/Decoder),
meaning it is something which can both encode and decode something, in this case video. Codecs include
things like MJPEG, Sorenson, Cinepak, and DivX. Some codecs may have specific containers associated with
them, such as MPEG. Some other containers you are probably familiar with include AVI, Quicktime, or
Matroska. A container simply holds everything together. For instance, the AVI container holds both the video
stream (which is compressed with a Codec) and an audio stream. Without the container, the video and audio
would be in seperate files! More advanced containers like Matroska can allow for additional things like subtitle
streams, multiple audio and video steams, chapters, and more.

A container does not necessarily mean anything about the video quality, it only dictates the underlying
structure of a file. I always scratch my head when people say things like "I like AVIs better than MPEGs
because they're smaller," which is a statement that makes absolutely no sense. I've had an AVI file that's
26GB large, orders of magnitude larger than most MPEG files. The fact is that containers like AVI and
Quicktime have little to nothing to do with the underlying Codec, except that the limitations of a container
must be adhered to in the codec. For instance, AVI does not support many of the features required for h.264
(MPEG-4 AVC) compressed video.

I. Containers

1) AVI: Microsoft defined the AVI (Audio Video Interleave) container as a special kind of RIFF (Resource
Interchange File Format). As a container it had very simple design attributes which would, in years to
come, reveal all kinds of limitations of the format. However, it was able to contain a very large amount of
video formats by having a Four Character Code (FourCC) to define which Codec was used to store the
video stream. All sorts of clever "hacks" have allowed AVI to do all sorts of things that it was never
designed to do, such as support B-frames. However, the container can only be stretched so far, and more
advanced codecs like x264 can't reach their full potential in the AVI container. Although technically
superior containers like Matroska exist, AVI remains a strong choice. Editing applications often don't
even support many newer containers, so AVI is likely your best option. For distribution, AVI has
been losing ground to other containers lately, because AVI doesn't support many features needed by
some advanced video codecs.

2) MPEG: The MPEG container holds audio and video that are compressed with... you guessed it... MPEG.
The MPEG standard not only defines the MPEG audio and video codecs, but also the container that they
are stored in. DVDs use a special MPEG container called VOB that supports additional features like many
audio and subtitle streams. (And Blu-Ray uses a version called M2TS)

3) Quicktime: While Microsoft defined their rather simplistic AVI container, Apple developed a more robust
and intricate container called Quicktime. During the late 90's the Quicktime container became the de-facto
standard for movie trailers and other types of online video which is designed to be viewed in a web
browser. Cross compatibility, however, has not always been smooth. Although Quicktime is available for
many different systems, the windows implementations of Quicktime have sometimes been less than
desirable. While it's an excellent container, bad implementations and invasive software has dogged
Quicktime for years. If you edit on a Mac, then by all means use this container. If you are editing on a
Windows machine though, AVI is probably a far better choice. For distribution, Quicktime is often highly
frowned upon by viewers who have Windows.

4) Matroska: This open-source container is a very impressive container that offers many interesting features
you wont find anywhere else. Because of it's great subtitle support, it is frequently used for anime
fansubs. For the purpose of AMVs though, most of its unique features aren't typically very useful. For
editing, you would be hard-pressed to find any serious editing software that supports this container.
Hopefully this will change in the coming years, though. As for distribution, most people tend to go with
the more standardized MP4 container for their AMVs. 
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5) MPEG4: The MPEG4 container is designed to hold MPEG4 compressed audio and video. Technically, it can
hold some other different video and audio codecs, but if you want your files to comply with the MPEG4
standard, you should use only the standard MPEG4 video and audio codecs. Their are 2 compliant types of
video codecs that you need to be aware of. MPEG4 ASP (advanced simple profile) codecs, such as DivX
and XviD, and h.264 (also known as AVC, or Advanced Video Coding) codecs, such as x264. The standard
MPEG4 audio codec is called AAC, though it is also acceptable to use MP3 audio. These days MPEG4 has
become the de-facto option for distribution.

6) Windows Media: This proprietary container is designed exclusively for holding Windows Media Audio and
Video (WMA & WMV). Microsoft created this container because their aging AVI container couldn't support
all of the features that they needed. While it is in many ways technically superior to AVI, it doesn't offer
nearly the openness and flexibility that AVI does. Most Windows users shouldn't have too much trouble
playing these files, but users on other operating systems or older versions of Windows may have
difficulty. If you edit using Windows Movie Maker, this might be an option for you, but otherwise this
probably isn't the best choice. 

II. Common Editable Codecs

1) DV - Digital Video

DV is not lossless, but it still provides very good quality. The filesize can also be much smaller (by about 3
times) than the lossless options. If you are only going to be doing a recompression once or twice, the
quality shouldn't be much of an issue. With repeated recompression though, you can start really losing
quality.

The main disadvantage is that DV is fixed to 720x480 in 29.97 FPS (or 720x576 in 25 FPS) at
25MBit/second. Some variants of DV exist that may support different resolutions, or allow for progressive
(non-interlaced) video. But for the most part, DV severely limits what you can put into it.

My recommendation is don't use it. The limitations it imposes aren't really worth the trouble.

2) Huffyuv

Huffyuv was one of the first really great lossless codecs that came around. It is very fast, and compresses
decently. It orignally only supported YUY2 and RGB colorspaces, but some modifications of it can support
YV12. However, better codecs exist now, so it's best to just skip this one.

3) Lagarith

Like Huffyuv, Lagarith is a lossless codec, so you get back exactly what goes into it. In addition to offering
better compression than Huffyuv (so it doesn't use as much disk space), it also has support for additional
colorspaces such as YV12, and it offers interesting features such as a "reduced resolution" mode, which is
useful for editing with proxy files (discussed later in this guide).

Both compression and decompression can be slower than HuffYUV. If you have a slower CPU, you may
want to consider other options. It also seems to occasionally have some compatability issues with some
software, like premiere pro.

This is generally a good, solid option for an editing codec, but because of the compatability issues and
slow speed, I wouldn't recommend this one anymore.

4) UtVideo - Probably your best choice

This lossless codec is blazing fast, and also offers very good compression (almost as good as Lagarith). It
also supports all of the colorspaces that you will need.

Because of its awesome speed and great compression, this is my editing codec of choice. You can't go
wrong with this one.

III. Common Distribution Codecs
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1) MPEG1

MPEG1 was the codec which made distributable digital video happen. MPEG could be streamed, stored on
CDs - you could do all sorts of stuff with it. However, MPEG1 is old. In terms of technical quality there are
much, much better things out there. It's not worth using anymore.

2) XviD

XviD is a free codec that has been around for a while now and works very well. It can give you good video
quality at a reasonable size.

XviD's main disadvantage is that it's starting to get old, and has been surpassed by better codecs such as
x264. XviD is a sort of middle ground between MPEG-1 and x264. I can't really recommend this codec
anymore.

3) Windows Media Video 9

The quality is roughly similar to Xvid, but most people tend to frown upon WMV files because they are
associated with poor quality, and poor AMVs. About the only reason that someone would be using this
option is if they are stuck with the poor "Windows Movie Maker" editing software.

Don't use this unless you have to.

4) x264

x264 is a freely available open source implementation of the h.264 standard. H.264, or AVC as it is
sometimes known is a very advanced compression method that is part of the MPEG-4 standard. This
simply offers the best quality at the smallest filesize, bar none.

This is currently your best choice for a distribution codec. It's what all the cool kids are using.

Key Concepts

- Containers such as AVI or MPEG4 do not really have much to do with video quality.

- For editing, a lossless intra-frame codec is ideal. The recommended codec for editing is
UtVideo.

- For distribution, the x264 codec is recommended.
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Multimedia Frameworks
Multimedia Frameworks are a bit of an abstract concept, since we don't usually work directly with them. It is
important to at least know what they are and be familiar with them though. Here is Wikipedia's definition of a
multimedia framework:

A multimedia framework (MMF) is a software framework that handles media on a computer and
through a network. A good multimedia framework offers an intuitive API and a modular
architecture to easily add support for new codecs, container formats and transmission protocols.
It is meant to be used by applications such as media players and audio or video editors, but can
also be used to build Videoconferencing applications, media converters and other multimedia
tools.

Got that? No? Well, let's just grossly oversimplify it by saying that a multimedia framework is the low level
computer code that really handles all of the video processing stuff. Rather than worrying too much about
exactly what a multimedia framework is, let's just look at some examples.

Quicktime

Don't confuse this with the Quicktime container, which is implemented ON TOP of the Quicktime multimedia
framework. Quicktime was one of the first multimedia frameworks to come out, way back in 1991. Despite
being so old, it was quite powerful and well designed right from the beginning. Apple has continued to
improve the framework since it's initial release, so it's still a very good framework even today. For a long
time, Macs were considered to be one of the best choices for a computer if you needed to edit video. This
was largely based on the power and flexibility that the Quicktime multimedia framework offered.

Now, as awesome as quicktime is, there is one very important thing that you need to know about it: It's
implementation on Microsoft Windows really sucks.

Video for Windows

Microsoft released Video for Windows in 1992 as a response to Apple's Quicktime. Video for Windows
however, was not nearly as robust as Quicktime was. Despite that, it has become a very important
framework for dealing with AVI files. You see, AVI files are basically the only things supported by the Video
for Windows framework, and the framework only lets you do very basic things with AVI files. While it's not
such a great framework for playback, it gets the job done when it comes to things like encoding or basic
editing functions. Some very important video tools such as VirtualDub and AviSynth are based heavily around
the Video for Windows framework. For VirtualDub to be able to encode or decode an AVI file, you must have
the Video for Windows codec used by that AVI installed on your computer. Just about any AVI codec will
have a Video for Windows version, such as Xvid, HuffYUV, Lagarith, Divx, and others.

DirectShow

Microsoft created the DirectShow framework to replace the Video for Windows framework, though Video for
Windows is still better than DirectShow in some regards. DirectShow is a very powerful framework for video
playback, however when it comes to aspects like editing, it leaves much to be desired. The primary reason for
this is that DirectShow is not frame accurate. This means that if a program tells DirectShow, "alright, show
me the frame that occurs at timecode 01:28.21 in this video" DirectShow might not always return the same
frame!

Many media playback software such as Windows Media Payer, Media Player Classic, ZoomPlayer, and others
use DirectShow to playback videos. DirectShow is backwards compatable with Video for Windows, which
means for example, if you installed the Video for Windows Xvid codec, then you will be able to watch Xvid
videos through DirectShow as well. However, the reverse is not true: If you install a DirectShow decoder for
Xvid, then you can not open up an Xvid in a Video for Windows based application like VirtualDub.

It's worth mentioning at this point, that DirectShow doesn't really use codecs like Video for Windows does.
While technically I suppose you can have a DirectShow codec, i.e. something that both Compresses and
Decompresses the video through DirectShow, we typically only see decompressors in DirectShow. We call
these decoder filters. Since it doesn't compress, it is technically not a codec, but most people refer to them
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as codecs anyway.

DirectShow works by creating what is called a filter graph. Now, this graph is usually something that
happens entirely in the background whenever you play a video file - it's not something that you are usually
aware of. There is a nice little tool called Graphedit, which allows you to display the filter graphs so you can
see what is going on. Let's take a look at one:

Now, what I have done is opened up an MP4 video file to display its filter graph. The first thing that happens,
the MP4 file is opened by a special filter called a splitter. The splitter takes the video and audio (and even
other things like subtitles), and it splits them apart and sends each stream to another filter. Now, the splitter
can only do this if it actually understands the type of video file that you are trying to open. A fresh install of
Microsoft Windows doesn't know how to read MP4 files, so it would not be able to render this graph, and thus
would not be able to play the file. By installing a splitter such as Haali Media Splitter, which happens to be
used here, it adds support for MP4 and MKV files and allows them to be split and sent to the next stop in the
filter chain.

Now, the video stream gets sent to a decoder filter which will decompress the video. As you can see here, the
splitter has sent the video stream to the ffdshow Video Decoder. It does the same thing with the audio
stream, sending it to an audio decoder. Finally, the decoded video stream is sent to the Video Renderer,
which displays it on the screen, and the decoded audio stream is sent to the DirectSound device, which plays
the sound through your speakers.

Now, while this filter graph is constructed completely automatically whenever you play a video file, it is
precicely this fact that actually causes quite a lot of the playback problems that people have. The problem is
that there can be multiple filters installed that are capable of doing the same thing. You might have 3
different splitters installed that can split MP4 files. You might have 5 or more decoders that are capable of
decoding an Xvid video. So what happens, is you have a bunch of different filters fighting over the right to do
the same thing. Some of these decoders might even have bugs in them that cause playback problems.

What invariably happens, is that someone has a problem playing back a certain video file, and the first thing
that they usually think is "I'll go and download a codec pack". Now, just about anyone who knows anything
about video would always tell you that codec packs are a *really* *really* *really* bad idea. Many playback
problems come precicely from having too many decoders installed on your system, and then what people
want to do is go and install some huge pack FULL of decoders. Now, it's not too difficult to see why codec
packs are popular - most people know nothing about DirectShow or these filter graphs, all they know is that
they need something else installed in order to play a certain video. They don't know *what* they need to
install, they just know they need *something*. So what they do is they go grab whichever codec pack looks
like it has the most stuff in it. Perhaps worse, they may even try installing more than one codec pack. By this



time their system is probably a complete mess, and I imagine they will have more trouble playing back
videos than they did before they started.

FFMPEG

Now, the last multimedia framework to discuss is FFMPEG. It is an open source, cross-platform framework
that is frequently updated. It's not nearly as robust as something like Quicktime or even DirectShow. While
something like DirectShow can be extended in any way you want by installing new filters, FFMPEG is entirely
self-contained. This is probably FFMPEG's greatest strength. With FFMPEG, there are no codecs or filters to
install. Everything is just there. There are many media players that are based on FFMPEG, such as Mplayer
and VLC. On windows, many users often go with an FFMPEG-based player like VLC instead of one based on
DirectShow, since everything just works right out of the box, and you can avoid the problems with all sorts of
filters fighting with one another.

Key Concepts

- Tools such as AviSynth and VirtualDub are based on the Video for Windows framework.

- On windows machines, playback is typically handled through the DirectShow framework, which
utilizes many different filters to handle different aspects of a video file.

- Don't install "Codec Packs" on your system. They typically do more harm than good.

- Video players based on the FFMPEG framework don't require any sort of codecs for playback.
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Aspect Ratios

Aspect ratios are one of the more confusing things about video. They rarely make as much sense as they
probably should. Close investigation into aspect ratios will just get you more confused than you were to start
off with, so I'm going to try and keep it simple whilst keeping it accurate in a relativistic sort of way.... I
have no idea if this is possible but here goes.

There are three main ways of describing aspect ratio - Pixel Aspect Ratio (PAR), Display Aspect Ratio (DAR),
and Sample Aspect Ratio (SAR).

Pixel Aspect Ratio

A pixel is a pixel, it is a small block of color information. However, some playback devices have different
shaped pixels than others. Computer monitors have square pixels and hence everything that is designed for
display on a monitor should have a PAR of 1. TVs however have 'rectangular pixels' which have a different
PAR depending on the format (NTSC or PAL).

Full screen NTSC dvd footage is usually 720x480 and fullscreen PAL dvd footage is usually 720x576. This
footage is supposed be shown on a 4:3 TV... but these resolutions aren't 4:3 mathematically, so what's going
on?

The reason for this (I'm simplifying here) is due to the fact that TVs have rectangular pixels and when you
show the above resolutions resolutions on a TV they will look 4:3. 

In practical terms it means that when you look at dvd resolution images (720x480, 720x576) on a PC monitor
they do not have the correct pixel aspect ratio so they look a tiny bit squished/stretched in comparison to
the way they look on a TV. This is normal. Programs that are designed for playing DVD video on your PC will
correct this when they are displaying the footage by resizing it so it looks right, but if you are viewing it with
a "Square Pixels" option then it will look slightly wrong. The good thing is that it doesn't really matter until
you display your final product as to what PAR something has. You have a video of a certain resolution to edit
with and no matter what PAR you display it in you still have that many pixels.

NTSC footage technically has a PAR of 0.911 and PAL has a PAR of 1.094 but we are going to work from
the following principle - on a PC monitor, NTSC dvds need resizing to 640x480 to be 4:3 and PAL
DVDs need resizing to 768x576. This is a simplified version of the truth but it suits us well enough. 

[You may notice that NTSC is downsized and PAL is upsized - this is purely and simply to keep the vertical resolution the same in
case someone uses these values on an interlaced source]

Now at this point, I have yet another surprise to spring on you. You know how I said NTSC DVD resolution is
720x480? Well, that's not entirely true. 8 pixels on each the left and right side of the image are supposed to
be just empty space, and aren't really even supposed to even be considered! Got that?

Here is a simple math equation just to make sure you see what is happening here:

A DVD is 720x480, but taking 8 off each side, we get 704x480. 
704*0.911/480 = 641.344/480 = close enough to 640/480 
640/480 = 4/3 = 1.333...

Display Aspect Ratio

In mpeg video this is often stored as a flag that basically says "this is the aspect ratio that you should display
me at". There are two possible Display Aspect Ratios (DARs) on a DVD - 4:3 and 16:9. TV shows will
generally be 4:3 and movies will generally be 16:9 unless they are pan&scan or letterbox (see below). Movies
with a 16:9 DAR are what we refer to as Anamorphic  (or sometimes listed as "optimised for widescreen TV"
etc).

So, what is anamorphic?
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Let me demonstrate with an NTSC dvd source: Revolutionary Girl Utena the Movie (aka Adolescence of
Utena)

The resolution of an NTSC dvd is 720x480 and is generally designed for 4:3 footage. However, in order to
maximise the amount of pixels being used, a widescreen movie is sometimes scaled to fit that resolution like
this (images are 1/2 size):

This means that the video is using all of the available quality of the DVD and it also means that widescreen
TVs only have to stretch the image horizontally - which is also good for quality.

The display aspect ratio for the image is actually 16:9 so the image, when shown corrected, will look
something like this:

That image was made by stretching the image horizontally, just like a widescreen TV would do. If you were
watching it on a 4:3 display, you might be able to set it so it adds letterboxing to display the 16:9 image
like this:

Sometimes sources will be already letterboxed. Those have a 4:3 DAR and the footage itself has copious
black borders on the top and bottom just like the image above. This is a waste of good resolution. However,
it is a useful technique when producing footage for devices (and anime conventions) that cannot display or
compensate for 16:9 DAR.

Another way of dealing with a widescreen source and keeping a 4:3 DAR is to do something called Pan and
Scan which will extract a 4:3 image from the source by cropping the edges like this:



You can see the amount that has been removed from the image by comparing it with the stretched
widescreen image above. The amount of footage lost is even worse when you have big budget Hollywood
movies that actually have an aspect ratio of 2.35:1 (compared to 16:9 which is only 1.778:1). On DVDs
movies with an aspect ratio like 2.35:1 are usually presented anamorphically with a 16:9 DAR but still need
some letterboxing because they are not 16:9. The principle exactly is the same as letterboxing 16:9 footage
in a 4:3 DAR source and it all comes out right in the end.

Sample Aspect Ratios

Now, as if Pixel Aspect Ratios and Display Aspect Ratios weren't enough, now we have another one to throw
into the mix. Sample Aspect Ratios were introduced with the MPEG4 container. As such, they have absolutely
nothing to do with DVDs! Since you might want to distribute your AMV as an MPEG4 though, it is worth
learning what they are. Sample Aspect Ratios are actually very simple to understand - they are just a little
hard to calculate. Fortunately, you probably wont ever need to calculate an SAR by hand!

The SAR basically just says "stretch the video by this ratio". So lets say for example, we have a 704x480
video (we took a dvd, and simply cropped off those annoying bits on the sides). If we want this video to be
displayed at an aspect ratio of 4:3, then it would need an SAR of 10:11.

Why 10:11? Just look:

(704*10)/(480*11) = 4/3

See, it *is* easy to understand, right? If we wanted that same 704x480 video to be displayed at an aspect
ratio of 16:9, then we would use an SAR of 40:33, as (704*40)/(480*33) = 16/9.

But like I said, you wont need to be calculating these manually, so all you really need to worry about is just
understanding how the SAR differs from the PAR and DAR.

Key Concepts

- Because DVDs don't have square pixels, we must resize in order to make DVDs look correct on
our PC screen.

- DVD supports 2 display aspect ratios--4:3 and anamorphic 16:9

- A 4:3 DVD only requires you to correct the pixel aspect ratio. An anamorphic dvd must be
stretched further in addition to that.

- PAR, DAR, and SAR, are all just different ways of defining by how much the video should be
stretched. Don't get too caught up in the terminology, because they are all just different ways of
doing the same thing.
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DVDs

Because DVD footage is kinda complicated, and thats sorta what most of this guide is dedicated to, I've
decided to bring all of the most important information here onto one page, so that it can be easily
understood.

First, lets talk about the difference between NTSC and PAL DVDs. If you live in North America or Japan, then
your DVDs follow the NTSC standard. Anime is made in Japan, so that means if you live in North America,
then your DVDs are going to be in the same format that the original was in. This is a very good thing.
However, live in an area that uses PAL, then your anime DVDs are converted from their original NTSC source.
This conversion is often very poor, and thus it is recommended that you DO NOT USE PAL DVDs.

The main hurdle that we have with DVDs, is that they are very inflexible. NTSC DVDs have a resolution of
720x480, and a framerate of 29.97. PAL DVDs on the other hand, have a resolution of 720x576, and a
framerate of 25. What this means is that no matter what aspect ratio your footage has, and no matter what
framerate the footage is supposed to play at, on the DVD it will always have the same resolution and aspect
ratio. Thus, in order to view the footage correctly, we have to restore both the aspect ratio and the
framerate to what they should be!

 

Framerates

As I just mentioned, NTSC DVDs have a framerate of 29.97. This presents a problem though, because the
vast majority of anime uses a framerate of 23.976!

As we mentioned earlier in this guide, the process of converting video from 23.976 fps to 29.97 fps is called
telecine. There are 2 kinds of telecine used with DVDs: hard telecine, and soft telecine.

Soft telecine is the easiest to deal with. In this case, the footage is actually stored on the DVD at the correct
fps of 23.976, and a flag is set which tells the DVD player to telecine it in realtime during playback. In order
to fix this, all we have to do is change that flag when we are grabbing the footage in order to tell it not to
telecine it! Unfortunately, soft-telecined anime is fairly rare. You will usually only see it on some movies, as
tv series are almost always hard telecined.

Hard telecine is the tough one, and it's caused headaches for many people. In this case, the footage has
been telecined before it was stored on the DVD, and we have to restore it using a technique called inverse
telecine, or IVTC. Fortunately, the process is fairly automatic, so once you learn how to do it, its not really a
big problem anymore.

Finally, some anime does have an actual framerate of 29.97 fps. This is usually limited to only the opening or
ending clips of the anime, but some OVAs are known to be completely 29.97 fps throughout. In that
situation, your footage may either be progressive or interlaced. If it is progressive then you really don't need
to to anything. But if it is interlaced, then you need to deinterlace it.

 

Aspect Ratios

This has already been covered in a some detail, so let me just restate the key points. Please note that I am
grossly oversimplifying things here, but this should really be sufficient for most people. There are 3 main
cases that you will have with NTSC DVDs: 4:3, 16:9 anamorphic, and 16:9 letterboxed.

The difference between the two 16:9 cases, are that with anamorphic footage, the video uses up the entire
frame size of the dvd, whereas with letterboxed footage, you will have large black bars along the top and
bottom.

16:9 letterboxed is actually the same as 4:3, so we can treat it exactly the same. This means we really only
have 2 cases to worry about.

No matter which case you have, we start off by cropping 8 pixels from the left side, and 8 pixels from the
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right side, because those pixels really aren't supposed to be part of the picture. If you forget to do this, its
not a big deal, but just know that this is what you should do.

Now, if you have 4:3 footage, you can just resize to 640x480, and everything should be just dandy. If you
have 16:9 anamorphic footage, then you can resize to 848x480. See, its really not all that complicated, right?

If you are unsure if your footage is at the correct aspect ratio, here is a handy trick: Look for a round object,
such as a ball or the moon, and then ask yourself, "does that object look round?" If you answer "no", then
your aspect ratio is incorrect.

 

Can't I just put the DVDs straight into my editing program?

Nope. While the aspect ratio doesn't really cause any problem in this regard, since it can be corrected at any
time, the framerate issues are the major trouble here. If you don't restore the framerate before you
begin editing, then it will be impossible to correctly fix it later. That's basically all it boils down to.

 

I found a tool that automatically converts the DVD into an AVI, can't I just use that?

Nope. There's a very high likelyhood that it will screw something up, especially if you don't know what you
are doing. Also note that some of these programs, such as "Super", can screw with your system and actually
BREAK some of the tools that we use.

 

So how do I do this stuff?

In the remainder of this guide, it will be explained how to resize your footage and how to fix the framerate
(along with some other nifty things!), using an amazing tool called AviSynth. So, simply read on to learn all
about it!

 

Key Concepts

- You HAVE to fix the framerate and aspect ratio of your DVDs! Otherwise, you should just ignore
this entire guide.
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Understanding Audio

The Basics: What Makes Audio Sound

"Good good good good vibrations bah bah, excitations."

Well, maybe not excitations but it's all certainly about vibrations. You can probably remember this from
science lessons. Something vibrates, it makes the air vibrate, the air vibrates the sensitive bones in your ear,
and this sensation is registered in your brain as sound. That's it in a nutshell.

Things that vibrate fast are sensed as being high-pitched, and things that vibrate slowly are low-pitched.
Things that make big vibrations are loud, and so on. These vibrations can be graphically represented by a
waveform:

In this diagram, the 'size' of the vibrations is plotted on the vertical (y) axis and the time it was measured at
is plotted on the horizontal (x) axis. If you heard this sound, it would be a clear solid note like that made by
a tuning fork.

A higher pitched note would have more cycles in the same amount of time - i.e. more peaks and troughs. A
quieter note would be one where the peaks and troughs aren't as big.

Digital Audio
The way a natural thing such as sound is digitized is by essentially replicating the way the ear works.
Instead of sensitive bones, you have sensitive material that will vibrate just like the bones in your ear do.
These vibrations then (using a variety of different methods) cause an electrical current to be created. This
translates the amplitude of a sound to an electrical voltage difference. Essentially what you will get is the
exact same diagram as above but instead the y axis will be volts. This can then be measured and converted
into binary that computers can use. This is digitization.

When sound is digitized, the waveform is reconstructed by measuring the voltage (the y axis) thousands of
times a second and storing this reading in computer binary. When you record audio on your pc or when you
save or listen to audio files, you may notice that the audio has two properties: bits and sample rate. The
most common of these is 16bit 44.1Khz audio as found on CDs. But what do these numbers actually mean?

Bits (or Binary digITS)- the easiest way to
describe bits in audio is to compare it to
video. As you may know, you can set your
computer's video display to 8bit, 16bit,
32bit etc. In video terms, the bits are the
amount of different colours that can be
displayed.

In audio, it's very similar as it's the
amount of different voltages (amplitudes)
that can be sampled. So, just as 8bit video
only has 256 colours, 8bit audio only has
256 different amplitudes it can sample.
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Sample Rate is very simple as it's the amount of times every second that the audio is sampled or given a
binary number. CDs are sampled at 44.1KHz or 44,100 times a second. That's quite a lot, really - but still
nothing compared to video capture ^_^;;

Right, so now you know what 16bit 44.1KHz audio means - 65,536 possible levels measured 44,100 times a
second.

This system of digitizing audio is known as Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) and you will notice that in audio
compression settings there is almost always a setting for Uncompressed Wav PCM. This is it.

Demons of Digital Audio - Quantization Errors.
It stands to reason that assigning a digital number to an analogue signal can have its problems. Due to
there only being a specific amount of 'steps' (quantization levels) that amplitudes can be assigned to there is
a considerable amount of rounding errors. Obviously choosing 16bit sampling over 8bit sampling will make
these rounding errors less significant as there are more possible levels, as explained earlier.

However, there is another curse, which occurs when trying to give a value to a sample that is outside the
digital range. A common situation for this to happen is when trying to sample an analogue signal (with your
pc etc.) that is too loud and all you get is garbage noise - which is in this case an example of "clipping". The
peaks and troughs of the incoming sound are beyond the range of the sampling system to the tops and
bottoms of the peaks are 'clipped' which causes the garbage noise. Problems can also occur in low bit
sampling with audio that is too quiet. These types of garbage noise should be avoided at all costs. If you
want to increase the volume (gain) without creating garbage data, then see the section on sourcing your
audio... this process is called Normalization and I might as well tell you what it does here.

Normalization
In terms of audio, this is a two-stage process which is intended to maximise the volume of your audio
sample. The normalization process does the following:

1) Finds the highest amplitude of any wave in the audio

2) Amplifies the entire audio wave so that this amplitude does not exceed the maximum that can be stored
in binary - i.e. without clipping.



It is possible to normalize to 95% but essentially the principle is to find the maximum gain without clipping
any of your peaks.... of course, if they're clipped already because the analogue input was too loud then
there's nothing you can do.

All together now
When you listen to a song, there is generally much more than one instrument being played. Not only is there
more than one sound but this sound is also made up of harmonics and other audio wonders that make the
instruments and voices sound the way they do. When this is combined together in a waveform it is alters the
waveform into something quite indistinguishable from its parts. In fact, it's a bit of a mess:

This is a small section from a version of
Fly me to the Moon used in Evangelion. In
this section we can hear a bass and vocals
(but it is a very small section). The wave
doesn't really show you much. There are a
few recognisable patterns but because the
waveforms are combined it is difficult to
separate the double bass and the vocals.

This is a longer section of the same song.
In fact it's the "to the" bit of "fly me to
the moon". It still doesn't show you much
but if you look carefully there is a short,
quiet, tight squiggle ¾ of the way along.
That's a "tap" noise that's part of the jazz
drumming. It is distinguishable because
it's much higher pitched and hence has a
much higher frequency than the bass or
the vocals. In a more complex piece of
music, like a rock song, this would be
much more difficult to spot.

That's the basics of how sound is digitized and what graphical representations mean. We'll have a further
look later when we see how graphical representations can help you with your video.
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Audio Compression

OK, you might have noticed that sampling at 44,100 times a second with 65,536 possible values can make a
lot of data. If you've ever extracted an audio cd to your PC as a wav then you will know that uncompressed
digital audio can be seriously bigger than the mp3s you get off the 'net.

So, how do they compress the audio so much with so little apparent loss in quality?

How Audio Compresses
Well, there are two essential properties to audio compression.

1) Lossless Data compression. This is the zip (Huffman) type of compression where patterns are searched for
in order to decrease the amount of data that needs to be stored. It's all math(s) and the net result is that
you can make files smaller without getting rid of any of the data. This is useful. In video, there is a codec
(COmpressor DECompressor) called HuffYUV that can do this. In audio there are a few codecs that can but a
popular lossless codec is FLAC which is quite cool.

2) Psychoacoustic models. OK, this is the main area in which audio compression works. This is the lossy part
of the compression where an encoder will throw away information in order to reduce the size. This is based
on a mathematical model which attempts to describe what the human ear actually hears - i.e. with the
intention of disregarding any information that cannot actually be heard.

Exactly what information to throw away depends on the codec being used. Some codecs are designed to
remove certain frequencies so that the compression is best for voices (telephones work with such a system
which is why all On Hold music sounds like poo even if it's a tune you like ^^).

Various models have been formulated over the years in order to reduce the sizes of audio files. However the
most significant in recent years is undoubtedly the psychoacoustic models used in mpeg1 layer 3 (mp3)
compression which I will talk about soon.

The Stages of MP3 Compression
First, let's look at the stages that take place in compressing an audio file. For this example, the mp3 codec
is described:

[Note that these stages may not necessarily occur in this order ^_^]

1) The waveform is separated into small sections called frames (think of them as similar to video frames)
and it is within each frame that the audio will be analysed.

2) The section is analysed to see what frequencies are present (aka spectral analysis).

3)

These figures are then compared to tables of data in the codec that contains information of the
psychoacoustic models. In the mp3 codec, these models are very advanced and a great deal of the
modeling is based on the principle known as masking which I will talk about in more detail in a
moment. Any information that matches the psychoacoustic model is retained and the rest is discarded.
This is the majority of the audio compression.

4) Depending on the bitrate, the codec uses the allotted amount of bits to store this data.

5)
Once this has taken place, the result is then passed through the lossless Huffman zip-type compression
which reduces the size by another 10%. [this is why there is no point in zipping an mp3, it's already
been 'zipped']
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That's basically what an mp3 compressor does, but what about that psychoacoustic model? What is
masking?

Well, the main way that the mp3 codec removes information is by discovering which sounds are apparently
undetectable or 'masked' and so cannot be heard. These sounds are then removed (hopefully) without any
audible loss in sound.

Psychoacoustics and Masked Sounds:
There are two main types of masking effects - Simultaneous Masking and Temporal Masking.

Simultaneous Masking works under the principle that certain sounds can drown out other sounds when
played at the same time. In quiet pieces of music you may be able to hear very subtle sounds such as the
breathing of a singer. In a loud song, these elements would no longer be audible but that doesn't mean that
the sound has now disappeared. It has also been ascertained that if you play two sounds with the second
one at a slightly higher pitch but only slightly quieter, it will be very difficult for the second one to be heard.
The brain basically does it's own filtering on the sound. However, if you have two distinct sounds playing,
even if you can't hear one, you have much more information. This is the kind of information that is removed
and that is the principle of simultaneous masking - the removal of the sounds the brain doesn't hear because
of other sounds being present.

Temporal Masking works in a similar way but here the idea isn't that you can't hear one sound because of
another one being similar, it's the fact that if you play one sound slightly after another one you wont be able
to hear the second one (and vice versa) Again, this is sound information that would be removed.

This all sounds great, doesn't it? - you can remove sounds that you can't hear anyway and get small files.
Well, that's kinda true but unfortunately the fact of the matter is that you are getting rid of lots of data and
some people can tell.

There is no such thing as an audiophile's mp3 player... an audiophile can tell the difference.

Storing the Data: Bitrates and how they work.
I've touched on this already in the compression description but it's certainly an area worth looking at. You
know what 16bit 44.1Khz audio means in terms of your audio sample but what about 128kbps in terms of
your compressed file?

Well, what if you only had a certain amount of bits to describe a second of audio? Well, the way the data is
stored is by working out how to represent the wave in each frame mathematically. Using a mathematical
model known as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), a wave can be expressed in terms of a cumulative amount
of cosine waves. The more cos waves that are used in the mathematical expression, the closer the result will
be to the original waveform. The bitrate will store this data and the complexity and hence accuracy will be
limited to the amount of data that can be stored per frame.

In plain terms, 128kbps means that you have 128kbits of data each second to describe your audio. This is
an ok amount for a codec such as mp3 and is one of the more popular levels for mp3 encoding. Just like
video, the quality of your audio encode will increase if it has more kbits/second to utilize. However, a
192kbps mp3 often sounds much closer to cd quality than 128kbps. It's all about storing data and it's a
simple fact that the bitrate is a limiting factor.

CBR and VBR:
Most audio is compressed at a Constant Bitrate (CBR), which means that every second will have the same
amount of bits available to it (there is a bit reservoir but essentially you are fixed to the amount of data per
second). However, it is obvious that audio is anything but constant. There are quiet parts and loud parts,
complicated parts and simple parts but in the end, if you encode with a constant bitrate, they all have to be
described with the same amount of bits.

Hence, Xing (who are now part of RealNetworks) developed a system of Variable Bitrate (VBR) encoding in
which the bitrate for each frame was scaled based upon the principle that some sections require less bits
and others require more. What this means is that for the same filesize, a better quality audio can be



encoded.

The debated usefulness of this in terms of music videos will be discussed later in final section about making
your distributable video.

Joint Stereo
I figured it would be also worth mentioning the principle of Joint Stereo here as I will be recommending it as
an option later on. Basically the idea is that for the most part, left and right channels are very, very similar.
So why bother having twice the data for most of the song when lots of it can be duplicated for each channel?
This is there the Joint Stereo idea comes in. It compares the left and right channels and works out how
much data it can save by making them identical and encoding the data once. This means there will be
elements of your wav that are, in effect, mono. These are only elements however and it is a very useful
addition for the reduction of file sizes.

There is a secondary pass to the Joint Stereo formation, which is quite clever and uses another
psychoacoustic model. The theory is that we are very bad at telling where very high and very low frequency
sounds are coming from. A practical example of this is subwoofer speakers - they can be stuck in the corner
of the room away from the other speakers and you still can't really tell that the bass is coming from there.
Taking this idea into consideration, bass sounds and very high pitched sounds are made mono - because you
can't tell the difference.

Of course, with this method you do get a reduction in the stereo separation in your audio. Many people
cannot tell the difference but it is there so if you want the best quality you may want to go for the normal
stereo mode. Also, it can introduce errors that can't really be regained by increasing the bitrate. If the audio
sounds a little poor, try normal stereo.
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AviSynth and AvsPmod - What they are, and why you need to use them!

AviSynth is, in my humble opinion, the most significant addidition to Windows digital video editing in recent
memory. It is incredibly powerful and, once you get used to it, it is incredibly convenient for doing all kinds of
wonderful video manipulation tasks that would be very difficult to do otherwise.

However, many people don't really know what AviSynth is, what it does or why any of this is actually useful.
Others feel that they don't need it because their method has worked for them and they are sticking to it...
but I say if you give this program a chance you will soon wonder how you used to live without it.

Demystifying AviSynth
AviSynth isn't a program in the way you may usually think of programs. You don't run an .exe and use some
graphical interface to change settings or anything - that's not the way AviSynth works. AviSynth is a video
processing machine that works in the background. It's a trickster that makes video editing/playback software
think that it is reading a video file when in reality the footage is being generated frame by frame to your
design thanks to Avisynth.

All you do is write a simple text file with some commands on it and you give this file to a Video Editing
program to read. When the Video Program looks at the file it doesn't see the commands you wrote, it sees
video. The video the program sees is what you described in your simple file.

Let me demonstrate the process by using resizing as an example:

1. Take Video 'X' whose resolution is too small
2. Make a simple avisynth script that says "This is a bigger version of Video X"
3. Give avisynth script to editing program
4. Editing program looks at the script file and instead sees footage
5. Every time the program looks at a frame, avisynth takes Video X, makes the frame bigger

and then gives it to the editing program

So, instead of having to make a brand new video which is bigger than the old one, AviSynth simply makes
each frame bigger when the editing program wants to see that frame. This all happens behind the scenes so
that the effect is that you have your bigger video but no need to re-encode or make a new file.

Of course this sort of thing you can do in your editing program - you can tell the editing program to scale up
the footage. This is just the start though - you can put all sorts of commands in these scripts such as:

1. Take some dvd footage that an editing program can't read
2. Decode it
3. Look for the Telecine (interlacing) pattern
4. Restore the original frames and remove interlacing
5. Trim out a scene
6. Crop off the junk from the edges
7. Filter the footage so it looks cleaner
8. Change the frame rate
9. Give it to the editing program

And all of this can be done before the video program even sees the footage - and all in one place. You don't
need one program to decode the dvd footage, then another to remove interlacing and then another to make
it look better. AviSynth does all these things and a LOT more all in a simple script file that you write.

AviSynth has become essential to Windows digital video editing because of this flexibility and also because of
its immense power. The kind of deinterlacing and telecine removal that you can do in avisynth is something
that you could potentially pay thousands to do as part of your professional video editing program. The ability
to decode mpeg2 is something that many editing programs have these days but few can do it quite so
accurately as AviSynth. Combine this with its ability to convert types of footage, and do all the other digital
manipulations it does, then it's easy to understand why this is such as useful tool.
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And all of this is done in a mere few lines of text. That's the real beauty - you need to change something, you
change the script. You want to add something else, you add it to the script. It's convenience in excess... you
just need to work out how to use it.

AvsPmod
Avisynth uses scripts which you have to write and it is these scripts which tell avisynth what to do and what
video to produce when this script is given to a video editing program. Now although these scripts are pretty
simple things it is very different from what most people do - it's more like programming than video editing -
but you'll pick it up pretty quick. Now an AVS script is simply just a plain text file that you could write in
Notepad if you wanted to. However we have a much better tool at our disposal than notepad - AvsPmod.

AvsPmod is like a souped-up text editor specifically designed for making AviSynth scripts. It has a ton of
great features like syntax highlighting, autocomplete, integrated video preview, a tabbed interface for easily
comparing different scripts, and so many other features that I really can't even get into them all here. Even if
you don't understand what all of that means, just rest assured, it makes creating AviSynth scripts VERY easy
and fast. But enough talk, let's jump right into it. 

When you first open up AvsPmod, you should see a window like this:

1) This is the currently selected tab, which shows you the AviSynth script you are currently working on.
AvsPmod lets you open up multiple scripts at the same time in different tabs. If you want to duplicate a tab,
simply double-click it.

2)If you double click in the empty area beside your tabs, it will create a new, empty tab.

3)This button opens up the video preview window beneath your script. You can also open or refresh the
video preview by pressing F5 on your keyboard.

4)Pressing this skips backwards one frame in the video preview.

5)Skip forward one frame.

6)Pressing this button will open up your script in an external video player. The first time you press this
button, AvsPmod will ask you for the location of the video player. While players like Windows Media Player or
Media Player Classic should work fine for the most part, I would actually recommend setting this up to use
VirtualDub, since it gives you a really quick way of bringing your script into VirtualDub for encoding.

7) Displays the current frame number. The first frame is numbered 0, not 1.



8) Trackbar that you can drag to seek through your video.

9) Status bar that tells you all sorts of useful information about your video, like the current frame number
and current time in the video, resolution, framerate, colorspace, and even the coordinates and color of any
pixel in the video that you move your mouse over.

A simple script

In the text area, type the following line:

ColorBars()

AvsPmod should turn the text dark blue like this, because it recognizes the phrase "ColorBars" as an internal
AviSynth command. If you misspell it, it will stay black.

Now, press F5 to bring up the video preview. You should now see a colorbars test pattern being displayed.
Congratulations, you've made your first AviSynth script! Now if you press the button to open up the clip in an
external player (assuming you set one up as described above), then when you play this file in your player,
you will also hear an annoying beep along with it. This is the audio test pattern that is also generated by the
ColorBars command. AvsPmod can't play audio, so you will always have to open your scripts in an external
player in order to hear it.

Now, let's test out the Auto-completion feature in AvsP. Delete the ColorBars line, and then just Type:

Co

As you type, you should see a menu come up, like this:

This menu contains a list of AviSynth commands that AvsPmod knows about. "ColorBars" should probably be
the command that is highlighted in this menu, but if not, you can simply use your Up and Down arrow keys
to find it. Once it's selected, you can press Tab to automatically insert the command into your script. One
thing you need to remember is that the autocomplete menu will only come up if you capitalize the first letter
of the command.

Now having pressed tab to automatically insert the command, you will see that it has an opening parenthesis
at the end of the command, but not a closing parenthesis. You should also see a small box appear under the
command that looks like this:

This box is called a calltip and it shows you all of the parameters to the ColorBars command that you can
adjust. Also, if you click directly on the calltip, it will open up the documentation for that command if it is
available.



Now we can see that ColorBars can take 3 different parameters: width, height, and pixel_type. Let's try
changing these parameters by typing the following line:

ColorBars(320,240,"YV12")

Press F5 to check the result. Now for a bit of explanation about what we just did. The calltip told us that
width and height were both integers (int), so that means we can just type in a number for those. If it had
said they were "float" values, then that means we can use a floating point (decimal) value such as 320.587.
If you try to use a value like that here though, it would just cause it to display an error. The final parameter
was "pixel_type" which is just another way of saying Color Space. We could have used RGB32, YUY2, or YV12
here. Now you may have noticed that it lists pixel_type as being a "string". A string, in programming terms,
just means a series of characters. Strings are always enclosed inside of quotation marks, while ints or floats
should never be in quotes. 

Now we could have written that exact same line like this:

ColorBars(width=320,height=240,pixel_type="YV12")

This will do exactly the same thing as the previous line, but this time we have explicitly told it which values
go with which parameter. The only reason previous line even worked was because we put the parameters in
the correct order. What if just wanted to specify the pixel_type, but leave the height and width at their
default values?

ColorBars(pixel_type="YV12")

Works just fine, but

ColorBars("YV12")

Displays an error! 

So the important thing to remember here is that if you are specifying the parameters in the order that they
appear in the calltip, then its ok to leave out the name of the parameter, but otherwise you need to specify
their names. 

Now speaking of default values, here is another handy tip: When using the autocomplete, instead of pressing
Tab, you press Enter instead. You will see the following:

ColorBars(width=?,height=?,pixel_type=?)

By using Enter instead of Tab, the autocomplete feature will automatically write all of the parameters, along
with their default values, if AvsPmod knows them. Unfortunately, AvsPmod didn't know the default values for
the ColorBars command, so it just filled them with question marks, so this isn't the best example. We will
look at this in further detail a little later though If you were curious though, the default values used by
ColorBars are width=640,height=480, and pixel_type="RGB32".

A more complex script

Now, why don't we try loading an actual video into AvsPmod? First, make sure to erase any commands that
you have already written, so you are starting from an empty script. You can now select a video to open by
either going to the File menu and then selecting "Open", or by pressing Ctrl+O, or by middle-clicking
somewhere in your script. 

Just so we are all on the same page here, I would recommend that you grab one of my favorite AMVs,
Believe by Kevin Caldwell, and try loading it. AvsPmod should generate a line that says DirectShowSource()
and contains the path to the file. Pressing F5, you should be able to see the video. And on that note, this
would be a great time to explain about some of the various source filters that you can use.

AVISource() - This command will open an AVI file through using Video For Windows (VFW). This
requires that you have installed whatever VFW video codec that your video uses. When loading
uncompressed AVI files, or AVI files compressed with a lossless intra-frame codec, such as

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/members/members_videoinfo.php?v=218


HuffYUV or Lagarith or UTvideo, then this is the command to use. DON'T use this with other
types of AVI files, such as those encoded with Xvid.

DirectShowSource() - This command will open a video file using the DirectShow interface. This
should be able to load any file that is viewable in Windows Media Player, but you need to be
careful when you use this. The problem with DirectShowSource is that it does not do frame-
accurate seeking. If you are just going to open the AVS script in VirtualDub and encode it, then
thats fine. If you are planning to load this AVS directly into an editing program and start cutting
it up, then that is a big problem. Just don't do it! 

FFVideoSource() - This source filter is a bit unique in that it is not one of the core filters built
into AviSynth, but rather it is a seperate plugin that you must download and install. If you got
the AMVapp, then this should all be taken care of for you. FFVideoSource is pretty cool because it
lets you open most types of video files with frame accuracy. Now, FFVideoSource has a couple of
caveats that you need to be aware of: first, it doesn't load audio (though you can use the
FFAudioSource command if you really need the audio). Next, whenever you open a video with
ffvideosource, it will generate a small index file with the extension ".ffindex". The first time you
open a file, you may notice a short pause while it generates this file. 

MPEG2Source() - This one is also only available through an additional plugin (but again, if you
got AMVapp you are set). This is the command that should be used when you want to load DVD
footage using a dgindex file. Since this guide focuses on using DVD footage, this is the command
we will be using most often later on. 

WAVSource() - This can be used to load a WAV file for use as audio.

There are other source commands, but these are the primary ones that you will be using. 

Now, you hopefully have your video loaded, so let's do some stuff to it! Each command in Avisynth needs to
be on a seperate line, so keep that in mind. Now maybe I hate the song used in this video, and so I want to
just get rid of that audio altogether. I can do this quite simply with the line KillAudio(). I see some black
bars on the sides too, so why don't I crop those off? I can do that with Crop(16,0,-16,-0) [the crop
command crops off the number of pixels you specify from the left, top, right, and bottom; the right and
bottom need to use negative values]. Now, there might be a little bit of black space left around the video in
some parts, but for the purposes of this example, I'm not going to be too picky. Next, this video is pretty
darned small. I can barely see it on my huge monitor. I think I'll resize it up to 640x480 by using the line
Spline36Resize(640,480). Now there are a lot of different filters that can be used to resize, such as
BilinearResize(), BicubicResize(), LanczosResize(), and a ton of others. I think Spline36Resize gives a good
result, so it's what I normally use. 

Now at this point, your script should look something like this:

DirectShowSource("C:\Believe.mpg") 
KillAudio() 
Crop(16,0,-16,-0) 
Spline36Resize(640,480)

Now admittedly, this isn't a very useful script, but it hopefully helped you understand the basics of how
AviSynth works. Now let's take a look at one of the really cool features in AvsPmod. 

Let's add yet another line to this script, and start typing Tweak. When you see it come up in the
autocomplete menu, press Enter to have AvsPmod automatically fill in all of the default values. While that
didn't work back when we tried it with ColorBars, it should work just nicely with this filter. 

Now if you have the video preview up, you may have noticed that as you add each command, you see it
appear again over to the right side of your video preview, but with a "+" mark in front of it. If you try
clicking on the "Tweak", command over here, it will expand to reveal something interesting. 



As you can see here, AvsPmod has automatically generated a user interface to adjust the properties of this
filter! The tweak command lets you adjust things such as the hue, saturation, brightness, and contrast in
your video. Traditionally, filters like this have been quite difficult to use, since you basically have to just
guess at the values you want, and keep adjusting it until you get something that you like. With these sliders
given to us by AvsP though, we can adjust these settings very easily! Careful though, as some of the settings
are very sensitive. If you want to restore any particular setting to its default value, just click on the blue
value on the right side. 

Now this is probably enough scripting for now, so if you are satisfied with what you've done, you can save
your AviSynth script by going to the File menu and choosing Save or Save As. You probably aren't very
impressed with AviSynth at this point, but just wait until we start doing some seriously cool and useful stuff
with it later on...

Avisynth Plugins
Avisynth plugins contain functions that people have written as additions to the core AviSynth tools. These
plugins are essential to getting the most out of AviSynth as they give it abilities it would never usually have.

You will have a folder called "Avisynth 2.5\plugins\" and this is the default plugin folder. When plugins are
put into this folder they are automatically loaded into avisynth so you can use the functions straight away in
scripts.

If you do not have a default plugin folder registered or if you have a plugin that is not in this folder, you have
to load them manually. This should be done at the very start of a script before any commands, e.g.:

LoadPlugin("C:\mpeg2dec\mpeg2dec3.dll")

Thankfully for you, you will not need to do this if you have the AMVapp installed. The AMVapp has a large
variety of plugins and custom script functions, all of which do not need to be loaded manually.

You will see exactly how to use these plugins in the guides that are to follow.

AviSynth Includes
The final info you will need to know about Avisynth before we get onto other programs is that there are some
functions which are not plugins but are loaded into avisynth when it starts. These are scripts that are
contained in the plugins folder and have the extension ".avsi"

There are a number of these and they all contain interesting functions which will be described in greater detail
as they are required. You can also define your own functions in these files - just follow the instructions in the
AviSynth documenation on creating custom functions. These .avsi commands are automatically "included"
when you make a new avs file so some of these avsi files are used for global settings. SetMemoryMax.avsi,



for example, dictates how much memory each AviSynth script is allowed to use - this is to avoid crashes in
editing programs when using many scripts.

That should be all you need to know about using AviSynth for now. The following information on this page is
not completely necessary, so you can skip over it for now if you feel like this is becoming a bit too much.

Advanced Scripting
Now this isn't actually advanced stuff per se, it's actually quite basic. I think the following information can be
quite helpful in making AviSynth scripts, but you can probably get by without it if you want to go ahead and
skip to the next part of the guide.

Multiple commands per line

You can actually put more than one AviSynth command on a single line if you combine them with a period,
like so: Crop(16,0,-16,-0).Spline36Resize(640,480)

Splitting lines

You can also do the opposite of this, which is splitting a single command across multiple lines. You can do
this with a forward slash, like this: 

Crop(left=16, 
\ top=0, 
\ right=-16, 
\ bottom=-0)

Comments

You can add comments to your scripts by using the # symbol: 

Crop(16,0,-16,-0) #this crops 16 pixels from the left and the right.

Variables

You can store commands in a variable name. Look at the following example:

video1 = AVISource("C:\video1.avi") 
video2 = AVISource("C:\video2.avi") 
audio = WAVSource("C:\audio.wav") 
video1 = video1.Spline36Resize(640,480) 
combined = video1+video2 
return AudioDub(combined,audio)

Now theres a lot going on here, but I'll try to break it down as best I can. The first two lines load two
different AVI files. I assign each to the variable names video1 and video2. On line 3, I loaded an audio file,
which I assigned to the variable name audio. In line 4, I told AviSynth to take the clip stored as "video1" and
resize it. On line 5, I join the two video clips together. finally line 6 joins the audio up with the video, and
returns the whole thing as the final clip. 

This return value in the very last line is quite important. Without a return value, your script wont be able to
function and will return an error, because it doesn't know what to output. If you were to write "return
video2", then AviSynth would just return the original video2 file. All of the other lines where you joined it and
added audio and everything wouldn't even matter, as if they weren't even there. 

Now you may be wondering why we didn't need to use a return value in any of the other examples above.
The simple answer is that we were, or rather, AviSynth was taking care of it for you behind the scenes. It can
be illustrated very easily with the following example:

AVISource("C:\video1.avi") 
Crop(16,0,-16,-0) 
Spline16Resize(640,480)

Internally, this is what AviSynth is actually seeing:



last = AVISource("C:\video1.avi") 
last = last.Crop(16,0,-16,-0) 
last = last.Spline16Resize(640,480) 
return last

To test this, you could try this final example:

AVISource("C:\video1.avi") 
video2 = AVISource("C:\video2.avi") 
last+video2
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What all do you have to do?

Ok, so now you need to get your video footage into a format that you can edit. It may seem like a lot of
steps, but once you learn everything and know how to do it, its possible to go through the entire process in a
matter of minutes (not including time spent waiting on the computer to process things).

Here is the entire procedure that we will follow:

1) What source will you take your footage from?

If you are obtaining footage by a means other than DVD, follow the instructions in
step 1 to figure out which step to go to next. Otherwise, continue to step 2.

2) Rip the DVD(s)

3) Make DGIndex project file(s) and AviSynth scripts

4) Work out the properties of your footage so you know what to do with it later.

5) Remove interlacing with IVTC or Deinterlacing and prepare the footage for progressive editing

6) (optional) crop and resize sources to work with one aspect ratio.

7) (optional) Clean up the footage before editing.

8) Decide how you are going to use the footage (as clips, directly through avs, or using proxys)

9) Set up your video editor using the correct project settings.

10) Edit your video - there's no guide on this, you have work out how to do it yourself. Read
the manual of your editing program :)

11) Export a lossless master copy of your video and audio.

12) Post-processing and encoding.
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Getting Your Video

Before you start to collect the footage for you amv, you need to think about where you are going to get your
footage from and how you are going to prepare it. This page is intended as a simple rundown of the options
available for you to use and the pros and cons of each source.

DVDs - Plentiful, accessible, good quality and very useable. If you have an option to work from a DVD source
then by all means do. Just make sure to buy legit DVDs and not bootlegs, because bootlegs look like crap. If
your DVDs are in PAL format (mostly from Europe and Australia), then they probably look like crap. Try to get
DVDs from North America if possible. If you are uncertain about the legality of an online stores's dvds, ask
on the forums or read through the Pirate Anime FAQ to see if it's a bootleg or not. If it looks too good to be
true (region 0, cheap, entire series crammed onto a small number of discs) then it's probably a bootleg and
shouldn't be bought. To use DVDs as your video source, just check out the:

DVD Ripping Guide - Aside from Blu-ray, this is usually your best option if you want your amv to
look nice.

Blu-Ray - If you have access to Blu-rays, it is definitely your best option. Nice, high-definition footage,
square pixels, and it's usually progressive! Blu-ray guide.

Game footage - If you need to rip footage from a game, it can sometimes be rather complex because the
video files can usually be pretty difficult to get at and convert to something usable. You will usually need
specialized tools for it. Look in the forums for some individual guides on how to rip footage from certain
platforms. Also check out the Various Media Formats Guide below, as it might be of some use. If all else fails,
you can always just do it oldschool with a video capture card. This wont be as pretty as ripping the footage
though.

Downloaded footage - No. I don't care what anyone says about the current quality of fansubs or anything
like that, downloaded footage is almost always second grade. They've done a great job cleaning up the
footage but even then it's often riddled with chroma noise from TV captures and so on. Many digisubs suffer
from poor quality fades, blocking on gradients and all sorts of other issues you are not going to get on a
DVD. If there happens to be some footage that you've downloaded that you really can't find officially (like,
for instance, something which was never released on DVD) then it might be alright to use this method. If you
just want to make an AMV to a brand new show which isn't available on DVD yet, you might want to just
wait on it, as it usually doesn't take all THAT long for the DVDs to come out.

Various Media Formats Guide - You have some files on your computer you need to get video
from, AVI, MPG, MP4, MKV, something along those lines. See how to use it here.

YouTube - Just stab yourself in the face.

AbsoluteDestiny and Zarxrax, March 2010
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Various Media Formats Guide

It's been said over and over, but I can not stress it enough. PLEASE do not use this method to simply
download fansubs and use them in place of buying the DVDs. Not only will fansubs have really crappy looking
footage, but when you buy DVDs you support the creators of the anime! I've heard all the arguments that
fansubs look just as good as DVDs, but forget it. I'm telling you, if you use fansubbed footage, it WILL look
like crap. Even if you think it's acceptable, any person with an eye for quality will tell you otherwise.

AnimeMusicVideos.org does not endorse using illegally downloaded footage. Do not post any questions on the
forum related to using such footage, as it is not tolerated.

Getting Started

Video footage can come in many formats. You might have MKV, MP4, OGM, MPG, AVI, WMV, or maybe even
something else. The problem with all of these though, is that they probably aren't fit for editing because they
aren't compressed with a codec that is suitable for editing. In order to fix this, we are going to load the files
through AviSynth, and then convert them into editable AVI files, which will solve all of our problems.
Fortunately, no matter what type of file you have, we can handle it the same way.

At this point, you should already be familiar with AviSynth. If not, make sure to get familiar with it before
going on.

Loading your video in AviSynth

This is pretty straightforward. All we need to do is make an AviSynth script like so:

FFVideoSource("C:\yourfolder\yourfile.avi")

Of course, make sure to change the path and filename to that of the actual file you are trying to load.

Now, a few caveats that you need to be aware of: First off, your file wont have audio anymore. Secondly,
whenever you load a video through FFVideoSource, it will create a cache file in the same folder that the video
file resides in. If you delete this cache file, it will be created again anytime you load the avisynth script. The
cache file serves as an index so you can seek around in the file properly.

If you happen to WANT the audio as well, then you can use either of the following:

FFCopyrightInfringement("C:\yourfolder\yourfile.avi")

DirectShowSource("C:\yourfolder\yourfile.avi")

The first one is preferred, but if it gives you problems, then try the second one instead.

Dealing with 120fps AVI files

I'm going to avoid going into the details of why anyone would make a 120fps AVI in the first place, and just
tell you how to deal with it, in case you happen to have one. You need to download the avi_tc_package.
Unzip the files and run the one called tc-GUI.exe. Start up this program and you will notice three boxes
where you need to select files. In the first box, choose your 120fps AVI file. In the second box, choose a new
filename to save the corrected file to. In the third box, you can fill in any name you wish to save this file to,
as you wont need it anyways. Finally, hit the "run" button, and it will output your new, 29.97 fps AVI file.
Now, load this file into avisynth just like I showed above.

Resizing and Changing the FPS of Your Footage

Sometimes your files may be encoded at the wrong resolution or aspect ratio, and it will need to be
corrected. If you are planning to use multiple video sources in your AMV, you will also need to ensure that
they are all the same resolution. Likewise, you will need to make sure all of your sources use the same
framerate that you will specify in your editing software.

AssumeFPS(X)

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/
http://bengal.missouri.edu/~kes25c/avi_tc_package.zip


And replace X with the framerate you want... You will probably want to use either AssumeFPS("ntsc_film") for
23.976 fps, or AssumeFPS("ntsc_video") for 29.97. While you could just type the numbers in instead, using
these names for the fps will be more accurate.

Finally, you need to make sure your files are all resized properly. This is already explained quite well in the
DVD guides, so I will direct you over there: Dealing with Aspect Ratios. Just to simplify though, you will
probably just need to resize your footage to either a 4:3 resolution (640x480) or a 16:9 resolution
(848x480, 640x352). Your footage also likely has a square pixel aspect ratio.

If your resizing is all fine, then I highly recommend that you clean up your footage.

And finally, once you are ready to move on, we will convert these files into editable AVIs in the next section.

Zarxrax - March 2010
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Ripping DVD Footage
DVD Ripping Software

Alright, so you have your DVDs in hand and are ready to use them? The first thing to do is get a ripping program. The
newest version of the AMVapp comes with a ripping application called DVDFab. This application is frequently updated and
is fairly simple to use. "Ripping" is just a term used to mean copying the video data from your DVD to your hard drive. It
will not harm your disc or your drive in any way.

 A video tutorial is available for this topic

Downloading and Installing DVD Fab

In order to rip DVDs, we will be using a program called DVDFab HD Decrypter. Because this program is constantly
updated, I have decided not to include it in the AMVapp. Instead, you should just download and install it yourself. You can
download it at http://www.dvdfab.com/free.htm. Just click on the first link that says "Download" on it. When installing, it
will ask you if you wish to install the VSO Burning Engine. This feature is not required for this guide, so you may disable it
if you wish. If you install it though, it shouldn't hurt anything.

Ripping the Disc

Alright, first of all, you want to start up DVDFab and insert a DVD into your DVD-ROM Drive. Next, in the top-left corner,
click on Main Movie. Your screen should now look something like this:

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/
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In the bottom left corner, it should be playing the video. If you don't see this, make sure you selected Main Movie on the
top-left menu. In the center of the window you should see a number of items listed. These are all of the "titles" on the
DVD. A DVD splits up it's main content among titles, and it splits up each title with "chapters".

The first thing to do is figure out which titles you want. If your dvd is a movie, then one title probably contains the movie
itself, while the other titles may contain extras or advertisements. If your dvd is of a series, then sometimes all of the
episodes might be in one title, and sometimes each episode might be a seperate title. In that case, you will want to make
sure to rip all of the titles you want, one at a time. When you click on a title, it will start playing in the preview area, so
you can easily check which ones you need to rip. Make sure to click the little round button by the title... otherwise it wont
actually select that title.

On the right side of the window you will see areas for audio and subpictures. Since you most likely wont need the audio
for your AMV, you can uncheck all of the audio streams. You can uncheck the subpictures too while you're at it.

Now that you have decided on a title to rip, and disabled the audio and subtitle streams, you can select a specific range
of chapters to rip, if you want. Like I said, each title can be split up into multiple chapters. Your DVD will usually come
with an insert that lists all of the chapters. Also note that when viewing the preview, the chapter number is displayed
above it. If you are ripping a series, then it doesn't make sense to rip the opening and ending with every episode. So for
instance, if you know chapter 1 is the opening, and chapter 5 is the end credits, you might want to just rip chapters 2-4.
To do this, just press the Title Start/End Settings button, and a window will pop up where you can select the chapter
range that you wish to rip.

Once you have everything set up, look near the top of the window and click on the button with the picture of the folder
that is beside the Target line.

Clicking on this will pop up a window asking you where to save the files. Choose a good location and then you're ready to
go! Finally, at the bottom where it says DVD5 you will want to change this to DVD9. Then, press the Next button at the
bottom and you will be presented with a new screen. At this new screen, simply press the Start button, and the files will
start ripping. This might take a little while, depending on your DVD-ROM drive.

Full Disc Mode

If you are ripping a series and the episodes are all in multiple titles, it can be a hassle to rip each one individually. In this
case, you might want to just rip the full disc. The downside of this is that it rips EVERYTHING... the menus, the extras,
audio... everything. If you have plenty of hard disc space, then this shouldn't be a problem though. This is pretty
straightforward--just select "Full Disc" on the top-left menu, browse to a folder to save the files, and press start.

OK, so you have your vobs - the next step is to create DGIndex project files.
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Making DGIndex Project Files

Now that you've ripped the VOB files, you need a way to access them. Some editing software can edit mpeg2
natively but this is often slow and inaccurate. So, to access our vob footage we are going to first index it with
DGIndex. DGIndex is part of the DGMPGDec package.

This package (supplied with the AMVapp) includes the program DGIndex which indexes mpeg2 files for use in
programs like avisynth and DGDecode.dll which is the avisynth plugin that reads the DGIndex project files.

 A video tutorial is available for this topic

What DGIndex does

Let me take a minute to explain what we're going to be doing as it may not be instantly obvious. We are
going to make DGIndex project files (*.d2v). These files can be read by other things and they help programs
access DVD footage with greater speed and accuracy.

When DGIndex makes a project file, it indexes the mpeg2 data. It looks at the footage and records
information about it so that it is easier for software to find a certain frame in the stream. It's the video
equivalent of writing an index in a history book to help you find the page about Davy Crockett.

This allows a greater amount of stability than you will find in more direct ways of accessing the DVD footage.

Loading your Vob Files

Open DGIndex and go to the 'File' menu. Choose Open [F2], select all the vobs you want to open and click
ok. If they have loaded in the wrong order you can move them around using the Move Up and Move Down
buttons.

When you have opened a series of vobs you can add extra vobs to the end as you see fit but it is
recommended to try and not mix vobs from different Titles as they may be encoded differently. Appending
extra episodes is usually fine but keep extras seperate if you can.

It is up to you to decide how many vob files you load into a single project. I personally like to have one
project file for each dvd - other people rip their vobs by episode and choose to have one project file per
episode. You can even have one project file per vob if you really like. It doesn't matter as long as you
remember how you created the project so, if you need to, you can easily do it again another time. One piece
of advice I will give is that the fewer project files the better when editing vob footage directly in programs
like Premiere.

Once you have all the vob files you want for this project listed and they are in the order you need, press ok.
You should be able to use the bar at the bottom to browse your footage.

The frame seeking in the DGIndex interface only searches through keyframes so you will not be able to find
exact frames. Like VirtualDub, you can select an In and an Out point using the [ and ] buttons but you
normally should not do this. As I've said previously, one benefit of using dvd files is being able to
reconstruct the footage later. You cannot do this if you select an area because it is incredibly hard to recreate
later.

Now that you have your footage loaded, let's have a preview of the footage. Press F5

Footage Properties
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Pressing F5 shows a preview of the footage and gives you all sorts of useful
information about your mpeg2 stream. The items listed below will be
important, so you may wish to write their values down somewhere. 

Aspect Ratio: This can either be 4:3 or 16:9. If the aspect ratio is 16:9 then
the DVD is anamorphic.

Frame Rate: This can be 29.97fps (for NTSC), 23.976fps (for FILM) and 25fps
(for PAL). It can actually be anything depending on the way the mpeg2 source
is encoded but these are the conventional standards. DGIndex actually
displays much more accurate framerates, as shown in the image. Because its
impractical to write or even remember the framerate with such accuracy,
people generally just refer to them as 29.97, 23.976, and 25 fps (well, 25 fps
is perfectly accurate, actually).

Video Type: This can be NTSC, PAL, FILM or VIDEO. It is very important if
you get a DVD that is 95% or more FILM as I will explain later. DGindex can
only check this value for each frame as it processes it, so you can't know
what percentage film something is until the whole video has been processed.
In order to check the whole video, you can just save a project file (as
described later on this page) and check the value here once that is completed.

Frame Type: This is a flag on the footage which gives us info on how it is
being stored and hence how to decode the video. Interlaced means the
footage is probably encoded a field at a time instead of a frame at a time.
Progressive means that the footage is encoded a frame at a time. You may
find some sources change because of the way they have the flags set - I will
explain these when we analyze the footage later.

Before telling you what settings you will need to put into DGIndex it is important that you understand about
some of the basic video types you will come across when doing this preview.

16:9 'Anamorphic' Footage

Anamorphic dvd encoding is designed to squish the footage horizontally to fit a regular 4:3 image size. Most
dvds within a standard are encoded with the same resolution (720x480 for NTSC and 720x576 for PAL). This
resolution is chosen to show a 4:3 image on a TV (as TVs have 'rectangular' pixels). When a movie is
anamorphically encoded, a 16:9 image is squished in order to fit into 720x480 or 720x576. What happens
later is that this image is then fed to a Widescreen TV and it is displayed to fill the screen, restoring its
aspect ratio. This avoids having to use letterboxing (adding black borders) on a DVD and hence improves
image quality. However, as it makes everyone look squished you need to fix this somewhere down the line if
you want to use this footage (unless you want to produce an ananmorphic dvd).

Interlaced NTSC and Progressive FILM Video

Interlaced video (when done right) is encoded on DVDs as fields instead of as frames. Each field is encoded



seperately and then weaved together to make the interlaced video - if you have read the Theory Guides this
will make some sense. Progressive footage, however, does not have interlacing and so it can be encoded one
entire frame at a time.

Progressive footage is usually found on FILM sources. When I say FILM I mean that the footage on the dvd
has been taken and encoded directly from a movie film source (24fps - converted to 23.976fps). This is the a
high quality way to encode video. The only problem is that NTSC needs 29.97fps - which is why progressive
FILM encoded dvds have the ability to Telecine (do 3:2 Pulldown) during playback which interlaces them to
29.97fps so that the video looks correct on a TV. The actual video isn't interlaced, the dvd player interlaces it
during decoding using a fixed telecine pattern. Again, the theory guides will make some sense of this. This
telecine process is completely optional during decoding and if we wish we can Force FILM on these sources
in order to get the original progressively encoded frames at 23.976fps. This is perfect for digital video editing.
If you have a progressive source, be happy.

Progressive FILM encoding is usually only to be found dvds of movies produced for cinema. There are some
anime dvds that are truly progressive but if you are working from TV shows then they are more likely to be
plain NTSC. You can definitely use force film on Princess Mononoke, Spirited Away (and many other Disney-
released Ghibli movies) but Adolescence of Utena is not progressive. You should always check by pressing F5
or even better scrolling to the middle of a source and pressing F6 to see what the pattern is in the middle (as
some studio bumpers are interlaced when the movies themselves are actually progressive).

DGIndex Settings

Video Menu

iDCT Algorithm: This selects the accuracy of the decoding... but it's a level of accuracy that you
are unlikely to notice visually - it's actually hard to notice it mathematically. Skal SSE MMX is
default and the best option for most people's processors.

Field Operation: This is an important option and what you choose here will depend entirely upon
the Video Type you observed when you previewed with F5 as there is a chance that your video is
progressive, as already discussed. If you have a source which is more than 95% or so FILM
then you can choose Force FILM in order to return the original progressive frames. However, be
careful with this option as it can sometimes be inaccurate especially if it is not perfect 100%
FILM. Never choose this if it is obvious that you have a hybrid source with a large amount of
NTSC. PAL users will never want to set Force FILM. If your source was NOT more than 95%
FILM then you should choose Honor Pulldown Flags, which happens to be the default setting.
Now, this 95% value is not some magic number, it is just a rough guideline. If your source is
94% or maybe even as little as 90% film, you might still want to enable force film. The reason
the entire movie isn't film is because things like the studio bumpers at the beginning, or the
credits at the end are often encoded interlaced. 
Each time you start up DGindex, it is very important that you check and make sure Field
Operation is set to Honor Pulldown Flags. If it is set to forced film when you press F5 to get
your video info, it will cause incorrect info to be displayed.

YUV -> RGB: PC Scale is the default option, and is what should be chosen here.

HD Display: If you loaded a High Definition video, DGindex will make the video preview smaller
so it doesn't take as much space on your screen.

Luminance Filter: This is to increase brightness. Out of date an unnecessary. The same thing
can be done in avisynth.

Cropping Filter: This is another function that should not be used as Avisynth can do exactly the
same thing and is easily reconfigurable. Doing it here will not speed up the cropping, so do it in
avisynth so you can change the settings later.

Audio Menu

The audio menu is to set up how (if at all) you want to decode any audio streams that are part of these
vobs. Remember, if you don't plan to use audio from the DVD, then you won't be needing the audio!



Output Method: If you don't want to use any of the audio then select Disable. It will be much
quicker to process that way. Otherwise there are a few things you can do. Demux (which is best
quality) or Decode to Wav which isn't as good quality for AC3 but is just like demuxing for Wav.

Select Tracks: The audio track you want to process. DVDs can have any amount of audio tracks
but generally only a few are used. Unfortuantely DGIndex has no way of knowing which language
is on which track. Sometimes Japanese is first and English second, sometimes it's the other way
around - so to be certain of getting the track you want, you should select 'demux all tracks' in
the output method.

Dolby Digital Decode: Dolby Digital audio should be should be demuxed and decoded externally
if you want the best quality - see the Audio Guides. You wont need these options.

48 -> 44.1Khz: This converts dvd's native 48Khz audio to 44.1Khz which is that used by CDs.
The only reason you would want to do this is incase you have a very old soundcard that cannot
play 48Khz audio. In such a case you could probably do with a new soundcard :)

Normalization: When decoding, this will boost the audio so it is as loud as it can be without
clipping. This is a useful feature when decoding PCM wav audio but does not apply when
demuxing.

Making a Project File

Once you've got all these settings right, you are ready to save a DGIndex project file. So, select "Save
Project" from the File Menu, or just hit F4. Make sure you save your project file somewhere sensible. When
it is done you should hear a nice ping sound and have a .d2v file to play with. If you have processed audio it
will be in the same folder.

One final piece of advice is that DGIndex project files refer to the drive and folder that the footage is stored.
If you move your vob files at any point then you will need to remake the project file. The project file,
however can be moved or copied anywhere you like.

Demuxing Clips

Ok, so now what if you don't really want to index the entire video? Maybe you are making an AMV with lots
of different sources, and you only need a very short clip from this DVD? You don't want to keep those
multiple gigabytes worth of vobs sitting around if you only need a 10 second clip, right? Well what you can
do, is set the end and out points of the clip you want, using the [ and ] buttons (yes, we told you not to do
this earlier, but this time... shall be different!) Sometimes a bit of distortion can happen at the points you cut
at, so it is best to include a little bit extra on both sides. Once you've got it selected, go to the File menu,
and choose Save Project and Demux Video. This setting will create both a .d2v file and a .m2v file on your
hard drive. The m2v file is the actual video clip from the DVD. Once you have that, you can safely delete
your VOB files, if you want to. The d2v file that was created along with the m2v is worthless though. What
you need to do, is open up that .m2v file in DGindex, just like you opened your VOBs originally. Then save a
new project file from it.

Illegal Field Order Transitions

Sometimes after you save your project file, DGIndex will alert you that it has detected an illegal field order
transition, and ask you if you want to correct it. There is unfortunately no easy way to determine if the field
order transition should be corrected or not. I recommend that you tell DGindex to correct it, because it will
then give you both the corrected version and the original uncorrected version as well. Later when you deal
with performing IVTC on your footage, you can determine which is the proper version to use. Often, one
version will IVTC very easily, while the other will exhibit problems.

Using the DGIndex Project in AVIsynth:

Just as DGIndex is the best way to index a dvd, Avisynth is the best way to access that index.

By this point you should be fairly familiar with Avisynth, having used it in both the Avisynth tutorial. What we
need to do is make an Avisynth Script that imports our .d2v file.



Any AMVapp users are lucky, as they will already have an .avs file created for each .d2v file thanks to a
template that DGIndex can use. If you are not using the amvapp, you will need to create your avs file
manually. You can do this by using AvsPmod, as before, to make a .avs file that contains the following
command:

MPEG2Source("C:\yourfolder\yourprojectfile.d2v")

Now just preview your script in AvsPmod or VirtualDub, to make sure everything is working properly.

With the right avs script and the AMVapp installed then everything should be working fine. If you have
installed the software manually then you will need to make sure that Avisynth is correctly installed and you
have DGDecode.dll in your default plugin folder.

Here is a quick summary of possible errors that you might get, just in case:

"avs is an unrecognized file type" - This error, or one similar to it, is what you can get if
avisynth isn't installed correctly.

"MPEG2Source: unable to load file "somethingorother.d2v" in something.avs, line
something" - This error will occur if your MPEG2Source command isn't pointing to a d2v file or
you've made a typo.

"Unknown command MPEG2Source" - This will occur if you'd made a typo or if the plugin that
the command is for hasn't been loaded - in this case the plugin is DGDecode.dll and should be in
the Avisynth Plugins folder.

"MPEG2Source: couldn't open source file, or obsolete D2V file" - This one occurs if you have
created a d2v file using a different version of DGindex than the one you have the plugin for. If
you have installed DGindex manually, make sure you copied the DGDecode.dll file that came with
it to your AviSynth plugins folder, and then try remaking your d2v file.

However, if all has gone well you should see your footage appear.

Key Concepts

- Load your vob files into DgIndex, and make sure "Video>Field Operation" is set to "Honor
Pulldown Flags", then do "File>Save Project".

- If the video info window reports more than ~95% film, change "Video>Field Operation" to
"Forced Film", and then save the project again.

- Make sure to copy down or remember some key info from the video info window: Aspect Ratio,
Frame Rate, Video Type, Frame Type.
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Sourcing your Audio

Basically, for making your music video you are going to have to convert whatever source you have for the
music into an uncompressed PCM wav file. Never directly use compressed audio for editing as video
editing programs don't like compressed files. You have to convert your audio to uncompressed wav, no
matter what ^_^

Also, to be honest, if you can get a CD version of your song please do. Don't use a downloaded mp3 unless
it is absolutely necessary as your audio quality will suffer through re-encoding. It's just as bad as using
divxes as a video source. Buy CDs, ok?

Already got your wav? See below for some final preparation tips.

This section will go through the various ways of doing this ready for making your music video. As there are
lots of different places you can get your audio from, this chapter is separated into sections for each possible
source.

All of the guides may potentially contain information that is useful to you but you will more than likely just
want to choose whichever source you will be using.

I will try to keep this guide updated with the best current methods of doing each source type so you might
want to return to this guide every time you start a new project ^_^

 Sources:

a) CDs [very good quality, pretty easy]

b) DVDs [very good quality, fiddly]

c) Internet Audio - Music purchased from Itunes, MP3s, Ogg Vorbis, Windows Media Audio, Real Audio
etc. [variable quality, sometimes easy]

d) Taking audio from a video source [variable quality, sometimes easy]

AbsoluteDestiny and Zarxrax - August 2008
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Using CDs for your audio

This page used to be fairly long and complicated, but I don't roll like that. Ripping audio from a CD is very
easy, so I'll make this quick. You need one thing:

Exact Audio Copy

This ISN'T included in the AMVapp, so you should download and install it on your own.

ADWARE WARNING

EAC is probably the best cd audio ripper available, and it's totally free, but it also unfortunately tries to
push crap on you. At the time of this writing, here is what the installer looks like:

You see that last checkbox on the bottom, the one that says eBay Icon? Well, uncheck that junk!

Technically, the very first checkbox is the only one that you really need, so you can safely uncheck all
those others as well, if you really want to. CDRDAO, FLAC, and AccurateRip might be useful to you
though, so it's up to you if you want them installed. I don't install them, though.

Now, once you get Exact Audio Copy installed, ripping your CD is very simple. Just launch the program, and
then insert your CD. You should see a list of all tracks on the CD appear on the screen. You can play each
track to find the one you want to rip. Once you've found the one you want, then just click on that track to
select it, and then press the big button on the left side of the program that says "WAV". Then just tell it
which folder to save the file to, and you're done!

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/
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There we go, a nice, big, uncompressed WAV of your audio source, ready for editing!

Zarxrax - August 2008
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Using DVDs for audio

It is possible that you might want to extract audio from a DVD - say a song from a musical or the audio
track from a movie trailer. What you will need to do is extract the audio and convert it to WAV for editing.

Right, for this you will either need the AMVapp or the following programs.

DVDFab HD Decrypter (or any DVD ripping program)
DGMPGDec

Ripping the Audio from the DVD

If you have no experience with DVD ripping the you should probably go and read the dvd ripping part of the
guide here. What you might want to do is rip only the chapter of the dvd that contains the audio that you
want. This will save you some unnecessary audio editing later.

Once you have ripped the vob that contains your audio, you need to load it into DGIndex.

Extracting the audio from the VOB file

In the menu, choose the Audio -> Output Method -> Decode AC3 Track to WAV.

Press F5 and you will get a bunch of information, and at the bottom you will see something that looks a little
like this:

In the Audio box, it will list all of the audio tracks that were found in the
VOB file. If you see more than one, you may need to try each one in order
to find the one you want.

What you will need to do next is go back to the Audio menu, and choose
Select Track(s). In the box that pops up, you need to type in the ID
number for the audio track you want to get. In the image to the left here,
you see that it says

80: AC3 2/0 192

The number 80 here is that audio tracks ID number. So in order to get this
audio track, I would put 80 in the box.

Once you have the audio stream you need, choose the File menu and Save
Project and you will create both a project file (.d2v) and a WAV file.

Once the processing has completed you should have a wav audio file ready to
be edited with.

AbsoluteDestiny & Zarxrax - May 2009
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Using Downloaded Audio and Misc. Audio Files

First things first:

DON'T ILLEGALLY DOWNLOAD MUSIC TO USE IN YOUR AMVS!

Next, an almost just as important piece of advice:

YOU ONLY EVER EDIT VIDEOS USING UNCOMPRESSED WAV AUDIO

OK? Got that?

Lots of people try to edit with mp3 audio and things like that. Don't. It will often crash editing software and
some (esp vbr) mp3s and so on will not be supported.

The Solution: convert it to uncompressed wav, silly ^_^ They don't take up that much space and are much
better for editing than anything else ever.

Second thing - If you can get the song on CD, get it on cd. The quality will be much better, you wont have to
lose further quality by recompressing and you'll have a nice shiny cd.

Anyway, back to Internet audio.... most the audio types you will want to convert can be converted with one
program. In fact, there are a lot of programs that do this but the one with the some of the best support (in my
opinion) is dBpowerAmp Music Converter.

Although it is free, not everyone wants to go through the hassle of getting it so I am actually going to offer 3
few different guides to converting Internet audio:

1) Converting loads of useful things with dBpowerAMP Music Converter

2) Converting lots of things that can be played in Winamp (note: may not work for all formats, option 1 is
better if available)

3) Converting anything that you can hear in windows but can't be converted directly (e.g. locked codecs,
some game music and so on)

Converting audio with dBpowerAMP Music Converter

I like this program. It's not the best GUI for doing things like creating mp3s (as it's not always customisable
enough, IMO) but it is great for quick conversion of lots and lots of different audio types.

The best part is, of course, that it's free.

Go get it!

OK, once it is installed, make sure you have the right codec support by visiting their codec central and
downloading whatever you need.

Right, now the rest is a piece of cake:

Go to your audio file, right-click and select "Convert to". If that doesn't work, load the program up from the
Start menu... you may find that it is a file you can't convert from. In which case you may need to download the
codec.

Then a little box will appear with the various supported types to convert to - you need "wave".

Now, in the conversion section there is a nice helpful CD Quality button. I recommend choosing that if you really
don't know what bit and sample rate your file is. However, if you know it is a 48kHz file then by all means
change the settings to save as a 48kHz wav. Similarly, make sure you don't reduce the sample rate ^_^;;;
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There is also a Normalisation option, which I recommend using to make your audio nice and loud without
clipping.

OK, once you've selected your options, click convert >> and it should make your wav file which is what you
need for editing.

Converting with Winamp

Winamp can output anything it can play into an uncompressed wav file. This is very useful as it's the most
popular audio player and can support an awful lot of audio types.

To save to wav instead of playing the file,

Load up winamp

Press Ctrl + P

Go to Plugins - Output and select the Nullsoft Disk Writer plugin:

Click configure and select a location for your output file.

Load your audio into winamp and "play" it. Instead it will be very quickly written to disc as an uncompressed
wav.

However, this does not work for everything winamp can play - but it does work for most things. You'll just have
to test it.

N.B. You have to set your output back to what it was before (probably WaveOut) in order to hear your songs in
winamp again. Otherwise it will just convert everything instead of playing it.

Converting anything you can hear in windows

Guess what kiddies, we are going to use dBpowerAMP Music Converter again but this time we need to download
the Auxiliary Input Plugin.

The principle is simple. You can hear some audio on your pc but it is unsupported by normal audio programs
that can make wav files. These may have protected codecs or be some odd streaming media or something. In
any case, you can't extract the audio by normal means.

So, you sample it.

http://www.dbpoweramp.com/dmc.htm


The Auxiliary Input Plugin is designed to be used for sampling audio through your line-in on your sound card.
However, it has a nifty little feature which allows you to capture the audio from any of the multimedia audio
sources such as Wave, MIDI and so on.

Very useful.

OK, load up the plugin - it is actually a separate application, not dBpowerAmp itself.

Click options and select the channel that your sound will be coming through - probably "Wave":

You might want to test and see if the volume levels are ok and if the audio is registering. Click "Test Recording
Level" and if you can "see" your audio then you are in business.

Make sure it's not going over that "optimal" line by adjusting the necessary volume controls in Windows.

Now you are ready to go. Click "convert to" and choose wave. The program can automatically convert the file
after it's sampled but we want a .wav output so choose wav. Again there is a normalisation option that I
recommend using.



Finally, after you click the convert button a little box will pop up with a button. That is your stop/start button.
Start it, play your audio and press stop when it's done.

Tada!

AbsoluteDestiny and Zarxrax - August 2008
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Analysing Your DVD Footage

In this section of the guide, we will examine our footage to see if its interlaced, and discuss some specific
types of interlacing and other problems that you might encounter.

Just like the end of the last page, you should have an avisynth script loaded into either AvsP or VirtualDub
and you should be able to see your dvd footage. Let's have a closer look at it...

Is it Interlaced?
You probably know this already because DGIndex generally tells you if it is or not (Frame Type: Interlaced or
Progressive). It is very important to look closely at the frame type when DGIndex previews and when it
creates your project file as this will tell you a great deal about the way the footage is encoded. You will need
this information to understand a lot of the things below as we will be comparing this information to what you
can see in VirtualDubMod.

If you have completely progressive footage (as seen in DGIndex) that after using Force FILM shows no
interlacing at all (see the picture below for an example of interlacing) then you can be happy. If you have
interlacing of any kind you will need to read through this page carefully so you can work out what to do with
it.

Also, be aware that some openings and closings can have different results, so try using F6 from a point in the
middle of an episode to find out the frame type in the middle of an episode.

When it comes to mpeg2 footage the Frame Type in DGIndex tells you whether the frame has been stored
one frame at a time (Progressive encoding) or one field at a time (Interlaced encoding). However, that's just
how the frame is being stored - when you look at it what you see may differ from the Frame Type. 

You always need to check the Frame Type(s) reported by DGIndex when you did your F5 preview against
what you can see by looking at the footage and seeing if it is actually interlaced or not. To check for
interlacing, look through a part of the footage with movement and if you see any frames that look like two
different frames weaved together with lots of horizontal lines then you have interlacing. It will probably look
something like this:
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This is interlacing. Note that only the moving parts appear interlaced.

Of course this sometimes confirms what the frame type was in DGIndex but some times does not, so let's
compare the frame type and what you can see. There are 5 possible situations:

1) Definitely Progressive FILM. It says it's FILM (or at least about 95% FILM) and when decoded with
Force FILM you can't see any interlacing. Great, you have progressive 23.976fps footage. (It's possible with
some movies that the main feature is progressive but studio bumpers are not - provided you don't need the
studio bumpers this shouldn't be a problem).

2) Definitely interlaced. DGIndex tells you it has entirely interlace-encoded frames and sure enough they
do contain interlacing and contain those tell-tale 'horizontal lines' in motion areas (see image above). You
should use interlaced=true when doing colorspace conversions such as ConvertToRGB32(interlaced=true)
[but don't actually do this right now].

Now most anime will either be situation #1 or #2. You will occasionally see some of these other cases
though:

3) Progressive footage encoded as 'interlaced'. This is where you have footage which doesn't look like it
has any interlacing at all but DGIndex has told you that every frame was encoded using Interlaced encoding.
This means that the footage was encoded one field at a time even though both fields are part of the same
frame. This isn't a problem, really - you can still encode and edit it progressively. This often happens with PAL
encodes of movies, and its also common on OVAs (anime that was released straight to video rather than
airing on tv). The only thing you need to be careful about is whether the chroma channel is sampled correctly
when doing any colorspace conversions. This isn't much of a problem but if you change the colorspace such as
ConvertToRGB32() you might get something called bad chroma upsampling, which looks like this: (look
closely at the edges)



The bad chroma (blockiness) has occurred because the frame was thought to be progressive when it was
actually encoded as interlaced frames (or vice versa) and so the color samples are decoded incorrectly. Some
DVD players suffer from this problem too. If you do see this problem it is most common when you do a
colorspace change you will want to put "interlaced=true" inside the parenthesis such as:

ConvertToRGB32("Interlaced=true")

Again, don't actually put this in your script right now, just remember it for later. It probably wont happen (it's
a rare case) but it's good to know about it just in case as it can make things look much uglier than they
should be. You can also try and fix this problem with the avisynth command
FixBrokenChromaUpsampling()

[Note that SuperGals does not have this, I purposefully upsampled the chroma incorrectly to demonstrate -
SuperGALS is an example of situation 4]

4) Switching between interlaced and progressive! If in DGIndex a source is switching between interlaced
and progressive but is also being reported as completely FILM then don't worry - it's progressively encoded
and Force FILM will restore the original frames. However, if it is switching and it's being reported as mostly
NTSC then you have a hybrid dvd (just like the SuperGALS disc I'm using below) and this will need to be
handled in a different way, as I will describe later. Hybrid sources have two forms, one is where you have
mostly FILM and only some parts interlaced and the other where only some parts will be FILM. These will be
discussed in more detail later. I have yet to see a hybrid PAL dvd but I suppose it could happen.

Interlacing Methods: Telecine, Pure, Hybrid, Blended and Half-Blended
OK, so you now know if you have interlacing footage or not. The next thing you need to know is how this
source has been interlaced so you can decide how to remove it.

We aren't going to talk about how to remove the interlacing yet - this is just a description of the different
types so you can know what kind of deinterlacing to do later. Read through them all and see which
description best fits the interlacing in the source you have.

Pure Interlacing

Pure interlacing can occur in both PAL and NTSC sources. This process involves taking full advantage of the
50 or 60 individual fields a second that are used in PAL and NTSC video to get the smoothest looking video
possible when shown on a TV. If an anime is produced in pure NTSC then it is likely to be really difficult to



cleanly remove the interlacing as there are fewer full frames to restore as there are lots of fields which have
a unique image. 

Many modern shows are completely digitally animated and so they sometimes take advantage of this feature.
PAL also uses this feature a lot as the NTSC fields are sometimes decimated to PAL numbers and reweaved
into a pure interlaced PAL stream. This makes original frames much harder to find. When faced with a pure
interlaced source it is sometimes not worth looking for the original frames (which is what you do with Inverse
Telecine filters) sometimes it's better to just completely deinterlace them.

Telecine and Pulldown Material

If you have footage that was cell animated (the old fashioned way, not computer aided) or you have a source
that was made for the cinema then there's a good chance that the footage was produced at 24fps and has
gone through a simple Telecine (3:2 Pulldown) process like the one described earlier in the theory guides. If
you are really lucky, this process was clean and has no pure interlaced footage at all. This is a common
process used to convert FILM to 29.97fps NTSC. 

PAL footage can also use pulldown (2:2 pulldown) where either both fields will be from the same image to
make one regular frame or there will be an offset so that the fields go ab bc cd de where a b c and d are
different images, but frankly this method is pretty rare on PAL anime dvds (unfortunately)

Removing Telecine interlacing is called Inverse Telecine (IVTC) and is pretty easy to do in AviSynth. This will
be explained in detail later.

Remember, this process will only work perfectly if you have a neat Telecined source. This is actually pretty
rare these days as most sources are Hybrids.

Hybrid Sources

These are sources that have a mixture of interlacing patterns. Some anime have a digitally edited opening
sequence which is pure interlaced and then use a regular Telecine pattern during the episode itself. X TV and
Azumanga Daioh both use this particular method. Some shows just use pure interlacing on scenes where they
have added something digitally, like some CG or a title etc.. These are Hybrid sources and are the most
common type for anime TV shows these days. You see, although they could make completely fluid animation
at 60 fields per second it's a lot of effort. Even with computer animation the animators are too lazy to go into
that much effort. Pans and other parts of animation that can be automatically created with computers are
more likely to use all the fields for ultimate smoothness but there are many sections that will still be only 24,
12 or even 8 frames a second. Those parts can generally have their original frames restored.

Success in cleanly removing the interlacing in hybrid shows will depend largely on the amount of pure
interlacing you have. If you don't have much, and most of the footage is a regular old-fashioned telecine then
you can IVTC and your footage will be mostly pretty smooth. If you have mostly pure interlaced material you
can either try full deinterlacing (smoother motion, not always as good picture quality) or you can try using
IVTC in avisynth but smoothness of motion may be a problem in parts where pure interlacing has been used
to make the motion smooth (digital pans etc.).

Full Field Blended Sources

These are the scourge of PAL anime DVDs. Admittedly it is difficult, in many cases, to return to the original
progressive FILM source of a show to produce a PAL version like they do with regular movies. With movies,
the original 24fps FILM is found, sped up, the audio processed to match and a progressive 25fps source
produced. However, many anime shows were never designed for FILM (see Hybrid and Pure Interlaced) and
others just don't have FILM prints around anymore. Unfortunately when converting to PAL they have to make
a 25fps output and they have to do this without making the footage all jerky.

This generaly means they don't go around removing frames to make it 25fps. Instead, many production
companies take the NTSC source and blend fields together in a pattern so that the effective fps is reduced
from 29.97 to 25. This is very quick and convenient for the production studios but intensely irritating for an
amv creator wanting a nice clean source to deal with. This is especially annoying when there is a perfectly
good progressive master around and they have just not used it. You can look at the individual fields of your



source in Avisynth by using the command SeparateFields() - if you have a full field blended source it will
look something like this field from the Dutch rental version of Spirited Away, which is a blended field
decimation of the Japanese release:

This is just one of the fields, not the whole frame. The whole frame together looks even worse, especially
when you have two fields that are blended in succession from three or four different source fields.

This blending decimation causes many problems for interlace removal. If you deinterlace this footage, you will
end up with blended frames which both look ugly and are hard to compress--but thats probably the best
option you have. This can be very annoying for an editor using PAL sources as the majority of them use this
technique.

Restoring the original frames when you have a blended source is very difficult and although attempts have
been made to try and correct this kind of source, nobody has yet come up with a completely successful way
of doing so. There are a couple of functions you might want to try, but don't expect fantastic results from
them. These will be discussed later. 

It is sometimes possible for NTSC footage to have full-field blended footage too, Sometimes this is produced
when making a Telecine - being used as padding between regular frames. Luckily IVTC is pretty good at
eliminating these provided all the original frames are there and the blends are just duplicates of frames that
are also shown unblended. However, if there is an image which only exists as part of a blended frame then,
like the PAL source, a deblending method would need to be used to try and restore the footage. You can try
IVTC on this sort of footage but you may either have blended frames or jerky motion depending on the
Decimation process you choose.

Partial Field Blended Source

Just when you thought that full field blended sources were the worst you could get, along comes something
that takes it to the extreme. You see, when converting FILM sources to NTSC a studio would have to use a
Telecine process and some Telecine processes are good and some are bad. The good ones are clean, tidy and
can be IVTCed - the original frames can be constructed by sticking fields back together and everyone is
happy. However, there are nasty ways of doing Telecine. One is the full field blending technique described at
the end of the last section, which is bad enough but then there are two which are even worse than full field
blending:

One Field, Two Halves of Two Images: The FILM footage is projected onto a screen and then sampled (a
process which captures the scanlines in order) by another camera at 59.94 fields per second. This Telecines
the material to the full 29.97 frames per second. This is ok except that sometimes when a field is being
sampled the original projected frame changs from one image to the next halfway through sampling the field!
The camera sampling this then ends up with a field where the top half is from one image and the bottom half
is from the next! The Avisynth filter PeculiarBlend() was written to remove this but it doesn't normally work



very well, but to be honest this is not very common in anime sources... a more prevalent method is this...

Temporal Scanline Blending: The FILM is converted to NTSC using a telecine device that samples each new
field by scanning down the image (if you imagine the light of a photocopier moving across a piece of paper
you get an approximate idea of what happens even though I am simplifying). However, as the image being
sampled changes, this causes the field being sampled to blend into the next image - this grows more and
more as the sampling continues until finally the image has completely changed to the next one. This is the
nastiest of the nasty Telecine methods and can be seen in every Gainax production from Otaku no Video to
Kare Kano and in many more late 80s to late 90s anime. It's the reason Eva Renewal had to be made. What
you get is fields that looks like this:

Field 1:

Field 2:

U-G-L-Y. If you look at field 1 you will notice that the blending of the two images only begins in the bottom
half of the field and by the time you get to the bottom you are more in the second image than the first (see
the guys foot on the right). This is the telecine device blending the scanlines more and more with time until
they are in the next image and through to the next image then the next as the image is scanned.

This stuff is nigh impossible to recover at the moment. There are no tools available at our level which can
deal with field blending like this, the best you can do is try IVTC and hope to god you don't get too many
blends and that the motion smoothness isn't totally ruined. It's nasty stuff - especially in pans where you can
end up with an IVTC process giving you a scene with horizontal motion with the top half moving in one frame
and the bottom half catching it up in the next frame. Evil.

There's only one thing worse than this kind of blended field Telecine - PAL anime which has converted this
blended field Telecine to PAL by blending the fields even more! I haven't seen the PAL Evangelion print but
from what I've heard it sounds like a mess.



OK, hopefully from these descriptions you will have a decent idea of the different interlacing methods and
which is more likely to be used on your source. When we describe the different settings for interlacing
removal you should keep these types in mind. 

AbsoluteDestiny and Zarxrax - August 2008

Restoring Progressive Frames
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Making your footage Progressive

Hopefully by this point you will know (or at least have a good idea) whether your source is Telecined, Hybrid,
Field-Blended or Pure Interlaced. 
Armed with this knowledge I can show the different ways of handling this footage. If, on the other hand, you
read the Analyzing your Footage page and couldn't decide which type of interlacing your source had then you
may want to try each method one by one and see what looks best to you.

 A (very basic) video tutorial is available for this topic

Methodology

The information contained on this page are general rules of thumb and like all rules there are exceptions.
There are different solutions to different problems and although I have tried to cover numerous possibilities it
is very likely that you may find better solutions yourself so don't be afraid to experiment. IVTC can potentially
be one of the most complex topics when it comes to working with DVDs, and it is beyond the scope of this
guide to fully cover everything in depth. But with that said, I believe the information contained here should
be satisfactory for most people.

For most of our efforts at restoring progressive frames, we will be using two plugins: TIVTC and TDeint.
TIVTC is an inverse telecine plugin which we will be using (replacing Decomb from the old version of this
guide). TDeint is an excellant deinterlacing plugin, which uses some interesting deinterlacing techniques which
work quite well for anime. I highly recommend that you become familiar with these plugins by reading the
documentation on them which is available in your start menu (if you installed the AMVApp).

TIVTC uses a function called TFM() to do the field matching. This function has a LOT of settings that you can
tweak. I'm not going to cover all of those settings in this guide, because I would just be restating what is
already written in the TFM readme file. I highly recommend that you look over it to get a feel for what all of
the various options can do.

After TFM is used, we will have some duplicate frames. To remove these duplicates, we need to use a
function called TDecimate(). This will change the framerate of the video from 29.97 fps to 23.976 fps. If you
are using PAL footage though, you should use TDecimate(cycle=25), this will change the framerate to 24 fps
exactly.

 Telecined Footage

 Hybrid Footage

 Field Blended Footage

 Pure Interlaced Footage

Dealing with the new FPS
After you have successfully made your footage progressive (in the sections above) you need to think about
what effect this change has on things. This all depends on the new framerate.

23.976fps Footage

You have done IVTC on NTSC material and now have progressive frames at 23.976fps. This is good,
particularly when editing with programs such as Vegas or Premiere Pro which support 23.976fps projects.
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Be warned that some editing programs such as Magix and older versions of Adobe Premiere can't handle
23.976fps properly, but rather only support 23.98fps. 23.98fps is NOT the same as 23.976, although the
difference is pretty minor. If you have to use an editing program that only supports 23.98, then I recommend
you simply put the following line at the end of your script: AssumeFPS(23.98). This will prevent any frames
in your source from being dropped.

29.97fps or 25fps Footage
If your interlacing removal left you with 29.97 or 25fps footage, then that is fine and you shouldn't have any
problems with these framerates in any editing program. 

xx.xxfps

If you have a framerate that is not one of the above then you should check your settings and re-read this
page - you may be trying to do something silly like do IVTC on a source that has already been put
(incorrectly?) through Force FILM in DGIndex.

Using multiple sources with different framerates 

Now if you are using multiple different anime in your AMV, and they don't all have the same framerate, then
you will need to convert them all to the same framerate. I would recommend using the framerate that the
majority of your source falls under, simply because it requires you to change less. To change the framerate of
your sources, just use AssumeFPS("ntsc_video") to convert to 29.97, AssumeFPS("ntsc_film") to
convert to 23.976, or AssumeFPS(25) for 25fps.

August 2010
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Dealing with Aspect Ratios

 A (very basic) video tutorial is available for this topic

The first rule of resizing:

Before we talk about the various options there is one important fact you need to consider - you must never
resize interlaced footage in order to change the vertical size. You can stretch the footage horizontally all
you want but if you change the height of the frame it will totally mess up the interlacing. Many of the settings
on this page are best used on progressive footage only, and if you have followed this guide then you should
not have interlaced footage at this point anyway.

Editing with DVD PAR or square pixels?

As you should know by now, DVDs don't have square pixels, and so we will need to correct this. Because
aspect ratios can be very complicated things, I prefer to make things as easy as possible. This means resizing
your footage so that it has square pixels. When you are working with square pixels, what you see is what you
get. There are fewer oportunities to screw up or get confused. For this reason, I would recommend you
always resize your footage before editing. For completeness though, I will also tell you what to do in case
you want to edit with the footage at its original size.

Getting Ready for WMM?

If you happen to be preparing footage for Windows Movie Maker then you should be aware that it only deals
with a limited amount of frame sizes. For the highest quality it is best to either conform all your sources to
4:3 square pixels 640x480 or to conform them to 16:9 widescreen with letterboxing (within a 640x480 4:3
frame). You can see examples of these options below. It's not a pretty way of doing things, but that's the
way you have to if you want things looking right in WMM.

Working out frame sizes yourself:
The brave of you out there, instead of simply reading the values on this page, will want to find out correct
aspect ratios themselves. To help you, I recommend you read over this page, which details how to use a
resize calculator and how to find correct cropping values.

Entirely 4:3 Sources.

If you are making a video using only 4:3 sources then your decisions are pretty straightforward.

1) Keep DVD Resolution and PAR

You can edit at full dvd resolution if you like (720x480 for NTSC and 720x576 for PAL). Just be sure to set up
the pixel aspect ratio correctly in your editing software, or else everything will look stretched.

2) Resize to Square Pixel Aspect Ratio (Recommended)

NTSC Footage: Add this to the end of your avisynth scripts:

Crop(8,0,-8,-0)
Spline36Resize(640,480) 

PAL Footage: Add this to the end of your avisynth scripts:

Crop(8,0,-8,-0)
Spline36Resize(768,576)
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You should then set up a profile in your editing package to edit at square PAR with that resolution. 

Entirely 16:9 Anamorphic Sources

If you are using a video with entirely 16:9 DAR sources then your options are as follows:

1) Keep DVD Resolution and PAR

You can edit at full dvd resolution if you like (720x480 for NTSC and 720x576 for PAL). Just be sure to set up
the pixel aspect ratio correctly in your editing software, or else everything will look squished.

2) Resize to Square Pixel Aspect Ratio (Recommended)

NTSC Footage: Add Spline36Resize(848,480) to the end of your avisynth scripts.

PAL Footage: Add Spline36Resize(1024,576) to the end of your scripts.

You will note that these are very wide resolutions, but this is in order to keep the vertical resolution in order
to avoid losing any quality.

Mixing 4:3 and 16:9 Sources

This is a much more problematic arrangement as one of the sources is going to have to lose some footage
with cropping and if you have anamorphic footage you may need to do some resizing too.

I hope you are good at arithmetic or at least know how to use a calculator.

First off, you have to decide whether you will make your video in 4:3 (fullscreen) or 16:9 (widescreen). Most
people usually go with widescreen because it looks more cinematic, but you lose less important parts of the
footage if you go with full screen.

If you are making everything fullscreen, this is pretty simple. Assuming you are working with NTSC footage
and square pixels, you simply have to crop your 848x480 widescreen footage down to 640x480. If you crop
104 pixels off the left side, and 104 off the right side, you are all set.

If you want to make everything widescreen, its a bit more complex. First you need to upscale your 4:3
footage so that it matches the width of your widescreen footage while still retaining the proper aspect ratio,
and then you need to crop from the top and bottom until it matches the vertical resolution. Assuming NTSC
footage with square pixels, this means I would resize my 640x480 footage up to 848x636 (because its a 4:3
resolution with the same width as my widescreen footage), and then I crop it down to 848x480 by cropping
78 pixels from both the top and bottom.

Hopefully you can work out the correct values for your own footage.

Video Format Conversion: Mixing Sources from Different Video Formats
Mixing NTSC and PAL footage is rarely a good idea but it's not inconceivable. I'm not going to go on in length
about what to do here but I will give you some basic pointers.

1) Only try converting a source with progressive frames. Interlaced sources are tricky to convert.
If you really need to convert an interlaced source, read about the separatefields() and weave()
commands in the avisynth manual and then ask about it on the forums

2) Change the framerate of the video using AssumeFPS(). If for some reason you need the audio
to synch then you will have to use some kind of frame duplication method such as ChangeFPS()
in Avisynth (see the avisynth manual for details).

3) Do a direct resize from the source resolution to the final resolution unless they have a different
DAR.
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Cleaning up the footage: The Theory of Pre-Processing

You've made some avs files, you've maybe deinterlaced, resized, cropped or whatever. All of these things are
about getting your footage to look right before you edit. Of course, there are more things you can do to
make your footage look good. It can be very useful to clean up the footage before editing. This will vastly
improve the overall quality of your video. 

Of course, you can try and clean it up after you have made it (I always recommend that you do a little of this
before compression anyway) but cleaning footage before you make your video has the following advantages:

1) Different sources need different amounts of cleaning. If you are mixing a really clean, modern anime
with an anime that's older and has various problems, then if you try to clean it all with the same
settings, it can harm the nicer looking source.

2) Different sources may require special tweaks. You may have one source that needs a higher
saturation of color, or one source that needs Rainbow noise removed and so on.

3) Using clean footage will help your effects. Effects that rely on color keys will be cleaner and any
Photoshop-style alterations will be easier with clean footage. If you've sharpened up the image it will be
easier to find those edges when doing masking.

4) Video is easier to clean when it has no edits. If you have lots of fades, effects and titles, these will
all make cleaning the footage that little bit harder.

However, adding cleaning funcitons to your avisynth scripts will slow them down, sometimes considerably, so
it is important to consider this. If you are making clips, you may not mind the extra encoding time it will
take, but if you are using the avs files directly this may become more troublesome.

Pre-processing and editing from AVS

If you plan to edit directly from the AVS files rather than encoding them to avi files, one thing you can do is
set up your cleaning functions and then comment them out by putting a # sign at the start of a line. This will
mean that avisynth will ignore that line. When you are ready to export your video from your editing program,
simply uncomment the lines. Here's an example scripts:

Don't just copy this script! This is only intended to show how you can comment lines out
while editing from AVS!

MPEG2Source ("C:\yourfolder\blah.d2v", cpu=4)
TFM()
Tdecimate() 
#TTempsmooth()
#deen("a2d",3,4,6)
#toon()
ConvertToRGB32()

As you can see, I have a lot of lines that are commented out. These all change the video quality in some way.
However, if I tried to edit with these lines included it would have been impossibly slow.

So, by taking them out I could edit and then put them back in later as required. 

Of course, you also have to be careful to make sure that any lines you comment out do not change the video
too drastically. If I removed TFM and Tdecimate then I would have found that many of the frames would be
different because they wouldn't have been IVTC'ed. Also, if you want to get stills or pre-render any sections
you will have to do that from the filtered version of the script.

It's a little complicated, so I only recommend it for people who are comfortable with what they are doing in
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avisynth, but it's a very useful technique for quality - especially with multiple anime videos.

How to clean up the video

If you want to clean up your video now, I recommend that you take a look at the post-processing cleanup
guide. This guide is intended for cleaning up your video after you have edited it, but all of the information it
contains works just the same before you edit. One word of warning though: Don't overdo it when pre-
processing! You can always clean things up a little more in post-processing, but if you clean it too much
now, you might be stuck with it (if you plan to convert your avs scripts to avi files). 
If, on the other hand, you just want to use the footage as it is, you must now decide what to do with the avs
files you have...
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Using the Avisynth File for Footage

At this point you should have a working AVIsynth file that contains your video footage. You'll need to decide
what to do with it in terms of editing.

1) Create avi files to edit with (Recommended)

This method involves either making clips or encoding entire episodes/movies with a lossless codec. The
resulting Avi files are fast and easy to work with, and this is the method that I use and recommend. The
major downside of this method is the amount of space that the losslessly encoded Avi files will take up. If
you plan to encode entire episodes or movies, you will need a LOT of space. Estimate about 5gb per 25
minute episode.

Making clips can be useful for those who find it unwieldy to edit with full episodes and full dvds. It can also
give you a good pool of footage to work from and saves searching around for footage. Making clips can also
significantly help with the disk space problems. Instead of saving entire episodes, you may only need about 5
minutes of footage from a certain episode, and 1 minute of footage from another episode, and so on.
Depending on how many clips you make and how long they are, it is quite possible to fit all of the footage
that you will need into only a few gigabytes of space.

This is a tried and tested method and works well in pretty much any program you care to consider.

2) Edit directly with the AviSynth files.

This method is mainly used to be recommended if you are working with Adobe Premiere, since you can
import your AviSynth files directly into it (via the plugin included in the AMVApp). However as of Premiere Pro
CS5, the plugin no longer works! This method is usable with other programs as well, but you will have to go
through an extra step, which can complicate things a little further.

The main benefit of this method is that it allows you to have access to entire episodes without using the huge
amounts of disk space that are required by method 1. This flexibility comes at a cost though--AviSynth files
will be slower than the clips you will have in method 1. The more filters you apply to your scripts (IVTC and
deinterlacing included), the slower they will run. If you have a fairly fast computer this isn't a bad method,
and is definately worth consideration.

Another downside of using this method is that it is considerably less stable than method 1, and can use
SIGNIFICANT amounts of memory, if you are editing multiple avs scripts.

3) Proxy Files (the "bait-and-switch" method).

First off, this technique may not work all that well with some editing programs. Even if this works alright in
your editing program, I still don't recommend it because there is a lot of potential to simply screw things up
after you have finished editing your video. A few years ago when hard drives were small and processors were
slow, this was a viable option for those who simply couldn't work with methods 1 or 2. In this day and age
though, this method has simply lost many of its advantages.

The basic idea behind this method is to create small and low-quality avi files which will be fast to edit with.
After you have finished editing your video with these low-quality files, you can swap them out with the full-
quality avisynth files and then export your video. On paper, this would appear to give you the best of both
worlds--fast files for editing without using a lot of disk space--but in reality this method can be somewhat
finicky and difficult to work with.

If you take the time to make sure that this will work perfectly before you begin editing your video, then I
suppose it's an alright method, particularly if you are still working from old hardware.

OK, so do you know which method you want to use?

Method 1: Create Avi Clips

Method 2: Edit directly with avs files
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Method 3: Bait and Switch the avs files with low quality avi files
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Method 1: Creating Clips for Source Footage:

Before I actually get onto the conversion details I would like to emphasis a few things:

DO NOT USE DIVX OR XVID or any divx variant. They are very difficult to edit with and the quality, no
matter how good it looks to you when you are editing, will make things look worse than if you used a lossless
compression codec. MPEG4 codecs may well be small but they are not good things to edit with.

DO NOT USE MPEG1 - lots of people like using mpeg1 for editing. However, even in Premiere and other
programs that have mpeg1 support, the editing will not be frame accurate and you may find that the cut you
thought was spot-on actually pops into the next scene when editing. This is very bad, not to mention that the
quality will be pretty aweful when it's all done too.

Preparing the Clips

If you have followed the guide so far you should have an avisynth script that

Imports Footage
Removes Interlacing (makes the footage progressive)
Corrects any Aspect Ratio issues
Is generally nice, clean and looking good

If you have not being going through this guide sequentially and have skipped parts to try and hurry your way
through these instructions then do yourself a favor and go back and read them. It's useful information, will
really help you get the most out of your footage and it's free - it only costs your time in reading it. 

Compressing with UtVideo

There is one codec which I highly recommend that you use, and that is the UtVideo codec. This codec is
VERY fast, and compresses the files quite small (relatively speaking, of course).

Open up VirtualDub and load your avs script into it, and in the menus go to  Video -> Compressor and in
the list choose Ut Video Codec YUV420. You will probably see 4 different versions of the Ut Video codec, so
be sure to choose the "420" one. This one encodes to YV12 colorspace, which will have a smaller filesize than
the others. The options are very simple: The frame divide setting should be set to the number of cores that
your CPU can handle. If you don't understand this setting, the default should be ok. The other setting is a
choice between better compression, or faster speed. I personally go with better compression, so my files will
be smaller.

Once you have the compressor selected you must make sure that you select Video -> Fast Recompress
which will ensure that there will be no colorspace conversions between your input to your output.

 Making the Clips

Once you've got the codec and the compression method set up, you can search through your source using
the bar at the bottom and then use the two rightmost buttons (Mark In and Mark Out) to select the area you
want to convert into a clip. After you have chosen the range, simply go into the File menu and choose "Save
as avi..."

Now if you like, you can simply save an entire episode or movie, rather than cutting clips out from it. This is
in fact what I do. But, just make sure you have plenty of free space available, because it will probably use
about 6-8gb per episode.

Now you may be interested in using VirtualDub's Job Control to encode several clips at once in a batch,
rather than doing them one at a time. Instead of doing "File > Save as Avi...", instead do "File > Queue as
Batch Operation > Save as Avi...", or simply press Ctrl+Shift+F7. Once you have added all of your jobs to
the queue, you can bring up the Job Control menu by going to "File > Job Control". From there, you will see
all of the jobs listed, and you can encode them all by pressing the "Start" button.
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Now that you're done, you should have a look at how to set up a project in your video editing application.
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Method 2: Editing DVD footage directly.

You have avs files which decode and filter DVD footage all ready for editing... but there's a problem.

Many video editing applications do not like .avs files by default. Some programs require plugins and other
programs have to use what is known as an 'avi wrapper' to make the programs read the avs files. Which
method will depend greatly on your editing program.

a) Adobe Premiere - Premiere can use .avs files directly thanks to an import plugin which is
included in the AMVapp.

b) Programs with no other .avs support - In order to use .avs files in programs like Windows
Movie Maker, Vegas Video, Adobe After Effects, Ulead Movie Studio Pro and so on, you need to
use the AviSynth Virtual File System.

But, let me make one thing clear. This method is NOT recommended. Making lossless clips is far more stable,
and editing will be faster. This method uses lots of ram if you are using several different scripts at once, so
coupled with the fact that most video editing software uses lots of ram anyways, this can start to get bogged
down very fast.

Adobe Premiere

To edit with your avisynth files in Premiere, you will need to download the latest Premiere Import Plugin. If
you have downloaded and installed the AMVapp then you should already have it installed. One you have this
installed, it will allow you to open AVISynth (.avs) files in Premiere. Note that as of Premiere Pro CS5, this
plugin NO LONGER WORKS.

Quality, Stability and the Premiere AVS GUI

The Premiere plugin, developed by fellow amv-ers, contains a GUI which can change the quality of the
footage you import into Premiere and it can also set up memory options to make AVS useage more stable.

When Premiere asks for a frame which is a different size than your source (preview window, timeline or
exporting at a different size) the avs import plugin has to resize it. To do this there are 4 different resizers
that you can choose in the GUI:
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As you can tell by the descriptions, low-quality resizers are fast and high quality resizers are slow. So what I
recommend is setting the algorithm to Nearest Neighbour as this will ensure the timeline thumbnails and
monitor previews will be the fastest they can be. When you export, however, you will want to change this to
one of the other settings as Nearest Neighbour is poor quality.

The slowdown with the better resizers isn't that much though. With a quick 1000 frame rendering test it took
31 seconds with Nearest Neighbour, 34 seconds with bilinear, 36 seconds with Bicubic and 37 seconds with
lanczos3. So, if you don't mind that amount of increase then you can keep it high quality all the time.

The right hand section of the GUI changes the Set Memory Max preferences in avisynth. Avisynth is not
usually designed to process multiple avs scripts at once and as a result the memory can get used up really
fast when processing multiple scripts. This can lead to avisynth crashing halfway through a render. To avoid
this you can set the maximum memory allowed by each script. This option currently only works with Avisynth
2.5+ (which comes with the amvapp). The default setting is 256mb but if you are using lots of scripts you
may want to reduce this to avoid memory crashes. It's a tricky thing to set, however, as some scripts which
have a lot of processing may need a lot of memory and could crash if you set it too low - don't go below
32mb unless you really have to.

Errors, bugs, limitations and other things to avoid

Using avisynth scripts in Premiere can be a delicate matter. There are a number of things you should be
aware of when importing avs scripts into Premiere:

1) Check that the script works in VirtualDub. If you open a faulty script in Premiere you will
just get a small 10 second clip containing an error message.

2) Make sure your avs script is creating an RGB32 output  By adding ConvertToRGB32() to
the end of your script, you can make sure that the footage is in the correct format for processing
in Premiere. 

3) Don't slow down clips too much. If you slow down clips in Premiere to very slow speeds
(like <10%) then it might crash avisynth when you try to export or reload your project. Do not
do this. Either make a still and use that or if it crashes when applying lots of filters, try and pre-
render the section with a lossless codec.

4) Do not change your script whilst Premiere is open. It probably won't crash but if Premiere



is expecting a 1000 frame file and you change something and give it a 30 frame file then any
clips that no longer exist in the new avs file will be converted to 1 frame empty clips. Also, if you
change the frame rate Premiere will have to interpolate the cuts and this can be really inaccurate
leaving you with clips from all the wrong parts of your source footage.

5) Look out for avisynth crashes. If avisynth crashes it produces a short error clip instead of
the footage. This is bad because it means the frames that were once there are no longer there.
Premiere will sometimes, seeing that the frames are not there, convert your timeline edits to 1
frame completely destroying your project. The trick to avoid this is to NOT SAVE if you see this
happen. Close down premiere, check your avisynth scripts to see if they are working, check your
memory max settings and try the project again. If it's been saved with 1 frame cuts then you will
have to go back to an older save file to restore your project. This is why setting up a Project
Archive is important - you can see how to do that in the section on setting up your Premiere
Project.

Now that you've read the info and understand the issues it's time to see how to correctly set up your video
project.

Frameserving Avisynth to Programs without .avs Support

This method uses what is known as an avi wrapper. Many programs, when you give them a file, expect it to
have a header that they recognise just like an avi header or an mpeg header. AVS files, however, are just
text files so they do not have the information many programs need.

There is a way around this though, using the AviSynth Virtual File System (included in AMVApp).

Before you start, you want to make sure all of your avisynth scripts are in RGB32 colorspace, because this is
the colorspace that your editing program will probably be expecting. This should be the final line of your
avisynth script:

ConvertToRGB32()

Now, assuming the AviSynth Virtual File System is installed correctly, when you right click on an AviSynth
script, you should see two new items in the menu: Quick Mount, and Mount. Choose the quick mount option,
and now your AviSynth script should turn into a folder. If you open up this folder then you should see your
original avisynth script along with an AVI file. The AVI file will probably report a very large filesize, but this
file does not actually take up any space on your disk, because it is a "fake" AVI file. That is, it is simply a
virtual file which will allow your editing program to access the AVS script. Now if your AVS script contains any
errors, then you wont see an AVI file here--it can't generate anything if your script is incorrect! If that is the
case, then you need to right click on this folder and choose "unmount", then correct your avisynth script and
try again.

Once you are done with that, you can import these fake avi files directly into any program which supports
AVIs, and it will think that it is looking at a standard uncompressed AVI file.

This method for using Avisynth scripts should work as well as the Premiere method but it has not been tested
as thoroughly, so proceed with caution. Like with Premiere there are certain things you need to be careful
about when dealing with avisynth footage.

1) Check that the script works in VirtualDub or AvsP. If you open a faulty script you will just
get a small 10 second clip containing an error message so you should test all scripts beforehand.

2) Make sure your avs script is creating an RGB32 output . Most editing programs process
natively in RGB and it is best to give them footage in this format so you know that what you put
in is what you will get out. You can do this by adding ConvertToRGB32() at the end of your script.

3) Don't slow down clips too much. Avisynth has been known to crash in Premiere when you
do this so it is also likely in other programs too. Either make a still and use that or if it crashes
when applying lots of filters, try and pre-render the section with a lossless codec.

4) Do not unmount your files or try to change your script while your editing program is
open. This can only cause bad things to happen.
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5) Look out for avisynth crashes. Avisynth has a tendancy to crash if a) the script has a bad
filter chain or b) there are memory buffer issues. The former should be spotted in VirtualDub, and
once the script works it should be left alone. The latter can be fixed by editing the
"setmemorymax.avsi" file contained in your Avisynth 2.5/Plugins folder. The amvapp includes this
script and sets the default to 64mb which means 64mb of memory is allowed per script used.
You can reduce this as you please to avoid memory issues but don't make it too low.

Now you have your fake avi files ready, you can set up your video project.
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Method 3: Faster Editing with Proxy Files.

Before we start, I just want to say that this method is very unstable. If you don't take the precautions
mentioned here, you can end up losing all of your work. If you are using this method because you don't
have enough disk space for method #1, I strongly suggest that you simply buy a larger hard drive. Hard
drives with hundreds of gigabytes of free space are very cheap these days.

For this method, basically, you take every AVS file you want to use and make an ugly-but-quick AVI export
of each one. It is frame for frame identical to the avs except the avi is much lower quality. Then you should
edit with these low quality versions and when you are done you can switch back to the avs files which
means in the end you have DVD quality footage but have used quick footage for easy editing.

The Method

You will already have avisynth files ready for all the footage you want to use if you have followed the guide.
Now you need to get a codec that is good for editing. This means NO divx, NO mpeg-1, NO cinepak etc.
The codec I recommend is the Lagarith Lossless codec as all the frames are keyframes, it's very fast, and has
a reduced resolution mode which makes the filesizes ok.

Open up VirtualDub - this is the program we will use for creating the avi files. In the Video >
Compression... menu choose Lagarith. Now click "Configuration".

In the Mode drop down box, select "Reduced Resolution". Then ensure that "Enable Null frames" is not
checked, and do check "Always Suggest RGB Format for Output". If you have a multi-core processor, then
you should check "Use Multithreading".

Now choose Fast Recompress from the VritualDub's Video menu and save to an AVI that is named similar
to your avs file (so you know which AVI goes with which AVS). Your frame rate has to be the same as
your avs file. I wouldn't change the resolution either as this will effect how things like motion settings will
work when you edit.

Save your avi versions.

Note: Your low quality files obviously don't look anything near as good as the original, so if you are doing
any effects such as masking, then you will have to switch to the avs version until you have them set up. You
will also have to do that if you need to get stills from the source as well.

Switching Back to the DVD quality AVS Files in your editing program

You should test this out at the very start to avoid problems down the road. First of all, you need to set up
your avs files so they can be loaded into your editing program, as described in method 2.

Now, Some software such as Premiere or After Effects has a function which can let you swap files with
different ones. In that case, you simply need to use that feature. Because all editing software is different, you
need to consult your software's manual in order to find out how to do this.

If your software DOESN'T have a feature like this, then you can ususally trick it into switching the files by
first making your your editing program is closed, and then move your low quality avi files to a different
location on your hard drive. Then take your fake avi files (which are described in method 2), and put them
where the low quality avi files originally were, and rename them so they have the same filenames that the
low quality avis originally had. Now, when you open your editing software again, it should hopefully load the
high quality avisynth scripts, instead of the low quality avi files. As you can see, this method sounds very
risky, which is why I do not recommend it! 

Now that you're done, you should go to the section on setting up your video project.
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Getting Audio from Video Files

This can either be really easy or slightly tricky depending on what your source file is.

Let's go!

1) Getting audio from most video files using VirtualDub

If you have an avi or mpg file, try loading it into VirtualDub.

If it doesn't work, or if you have some other type of video such as an mkv or mp4, then you simply need to
first load the file through AviSynth using the DirectShowSource() command, and then open this AVS file in
VirtualDub.

Go to 'Audio' and select 'Full Processing Mode'

Go to the File menu and choose Save WAV to save the audio as an uncompressed wav file.

With any luck you should have your audio.

 

2) Getting audio from locked video codecs such as RealMovie

Basically, with any locked codec you are going to have to do it the hard way and sample the audio directly.
See the last part of the Using Downloaded Audio guide for a solution to extracting audio from locked sources.

AbsoluteDestiny & Zarxrax - August 2008
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Editing your Audio

Why?

This is something a lot more people should do. Seriously.

Tim Park (dokidoki)'s video "Nyo is war" is 1 minute 15 seconds long. The original song (The Game by
Motorhead) is a lot longer than that.

Now, even two minutes isn't very long for a video. However, 2+ minutes for a quick joke… too long. This is
why the audio is cut down to 1 min 15. It's a 1 min 15 second joke, basically, and Tim knew that.

"The original song on the CD was about three times longer than this, but I cut it down so the
video wouldn't wear out its welcome."

If only more video makers understood this fact as well.

I've seen plenty of videos in which people write opinions complaining about the length. If you think your song
is too long, cut it down. It stops you from getting repetitive and sloppy toward the end of the vid anyway.

OK, now as for what software to use, I've been racking my brains over this one for a while.

Basically, despite there being better programs and better ways of doing this, I wanted this guide to be useful
to everyone and hence I've had to find and option that everyone can use. So, for this audio editing guide we
will be using the freeware open-source program Audacity.

It's not the most advanced of audio editing software but it's free. You can actually do exactly the same thing
here that you can in many commercial programs but those... you know... cost money. If you have one of
those fancy programs then hopefully it's fancy enough to have a nice manual.

Editing with Audacity (hey, that sounds cool)

Right, load up Audacity.

First of all go into File -> Preferences -> File Format and select "Make a copy of the file to edit".

Open up your wav file using File -> Open.

Then select Project -> Import Audio (Ctrl + I) and then select your wav file again.

This will import another copy of your wav file in parallel with the original. For this guide I decided to edit a
copy of Yume no Naka e (the Kare Kano end theme) but you can edit whatever you like ^^;;

For my edit, I decided to radically shorten the song by making it only have the first verse and then the last
two choruses. In order to do this, I have to single out the last two choruses and make them start instead of
the first chorus.

Audacity has very few tools but they are all really useful for this sort of editing. We have the selection tool,
which allows you to select an area of the wave by clicking and dragging the left mouse button. Next up is the
Envelope tool which is really really useful. With this you can edit the volume of any section of the wave by
putting in points and Audacity will do a logarithmic volume increase/decrease between the points. The last
tool is the Time Shift tool which we will use to move the second wave around to put it in place.
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First thing you will have to do is find the section of the 2nd wave you want to move. When you play in
Audacity, both waves are played together and this may cause clipping due to amplification of the 2 waves so
you may want to mute one of the waves during playback until later on.

Find the section that you need and then select the envelope tool put in points (1 and 2) to adjust the audio
on the second wave so that it looks like this:

[my picture only shows the second wave cause I've already edited the first one, but yours will show both



wavs]

What you'll want to do next is use the Time Shift tool and drag the 2nd wave near to the place where you
want it to come in. On mine this was the first chorus, which is quite lucky as it means I can really easily
synch the audio in place by comparing the different versions of the choruses as follows:

OK, once you think you have the second wave in place, use the envelope tool again until you get something
that looks like this:



Now make sure none of the waves are muted and play the section back. With any luck it will be seamless,
transparent and sounding great. However, if you are doing something like removing a solo or similar you may
not have a visual comparison like I have (as I'm replacing with something that sounds the same). In these
circumstances it is best to use the envelope just like in the picture above and then move your 2nd wave
around and change the envelope points until it all sounds right. When all is done you should get a final wave
like this:



Obviously if you have to do more than one edit then you can import another version of the wave and do the
same again. Audacity is nice and fast so this shouldn't take very long at all.

That's all, basically. Make sure that there are no sections overlapping that you don't want and then you can
save the whole thing as a wav file in the File menu - you don't need to merge them or anything.

AbsoluteDestiny - May 2004
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Setting up a Video Project
Now that you have all your sources prepared, you need to set up a video project. Each program has a
different set of options but many of the settings will be similar from program to program.

Before you dive into setting things up you need to make a note of the properties of your sources. We have
gone through a lot of preparation stages to get here, so it's worth summarising what you have.

Video Format

This is the basic stuff. Firstly there are the standards NTSC, PAL and NTSC FILM. You should have an idea
which one of these your footage is by now. 

Then we have the file format standards. Most of you will be editing using Video for Windows. This is
sometimes described as Microsoft AVI. DV users, however, will probably be using a special DV profile in their
video editor unless they are editing using a Video for Windows DV codec with the DV footage contained in an
avi file.

Video Properties

Hoipefully you should know the various properties of your video by now--the resolution, pixel aspect ratio,
framerate, all that good stuff. You pretty much just make sure the project settings in your editing program
line up with these. One important thing to note is that most editing software has a setting for field order.
Since we have made our footage progressive, then you want to make sure that you set it to "no fields" or
"progressive" in your application. Otherwise your software might introduce new interlacing into your footage
when you insert special effects.

Audio Properties

This will depend on how you sourced your audio:

Wav files ripped from CD: These should always be 44,100Hz 16bit stereo uncompressed audio.

Wav files decoded from DVDs: These are likely to be (but are not always) 48,000Hz 16bit
stereo uncompressed audio

Wav file converted or captured from an alternate source: These can have any properties.
However, you should make sure that the wav file is uncompressed and make a note of the
Sample Rate, Bit Depth and Stereo Channels of your audio. You can find simple info like this
in any wave editor or winamp.

So those are the main things you will need to know for before editing your project. Because there is so much
different editing software out there, and it keeps changing as new versions get released, it's not really worth
going through the trouble of showing how to set things up for specific programs. It shouldn't be too difficult,
but if you have trouble, feel free to ask about it on the forums.

I will specifically mention some tips for those of you using Windows Movie Maker though. It would be best if
you make your footage 29.97fps and make it fit in a 640x480 frame. If you have widescreen footage then
you will want to letterbox. This only applies to those using WMM.
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Exporting Your Video

It's not possible to have explicit exporting settings detailed for every single video editing application on the
market, but just like with setting up your application, it should be fairly simple. Here are a couple rules of
thumb:

1) Keep your export settings as similar to the project settings as possible.

2) Don't try to compress a distribution copy of your amv from your editing program! You should
export only a LOSSLESS, full quality version of your video. This means you should either use a lossless codec
such as UtVideo, or export uncompressed. Some software, such as Premiere, has problems with exporting as
anything other than uncompressed. You should also export your audio as a seperate wav file, if possible.
Compressing your AMV is a seperate step that will be covered very soon in later pages of this guide.

Those two steps are really the only major things that you need to watch out for. Now, if you are unfortunate
enough to be using Windows Movie Maker, it is different enough to require it's own guide:

Windows Movie Maker 2

Otherwise, if you are having trouble, just come and ask on the forums.
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Video Distributions and Post Production

You've exported your video from your editing package. Good. Of course, if you've done things right
you will probably have a file that is several gigabytes in size. You are more than likely eager to
compress this to something you can use to put online or send to a convention.... but don't be hasty
as there are still a lot of things you should do to prepare your footage for distribution.

In order to post-process footage, we are going to return yet again to Avisynth. This is the best post-
processing tool around. Now at this point your file should be an avi, and it should either be
uncompressed, or compressed with a lossless codec like UtVideo. What you should do is import avi
file into an avisynth script with an AVISource command like this:

AVISource("yourexport.avi")

This should show you your video in it's full resolution glory... it looks great, but it still needs work. 

The post production options you choose will depend on what type of distribution you want to encode.
Most people will want to make two kinds of distribution encode - one for distribution on the internet
and another for distribution to conventions.

As most of the differences will be in how you prepare your avs file, you may want to make two avs
files - one for the internet distribution and another for the convention one. 

Please make sure you read through every step carefully as each step is important if you want to
get the right result.

Now, what exactly still needs to be done?

1) If your video has any interlacing (and it should NOT, if you followed this guide--if interlacing was
introduced when you exported your video then you may want to check over your export settings),
you need to remove the interlacing now. The exception is if you are going to keep your video
interlaced for display on a television, or if you are sending it to a convention that accepts interlaced
videos.

2) If you are going to be encoding your video for online distribution, you may need to do some
cropping and resizing, if you didn't already take care of that earlier.

3) You can sometimes make your video look significantly nicer by cleaning it up some with AVISynth.

4) Do you need to encode your video for online distribution, or for a convention, or for both? If you
are going for online distribution, then you will probably want to encode your video to H.264.
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Removing Interlacing

If you happened to edit your video interlaced (and I really hope you didn't, but alas, this shall remain here
for completeness sake), you will definitely want to remove this interlacing now. If you removed interlacing
before editing, then you should obviously skip this step. Interlacing looks terrible on progressive displays like
computer monitors and it makes good looking compression difficult.

There are many ways to remove interlacing. However, as your video has been edited together, some of these
options are less successful than they would be before you started editing. So let's look at some possible
techniques.

OK, so we just IVTC, right?

Usually the best way to remove interlacing in anime is to use Inverse Telecine (IVTC). This matches up the
fields in order to restore the progressive frames. These fields are usually in a pattern, so finding and
combining them is usually not that difficult. However, your video has been edited. This makes things very
tough indeed. Imagine one pattern of telecine being faded into another pattern of telecine... that pattern now
becomes very difficult to find. Footage that is sped up will also have completely lost some fields, making it
even harder to find the pattern.

IVTC also includes decimation. If you've done lots of tight editing, beat matching, flashes and all sort of other
video trickery, it may be ruined by the decimation process as the footage is reduced from 29.97fps to
23.976fps.

So you can see now the basic problem that we have in removing interlacing with edited videos. Add to this
the numerous problems that you can find in sources (hybrids, field blending etc etc) and it becomes a real
mess.

So, what can you do?

There are basically two solutions to the problem. You can attempt to perform IVTC on the footage, or you
can deinterlace it. I strongly recommend that you try both methods and see which one works best for your
video.

Before you begin: Get the correct colorspace

It is likely that at this point you have an avi that has been exported losslessly from your editing program -
probably in an RGB colorspace. For pretty much all the filters on this page you will need to convert this to
YV12 (the exceptions to this rule will say what you need to convert it to instead). To do this conversion make
sure your avisynth script looks something like this:

AVISource("youramv.avi")
ConvertToYV12(interlaced=true)

1) Try to IVTC anyway (might work pretty well)

It may be that your video is edited together in such a simplistic way that IVTC will be just as good now as it
would have been working on the original source. It's not very likely, but it's possible. If you are going to use
this method, a script like this will do:

TFM(slow=2, pp=5, clip2=TDeint(mode=2, type=3))
TDecimate()

If you have PAL footage, add the cycle=25 parameter to the TDecimate() part, like this:
TDecimate(cycle=25).
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2) Full Frame Deinterlace (most likely solution)

Not always the prettiest option but certainly one of the more reliable techniques.

TDeint() - Tdeint is a deinterlacer that uses motion adaptation and all kinds of interesting
interpolation tricks. This is a really excellent deinterlacer and worth trying.

At the default settings, this does a pretty nice job at deinterlacing by interpolating the fields, but
this can leave jagged lines in the video. I also highly recommend you try this filter with either of
the following settings: 
TDeint(mode=2, type=3)
TDeint(edeint=nnedi2()) 

This filter has a lot of different options and modes which cause it to deinterlace in different ways.
I highly recommend you check out the documentation on it and experiment to see what works
best for your particular source.

 

Once you have a script with deinterlacing, you will want to check out how to crop and resize your video.
 

AbsoluteDestiny and Zarxrax - February 2010
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Aspect Ratios and Frame Sizes for Online Distribution

So, you have a progressive video - the next thing to do is make sure that it's all cropped and resized
properly. If you are encoding for a convention, then it's still a good idea to read through this to make sure
you haven't done anything weird to your aspect ratio, but instructions for resizing for a convention can be
found in the Encoding for a convention page.

If you have been following this guide, then you have probably already correctly resized your video
footage before you edited it. In that case you might want to skip ahead to the Improving Visual Quality
and Compressibility page.

There has been a lot of complicated discussion of frame sizes and aspect ratios so far in this guide. With any
luck you have worked out things like anamorphic footage, square pixels vs dvd pixels and so on.

When producing for an online distribution there are a few things you need to do:

1) You need to crop off any excess borders or junk areas. These areas will only make
compression more difficult if you try and encode with them - this includes both letterboxing and
video signal noise at the top and bottom of the image.

2) You need to resize to a frame size that is a multiple of 16. This is the most compatible with
video encoders and decoders, so is highly recommended.

3) You need to make sure you correctly compensate for anamorphic footage, or if you will be
using a container that can adjust the aspect ratio on playback.

4) You need to choose a resizer and a frame size that suits the amount of compression you want
to do.

These are all actually pretty straightforward, so let's go through them one by one.

Cropping Off the Excess

Open up AvsPmod and load your avisynth script containing your video. If there are any black borders around
the sides of the video, or if there is garbage around the edges, then we want to crop it off. Cropping is very
easy in AvsPmod. Simply go to Video > Crop Editor... and then a window like this will come up.
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Here I am working with a PAL version of Spirited Away, which for whatever reason, happens to have some
pretty large areas along the sides which need to be cropped off. Most DVDs will only need to be cropped a
little. With the crop editor up, you can simply click your mouse on the edge of the video frame where you
want to crop to, and the values will automatically be filled in. One thing you want to keep in mind, is that
you should only crop each side to an even value. In the image above you can see that it highlighted the right
side cropping value in red, because it contains an odd value. Make sure to correct all of these before you hit
Apply.

Working out Resizing Using the Resize Calculator

Now that you know your cropping values, you can resize. However, because you've cropped, it is often
difficult to know what to resize to because of the complicated nature of aspect ratios. For this purpose you
need to use a good resize calculator... and it just so happens that one is included in AvsPmod.

To load the resize calculator, simply go to Tools > Resize Calculator...

The first thing you see here is the Video resolution. This should
automatically be filled in, so you shouldn't need to touch it.

Next, is the Pixel aspect ratio of your input video. If your input is
a d2v file, then should automatically be set correctly. Otherwise,
click the ... button and a selection screen will come up where you
can choose from various PARs. If you are working with NTSC
video, you want to choose either the NTSC 4:3 option or the



NTSC 16:9 option. Likewise for PAL, you would choose the PAL
4:3 or PAL 16:9 option. If your footage already has the
correct aspect ratio, then simply choose 1:1.

The next thing to do is press the Configure button to open a
window with some more settings. Most of these should be fine at
their defaults, but you will notice another setting for Target
Aspect Ratio. You most likely want to set this to 1:1 for viewing
on a PC.

Finally we go back to the main screen of the resize calculator to
adjust the frame size itself - how big should you resize to? Well
there are all sorts of possibilities but a general rule of thumb is
as follows: The larger the frame size, the bigger the final encode
will need to be to be good quality and the slower it will play on
some machines. Of course, very small frame sizes will always be
low quality so you need to decide a good balance for you. As a
general rule, I would keep the vertical resolution of the

output equal to (or close to) the vertical resolution of the input. You should not resize any larger than
this. However you can resize smaller than this, if you would like to reduce the final filesize of your video, or
to make it easier to play back on older computers.

So, you should move the frame size slider until you get your desired size. Looking for frame sizes near to
your desired width with a small error margin is a useful thing to do.

Now that you have cropped and resized, you are ready to compress your video.
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Improving Visual Quality with AviSynth Filters

Alright, so by now, you have have exported your video losslessly from your editing program, and at some
point along the way you have made it progressive. But does it look as good as it possibly can?

Even some of the cleanest digital transfers can have problems. Almost every video could do with a little
cleaning. Not only that, but what is designed to look good on TV won't always look good on a monitor - we
need to tweak.

To improve the visual quality we will use a variety of filters. However, filters are meant to be used for specific
purposes. You should always have a reason for using a particular filter. The purpose of this page is to
help you spot the circumstances where certain filters can help your video, and then how to best use those
filters.

All of the filters mentioned on this page are included with the AMVApp. If you have opted not to get the
AMVApp, you can still find most of the plugins at WarpEnterprises Avisynth Filter Collection or the AviSynth
wiki.

All of our filtering will be done using AviSynth. Load up your avs file in AvsPmod (or your text editor of
choice) and let's get going!

Getting the right colorspace: The filters listed below all operate in the YV12 colorspace, which is the same
colorspace that will be used when you compress your video. However, right now, your video is probably in the
RGB32 colorspace, or some other colorspace besides YV12. If your video isn't in YV12 already, then that
means we need to convert the colorspace, like so:

AVISource("youramv.avi")
ConvertToYV12()

As you can see, its a simple matter of adding the line ConvertToYV12() onto your script after you load the
video source. If your video is already YV12(), adding this doesn't hurt anything. 

How to use this page: 

This page is organized based on a number of things that you can do to fix up your video footage. Most of
the things listed here are solutions to problems that can exist in your footage. If your footage doesn't
exhibit a particular problem, then please don't toss on unnecessary filters! Filtering when none is necessary
can hurt the quality of your video. 

On this page, you will encounter images with some links below it. Clicking on these links will change the
image, so you can easily see the effect of a particular filter. 

Jump to a particular section: 
Blocking / Ringing 
Noise/Grain 
Sharpening 
Rainbows 
Dot Crawl
Banding
Aliasing
Color Adjustment 
Other 
Bringing it all together

Blocking / Ringing

Blocking and Ringing are types of artifacts that are caused by certain types of video compression. Both video
from DVD, and just about and sort of video that you download off the internet will suffer from blocking and
ringing. If the video is encoded well, then it may be so minor that you don't even notice it. On the other
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hand, it may be VERY apparent, as seen in the image below.

Blocking is easy to spot. It appears as sharp, blocky edges in your video, which shouldn't be there. It is
particularly apparent in the red flowers shown here.

Ringing is a little more difficult to describe. It is also caused by video compression, and tends to be tougher
to remove than blocking. Ringing is also referred to as Mosquito Noise. It manifests itself as specs around
edges. It can be seen all throughout the image below. Both blocking and ringing tend to become worse on
scenes that contain high amounts of motion, and the problems can subside or disappear on scenes with little
or no motion.

Blocking Sample
Original 
MPEG2Source(cpu=4) 
MPEG2Source(cpu=6) 
Deblock(quant=25) 
Deblock(quant=51)

MPEG2Source Postprocessing: The MPEG2Source command contains a parameter called cpu which allows
it to deblock and dering your video. This is the best way to deblock/dering your video! Because it is part
of the MPEG2Source command, this must be used when you load your d2v file, before you ever edit your
amv. If you have already exported your amv as an AVI file, or if you weren't working from DVD source to
begin with, then you will have to use one of the other two methods below. This parameter can be set to
values from 0 to 6, with 0 being completely disabled, 4 being full deblocking, and 6 being full deblocking and
deringing. You can try other values if you like, but 4 and 6 are by far the most useful. What makes this
method so much better than the other methods is that the MPEG2Source filter can determine how much
filtering should be applied to a particular frame and adjusts it's strength accordingly. This means that frames
that contain heaving blocking and ringing will be filtered much more agressively than frames that have light
or no blocking. To use it, simply insert the cpu parameter into the command, like so:
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mpeg2source("shamanic_princess.d2v", cpu=4)

I usually recommend using CPU=6 for for all but the nicest looking DVDs, but always at least use CPU=4
even on the best DVDs. Some people think that cpu=6 can cause some loss of detail, so of course the
decision is up to you. By clicking the links above, you can see how both cpu=4 and cpu=6 changed this
frame.

Deblock: This is a different type of deblocking based on a method used to deblock H.264 video. You simply
need to set the parameter quant, which determines the strength of the deblocking, like so:

Deblock(quant=25)

The default quant value is 25, and the maximum value is 51. While this filter can be quite effective, be
careful because it does tend to remove detail and cause blurriness at stronger settings. Also unlike
MPEG2Source, this command does not dynamically adjust itself for each frame, but instead uses a constant
strength across all frames.

Noise

Alright, so what do you do if your video has a LOT of noise in it? You want to get rid of it, right? Well, hold
on there, because it's not so easy. Well actually, thats a lie. Its actually very easy to get rid of noise. The
trick is getting rid of noise WITHOUT also getting rid of real details in your video. No matter what denoising
filter you try, this is the problem that will come up each time. The more agressively you try to remove noise,
the more you are going to remove real details from your video, the more blurry you will make your video,
and the more your video will get that "washed out" look. In some cases, you are probably better off just
leaving the noise there than you are trying to get rid of it. In fact, some types of noise are actually put
into the video on purpose. Worst case scenario, you will end up with a blurry, oversmoothed video that
is STILL full of noise.

That's not to say that efforts put towards removing noise are pointless. In fact, sometimes noise can be
removed very effectively. This all works on a case-to-case basis though, and for each source, you will need
to experiment to find the best ways of reducing the noise. Now, there are a LOT of AVISynth filters out there
that have been designed to reduce noise. I'm just going to give an overview of some of my favorites, which I
think should give you pretty good results under most circumstances.

If you would like to see more denoising filters in action, Scintilla has written up a nice comparison of some of
them here.

Before we get started, I want to point out that there are two primary ways of removing noise from a video.
One is spatial smoothing. This type of smoothing trys to blur the video in areas that contain noise, while
retaining detail as best as possible. However this usually doesn't work out too well, and these kinds of filters
can lead to your video having an 'oversmoothed' look to it if you use settings that are too strong. However
spatial smoothing is rather effective at getting rid of certain types of noise. The other way to remove noise is
by temporal smoothing. This type of smoothing looks at the things which change between different frames.
Because noise is usually changing on every frame, temporal smoothers can usually remove it pretty
effectively without the side effects that spatial smoothers have. However temporal smoothers can cause
artifacts of their own, but it's usually not too bad.
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Light Noise
Original 
TTempSmooth()
Dfttest() 

Heavy Noise
Original 
Dfttest(sigma=64) 
TemporalDegrain() 

TTempSmooth: This is one of my favorite filters, and I use it on essentially all of my encodes. It is quite
simply just a temporal smoother, but it does a rather good job at it! At the default settings, the effect is
barely visible on individual frames, but it does a good job of stabilizing noise across frames and improving
compressibility. I normally just use it at it's default settings, but here are a couple of parameters that you
might want to adjust:

lthresh/cthresh. These two parameters refer to the luma threshold and the chroma threshold.
The defaults are 4 and 5 respectively. Increasing these values will increase the strength of the
filtering, but might create artifacts if you set them too high.

There is another version of this filter called TTempSmoothF() which is basically a faster version which isn't
quite as effective. If you want to do very light temporal filtering, then you might want to give that a shot.

DFTtest: This is both a spatial and temporal smoother which uses a method of smoothing which should be
more pleasing to the eye. It is rather slow however. The primary parameter that you will want to touch is
sigma, which sets the strength of the spatial smoothing. sigma=16 is the default strength, and where I
recommend you start. Higher sigma will remove more noise but makes the video blurry. If you would like to
disable the temporal aspect of this filter for some reason, you can also set tbsize=1. Here is an example of
using this filter with slightly higher than normal strength:

dfttest(sigma=20)

TemporalDegrain: Alright, now it's time to bring out the big guns. TemporalDegrain is an absolute
MONSTER at killing grain, and it does it with very few side effects. This function is *really* slow though, so I
don't recommend using it unless you have some major grain in your video and you want that stuff
completely gone. I usually don't even bother trying to adjust any of the settings on this one, and just use it
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with the defaults.

TemporalDegrain()

Sharpening

Now that you have removed some of the noise from your video, do you think it might need a little
sharpening? Most anime could benefit a bit from a small amount of sharpening to make the edges more
defined. Of course, maybe you think it looks sharp enough already, and that may be so. Don't feel like you
have to sharpen your video, just because you can. In a lot of cases however, it can really make your footage
stand out, as long as you don't overdo it.

While conventional wisdom tells us that sharpening will make your video less compressible, this is actually
only the case with one of the sharpeners that I'm going to show you. With some non-conventional sharpening
methods that we will try, there will be very little effect on the compressibility, or it may even make your
video MORE compressible!

Original 
FastLineDarkenMod() 
LSFmod() 
aWarpSharp2(depth=8)

FastLineDarkenMod: This filter basically just darkens the lines in anime a bit (and can also thin the lines a
little), which can make the image appear slightly sharper, or at least more defined. It's not something that
you always need to use, but can make some stuff look better, especially if the lines all look faded. The main
option is the strength parameter, which defaults to 48, but can be set anywhere from 0-256. Another setting
you might want to look at is the thinning parameter. If you set this to 0, it will disable line thinning and give
a big speedup.

LSFmod: LSFmod (which stands for LimitedSharpenFaster Mod) is a great sharpening filter, but unfortunately
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it will hurt the compressibility of your video a bit. Regardless, you may want to use it, because it can look
very good. The main setting is the strength parameter. The default strength value is 100. If you want to
increase the strength of the sharpening effect, you would do it like this:

LSFmod(strength=120)

This will do sharpening a bit stronger, but of course at the expense of hurting compressibility.

aWarpSharp2: This is a very peculiar filter, and must be used very carefully. aWarpSharp2 works by warping
the image in such a way that it thins lines. I feel like the default settings of this filter are way too strong for
almost any purpose, because it simply warps the image way too much. When it warps the image too much,
the effect can be very obvious, and it will make your footage just look strange. I personally only recommend
this filter for sources that appear visibly blurry to you. Because this filter tends to make lines thinner, it can
bring thick, blurry lines back closer to how they ought to look. You can adjust the strength of this filter with
the depth setting, which defaults to 16. I think a value of about half that is a good starting point.

aWarpSharp2(depth=8)

Again, be very careful with this filter so you don't overdo it. This filter can make your video look HORRIBLE
like this.

Rainbowing

What is rainbowing? Just take a look at the image below, and it should be painfully obvious. Rainbows
manifest themselves as shimmering colors along edges. Not only is this really ugly, but the changing colors
also hurt compressibility! Fortunately, we can usually remove rainbows quite effectively.

Original 
DeRainbow() 
BiFrost(interlaced=false)
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There exist a number of different filters and functions designed to combat rainbowing, but many of them are
old and outdated or just don't work all that well. I have decided on just two methods of rainbow removal that
I believe work very well for pretty much all situations.

DeRainbow: This is a function written a few years ago by Sh0dan which is excellent at removing rainbows. It
works by creating a mask of the edges in the video, then smoothing the chroma channel of these edges both
spatially and temporally. This works extremely well and with few side effects. You should note however, that
it can case some slight discolorations around edges, especially if you use a high threshold. The default
threshold for rainbow removal is 10, and you can increase or decrease this value as you deem necessary by
calling this function like so:

DeRainbow(10)

BiFrost: This is a filter which operates purely temporally. This means that it shouldn't cause any
discolorations around edges like DeRainbow might, and the author of this filter claims that it can actually
recover detail. The downside of this filter is that it really only works on parts of the image that are static (not
moving). Anime tends to have a lot of non-moving scenes though, so this can be quite effective most of the
time. You should use BiFrost like this:

BiFrost(interlaced=false)

Sometimes though, you may not see much, if any difference at all! In those cases, you may need to use
BiFrost before you IVTC/Deinterlace the source. Now if you have already edited your video, you obviously
cant do this. But if you are preprocessing your footage, this is an option. You would put it directly after the
MPEG2Source() line, and call it without the interlaced=false parameter.

Dot Crawl

Dot crawl is a particularly nasty problem, and usually appears on the same sources which have rainbows
problems (and some dot crawl removal filters will also remove rainbows). While dot crawl used to be nearly
impossible to handle, these days there are some filters which can do a pretty good job at removing it. Dot
crawl typically manifests itself as tiny dots that appear to be crawling around over edges of the image. Dot
crawl can also appear as shimmering or flickering around edges. Because it moves, dot crawl is much more
visible when you are watching your video in motion than it is in single frames. Here are three filters which
can usually do a reasonably good job at dot crawl, but keep in mind that for them to work well, they need
to be used before IVTC or deinterlacing. In the following example, the dot crawl should be particularly
noticable along the right side of the image.



Original 
Checkmate() 
Tcomb()
Dedot()

Checkmate: Pretty simple filter that only has one option. The higher the number the stronger the strength.
I'm not sure what the default value is, but 24 seems to be a good starting point.

Checkmate(24)

Tcomb: A powerful filter but can be a bit complex to set up. I highly recommend you read the
documentation on this one before using it.

Dedot: Although this filter has a few different settings, it's not well documented so I am not sure what they
all do. I usually just try it with the default settings and see how it looks.

Aliasing

Aliasing means jagged edges. The process of removing aliasing is called anti-aliasing. There are two primary
kinds of aliasing that you will run into, so I will show you how to handle both.
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Aliasing from Upscaling 
Original 
naa()
maa() 

Aliasing from combing/deinterlacing 
Original 
daa() 
daa().daa().daa() 

The first type of aliasing is very common on High Definition sources that have been upscaled. This kind of
aliasing is usually rather subdued, and you may have difficulty noticing it. We can handle it with a really slow
filter, naa(), or a faster but less good filter called maa().

The other primary cause of aliasing is from combed or badly deinterlaced footage. This aliasing is usually
VERY apparent, and its much too strong for the previous filters to help. For this kind of aliasing, you will want
to use a filter called daa(). If aliasing still remains, you might want to try adding it a 2nd, or even 3rd time.
Of course, this will introduce blurring though.

None of these filters take any settings, so if one doesnt work, you might want to try another. Just keep in
mind that naa() and maa() are more for very small, minor aliasing, and daa() works better for major
aliasing.

Banding

Color banding is a curious issue. It's typically much more visible on LCD monitors than CRTs, but LCDs seem
to be the mainstream these days. Also, it may only become a big problem AFTER you make your final encode.
So, we are going to need to look at eliminating banding that already exists in the source, and also at
preventing banding from occuring when we encode. Thankfully, we can do both with just one filter. Please
note that I have chosen a particularly strong example below. You typically wont see banding this bad.
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Original
gradfun2dbmod()
gradfun2dbmod(thr=3,str=0,mask=false)

The filter that we are using to control banding is called gradfun2dbmod. This filter has a number of
parameters that you can adjust, and I'll explain the most important ones here. First, I'll explain how the filter
operates. The filter first creates a strength mask on the frame, looking for areas that it thinks need stronger
filtering than others. Then it dithers these areas, and finally adds some grain. The dithering helps to remove
the banding that already exists in the source, and the grain helps to prevent new banding from occuring
when you encode. However, grain will make your video more difficult to encode, resulting in a larger filesize,
so we want to avoid adding grain when possible.

The thr parameter controls the strength of the dithering. If you want to eliminate banding thats already in
the source, this is the value you want to play with. The default is around 1, and you generally don't want to
go higher than about a 2, unless you really have to.

Next we have the str parameter, which controls the amount of noise that will be added. The default here is
0.8. You can completely turn this off simply by setting it to 0.

There is another setting related to the grain, called temp. This controls how "noisy" the grain is. A value of
100 will be very stable, while a value of 0 means the noise is jumping all over the place. The default is 50.
Setting this value higher, maybe even all the way to 100 can help minimize the negative impact on
compression efficiency.

Finally you might want to change the mask parameter. This setting is either true or false. If you set this to
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false, then it will use the same strength over the entire frame (and you should see a speedup as well). If
increasing the thr parameter doesn't seem to be helping much, try setting this to false.

Color Adjustment

Most footage wont need to have it's colors adjusted, because it probably already looks fine. In some
cases though, especially with older anime, we can really make it look a lot nicer by adjusting the colors a little
bit. With the old version of this guide, people were blindly just copying and pasting color adjustment settings
for some reason, often making their footage look horrible. If you don't know how to properly adjust the
colors (if they even need to be adjusted, which they usually don't), then you shouldn't even mess with them.

Anothing important thing that you need to note--and this applies to all filters, not just color adjustment
filters--you must make sure your settings work on the entire video, not just one or two frames that you
happened to look at.

Original 
After Color Adjustments

Ok, so as you can see from the images, this original source was rather dull, and it had a very strong pink/red
tint. Panda should not be pink! To tweak the colors, I started with ColorYUV(). As you should know, in a YUV
colorspace, the color of an image is stored in the U and V channels, so by manipulating these two channels,
we can change the overall color tint of the image.

The two main parameters of ColorYUV that you need to be aware of are gain_u and gain_v. By setting gain_u
to a positive value, it will make your video more blue, and at negative values it makes your video more
yellow. Positive values for gain_v, on the other hand, will make the video more red, and negative values
more green.

For the particular source pictures above, I played around with these values until I arrived at what looked most
correct. I ended up using a gain_v value of -25 in order to remove the strong red tint, then I used a gain_u
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value of 5 to give it just a slight bit more blue. The settings I arrived at were ColorYUV(gain_u=5, gain_v=-
25).

After getting the color tint correct, I thought that the colors looked a little faded, so I needed to increase the
saturation a good bit. For increasing saturation, you can use the Tweak() command. By inserting the "sat"
parameter into it, we can adjust the saturation. 1.0 is the standard saturation, 2.0 means twice as saturated,
0 means completely desaturated. For this source, I used Tweak(sat=1.2). Most anime should have perfectly
fine saturation, although some older titles tend to be faded and can benefit from a slight increse. Tweak also
has some other parameters for things like brightness and contrast, but I strongly recommend against using
these. Instead, you should use levels.

Finally, I thought the video was a bit dark, so it needed to be brightened up a little. For this, I used the
Levels() command. There are probably hundreds of tutorials on the internet about using Levels, so I'm not
even going to try and attempt to explain it here. If you don't know how levels works, just google for "levels
tutorial" or "photoshop levels tutorial". I doubt that most sources would need any adjustments to the levels,
but in order to use this filter it is suggested to use the Levels virtualdub filter in order to obtain the correct
values to insert into the filter. More information on the avisynth levels filter can be found in the
documentation.

Other:

There are literally hundreds of different AviSynth plugins and functions available, each designed for doing
different things. Unfortunately it is simply not possible to cover everything in a guide like this. I have tried to
cover most of the major things that you will encounter though. If you notice other problems in your footage
and aren't sure what to do about it, you can always try asking on the forums for suggestions.

If you would like to keep up to date on the latest AviSynth functions, check out this blog:
http://blog.niiyan.net/

Alright, so now we are done with cleaning up the video in AviSynth! That wasn't so hard, was it? Next, we
just need to crop and resize!
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Compressing to H.264 using Zarx264gui

Introduction

The H.264 standard is the best video compression technology available today, and it has a free
implementation through the great x264 codec. However, compressing to H.264 properly has typically been a
fairly complex proceedure, so in order to encourage more people to use it, I wrote a program called
Zarx264gui which makes the entire process extremely simple.

Zarx264gui is designed with AMVs in mind, and is available in the AMVApp, but you can always find the most
up to date version here. Zarx264gui requires you to have the Microsoft .NET framework installed. If you
have Windows Vista or better then you already have .NET, but if you are running Windows XP then you may
need to download it seperately. The easiest way to determine if you have it installed is to try running
Zarx264gui. If the program opens, then you have it installed already. However, if you get a cryptic error
message, then you will need to download and install the .NET Framework. You can get it here. 

Using Zarx264gui

When you start up Zarx264gui, you should see a window that looks like this:

Loading Files

The first thing you need to do is load your input video. Zarx264gui only accepts AviSynth scripts. However if
you try to load a normal media file, Zarx264Gui will automatically generate an avisynth script for you. If
your AviSynth script contains audio, it will automatically be loaded as well. If you exported your audio from
your editing program as a wav file, you can load it in the second box. You also have the option of loading an
MP3 or AAC audio file. In this case, the MP3 or AAC audio will simply be copied instead of re-encoded.
Lastly, you want to specify where to save your output MP4 file to.

Now, Zarx264gui is set up so that all you really need to do is press the encode button, and you will get a
great encode without having to really mess with anything. Of course, there are a few settings available that
we can tweak, and it's a good idea to learn about them, so let's take a look at what they can do:

Mode

The mode setting lets you select between two different encoding modes--Constant Quality, and Bitrate (2
pass). Constant Quality is the recommended setting here. What is the difference between these modes?

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/
http://amvhell.com/stuff/zarx264gui/
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=10cc340b-f857-4a14-83f5-25634c3bf043


Well, let's see.

Constant Quality: This is an intelligent one-pass encoding mode which will try to make all of
the frames have roughly the same visual quality. In practice, it tends to be just as good as a
two-pass encode, so doing two passes is just a waste of time. This is the mode you should
normally use.

Bitrate (2 Pass): This mode lets you specify a bitrate at which to encode the video. If you need
your file to be a specific size, then this is the mode that you should select. If hitting a particular
filesize isn't important to you, then you should definately go with Constant Quality instead of
this.

Quantizer/Bitrate: This setting is basically a trade-off between visual quality and filesize. If you are using
bitrate mode, then you simply set the bitrate that you want to encode your video at. Higher bitrates increase
the size of your output file, and you can see the estimated filesize as you modify the bitrate value. If you
are using constant quality mode, then this is where you select the quantizer to use. Valid values are from 0-
51, with lower values giving better quality, but larger filesizes. A quantizer of 15-16 is generally considered
the lowest that you should select, as it's unlikely that you will see much visual improvement by going any
lower. The default quantizer value is 20, which gives a rather decent tradeoff between quality and size.

Audio: The first box here lets you change between quality based encoding, and bitrate based encoding. The
quality-based setting is recommended. The 2nd box lets you specify that quality or the bitrate that you will
encode at. Higher values result in better audio quality (but larger size). The default values are recommended.

Preset: The options here basically give you a quality versus speed tradeoff. The default setting is "very slow"
which is obviously very slow, but will give you great quality. The "placebo" setting will make things MUCH
slower for very little gain, so it's not usually worth using. If you need to make a quick encode for yourself or
just to show a friend, you might want to use one of the faster settings. For making your final distrubution
copy though, you definitely want to go with "very slow".

Tune: This setting will tune the encoder for different types of content. The default is "Animation", which is
ideal for the majority of AMVs. "Film" is intended for live action films, but can also help retain grain and
details if your AMV has a lot of noise. The "grain" setting is intended for sources that have extremely heavy
film grain or noise.

Normalize: Checking this box will normalize the audio volume.

Advanced Settings

The settings here are mostly recommended for people who know what they are doing. If you don't
understand a setting, then you probably shouldn't mess with it. Changing the "Tune" setting on the first tab
will modify some of the settings here.

Deblocking: These two settings can help to reduce the appearance of blocks in your encode. Setting them
both to 1 can be good for anime. In general higher values make the video more smoothed and blurry, while
lower values make it sharper, but more tendency to block.

Variance AQ: This is the strength of the adaptive quantization, which will compress some parts of the frame
more heavily than others. In general this tends to help quality, but sometimes it might look better with a
smaller value, or turned off altogether. The "auto-variance" setting is an alternative that you might wish to
try.

Psy-RDO: The RD and trellis options here are additional adaptive quantization settings. RD can be helpful at
very low values, but the trellis is almost always bad for anime. These options can help preserve noise and
grain, so if you video contains a lot of noise then you may want to play with them some. They may also be
very helpful on live action video.

Sample Aspect Ratio: The sample aspect ratio defines a ratio by which your video will be stretched on
playback. Because it can be slightly difficult to calculate manually, you can select a target display aspect ratio
from the drop down box, and the appropriate sample aspect ratio will be automatically filled in.

Fade Compensation: This setting will increase the bitrate allocated to scenes that have fades. Some people
experience poor quality or blocking during these types of scenes, so this setting can help to remedy that. In



general, I wouldn't use this unless you specifically notice a problem with fades. 0.6 seems to be a good value
for this.

Display PSNR/SSIM stats: This will just display the PSN and SSIM after the encoding is completed. If you
don't know what those are, then you don't need to use this setting!

Only Use Keyframes: x264 could potentially make a good editing codec, if your editing application lets you
load MP4 files natively. In such a case, you would want to make sure that all of the frames are keyframes.
I've never actually tried editing like this, so it might not work well. For the most part though, you should
never need this option.

Level: This setting can restrict certain aspects of the encoder in order to meet the requirements of certain
types of devices. If you set this to "4.1", then your videos should be playable on an Xbox360 or a PS3. 4.1
also happens to be the level that Blu-ray video uses. If you would like your encodes to be compatable with
an iPhone or iPod, you can select the "3.0 / Baseline" setting here. But that setting will SEVERELY impact the
quality of your encode. Also, note that the iPhone/iPod can't handle large resolutions. Finally, this setting is
not guaranteed to make your video compatable with any particular device, it will just make a best effort at
restricting itself.

Command Line

For advanced users, this allows you to view the commandline settings that are used to encode your video,
and you can also specify custom commandline parameters here.

September 2010
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What Format Does The Convention Want?
Read the rules

When submitting a video to a convention, one must be very careful to read the entry rules so that you are
submitting in a format that they will accept. It is very important to follow these rules.

Follow these simple rules of thumb when deciding how to submit:

1) If they specify a preferred format make sure your video is in that preferred format.

2) If they do not specify a preferred format and instead accept a wide range of formats then submit using
the highest quality format they allow. If they allow a lossless format like HuffYUV then send them a HuffYUV
master on a DVD-R or, if they allow it, split across several CD-Rs. This is especially important if they are
going to be re-encoding everything they receive anyway so that as little quality is lost as possible.

Does the convention prefer MPEG2?

Most conventions do prefer this format. Scintilla has written a useful guide on encoding your video to mpeg
for conventions, which you can read here. 

AbsoluteDestiny & Zarxrax - May 2006
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A&E's Technical Guides to All Things Audio and Video (v3)

Welcome to ErMaC and AbsoluteDestiny's guides to all things audio and video version 3!

As of version 3, this guide is being maintained primarily by Zarxrax.

(If someone has told you to READFAGLOLZ! Then that means Read ErMaC and AbsoluteDestiny's Friendly Amv Guides Lovingly Overhauled
Largely by Zarxrax)

These guides are designed to give you an insight into the theory behind audio and video and also to
show you how to get some of the best looking and sounding AMVs that you can using software in
Windows. Please note that this guide is intended to be read in its ENTIRETY. If you simply skip
around, it is VERY likely that you will be confused.

You can download this guide for offline viewing by clicking here.

Last Updated: October 10, 2010
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- Analyzing the DVD Footage

    (-Is it Interlaced?

    - Interlacing Methods)

- Restoring Progressive Frames

- Dealing with Aspect Ratios

- Cleaning up the footage

- Deciding what to do with the avisynth file(s)

- Making Clips or

- Editing avs files directly or 

- Editing with Proxy files
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Using Blu-Ray Footage

Blu-ray offers a number of advantages over DVDs, most notably the higher resolution. However, it also has a
number of advantages for AMV editors, most of which mean that it is even easier to work with than DVD
footage!

First off, you have to rip the disc. First, the good news--you can use the exact same software that you use to
rip DVDs, DVDFab HD Decrypter. Now, the kinda not so good news. Because of the protection on Blu-ray
discs, DVDFab adds support for new Blu-rays after they have been released. This means that if you have a
brand new disc that was just released, DVDFab might not be able to rip it for a while. Also, the updates to
the free version of the program generally lag about 1-2 months behind the commercial version, so if you
don't want to pay, then you generally might not be able to rip some discs until a few months after their
release.

Since the ripping process is generally the same as that for DVDs, you can just take a look at the DVD Ripping
guide, if you need some help with the process.

When ripping Blu-rays, you don't get VOB files like with DVDs. Instead we get .m2ts files (which should be
located inside the \BDMV\STREAM\ folder). After ripping the files, we can load them directly through AviSynth
using the DSS2() command, like so:

DSS2("C:\path_to\your_video.m2ts")

Note: the DSS2 command requires the AviSynth plugin "avss.dll", which is included in the AMVapp.

Now, some very good things about Blu-ray footage: it generally has square pixels, so you don't have to
bother doing any resizing calculations! Also, they tend to be progessive, which means no interlacing!

Of course, note the usage of the words "generally", and "tends to". You should double check the aspect ratio
of your footage to make sure that it really does have square pixels (it's not uncommon for some material like
extras to be 720x480, like on DVDs), and I suppose its not all that uncommon for the footage to be
interlaced, especially if its a release of an older show.

If you need to resize or remove interlacing, you can use the same guides that have been written for working
with DVD footage, although keep in mind that, especially with the resizing guide, these were written with DVD
resolutions in mind:

Making your footage progressive
Dealing with aspect ratios

Even if your footage does have square pixels, you might need to crop it a little bit. As to whether you do this
before or after you edit, that is entirely up to you. If you are only using one source, I would recommend that
you just wait and crop after you finish editing. If you are mixing lots of different sources though, you might
find it better to crop and then resize first.

Finally, we come to the last little caveat of using Blu-ray footage. The DSS2 source filter that we use to load
the files into AviSynth isn't entirely frame-accurate, so that means editing the AVS files directly is not an
option. You need to convert your scripts to lossless files, and unfortunately, the higher resolution of Blu-ray
footage means that these lossless files can be absolutely HUGE. However, it's a small price to pay for being
able to use some beautiful HD footage.

On a final note, remember that since HD footage has such a high resolution, everything is slower. Editing,
filtering, etc. The good news is, that most Blu-ray's should generally look pretty nice to begin with, so they
probably wont need a lot of heavy filtering like some older DVDs used to need.

Zarxrax - March 2010
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Exporting Video from Windows Movie Maker 2
Again the limitations of Windows Movie Maker 2 present themselves in their export modes. If WMM2 would
allow Video for Window exporting then all would be good in the world. However, this is not the case, so we
have to make do with what sparse choices we have.

To export you movie from Windows Movie Maker 2, you need to use the Save Movie Wizard. One thing
which is very very important, as I've seen this happen before, is that you need to make a video. The project
file that you save when making the video is useless to anyone but yourself. I've seen movie maker project
files being hosted on the org by people who didn't upload the right file. Please use the Save Movie Wizard.

When you do, you will first be asked the name of the file and the location to save. Put in something
appropriate.

You will eventually get to a page that looks like this where you should choose Other Settings:

The Export Options

There are only two options you would ever want to choose and there is only one option I recommend.

The bad option:

You can choose to export "Video for local playback (2.1 Mbps NTSC)" to make the best .wmv encode that
Windows Movie Maker 2 can export. This, in my opinion, is totally sub standard, however, and should only be
touched if you really don't care how it turns out as long as people can see it.

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/


The better option:

Choose DV-AVI (NTSC) [or DV-AVI (PAL) if you are editing PAL.]

This will output a DV file. It is lossy, you will lose some quality, so not as good an export option as Huffyuv is
in other programs but this is the best WMV2 can do, so you should always use this option if you can.

DV is much bigger than the standard wmv file so you'll need a gig or so for your whole video.

HOWEVER, DV exporting is not in any way perfect with wmm2. It seems that some video filters (such as
speedup filters) will not be applied correctly if you export DV and this could severely mess up your video. If
this happens, then you may have to just try and use a high quality WMV option :(

Using the DV file:
Microsoft DV is an ok codec, but it has its drawbacks. One of them is that it is a Direct Show codec, which
means it cannot be loaded into virtualdub. However, it can be loaded into AVIsynth.

So, in order to make our lives infinitely more simple we are going to do three things:

1) Make an AVIsynth script file to import the video

2) Make a Lagarith master of the video, for easier compatibility and stability

3) Export a wav of the audio stream.

To import DirectShow footage into an avisynth file, use this command:

   DirectShowSource("C:\AMVExport\yourDVexport.avi",29.97)

Obviously, you need to change 29.97 to 25 if you have made a PAL DV file.

Saving the video stream:

To make a copy that is easier to use than this DV file, open up VirtualDub and go to the Video menu and
choose Fast Recompress. Next select Compression... and choose Lagarith from the list of codecs. When
you have that selected then click the Configure button to set up the codec settings.

For the settings uncheck "Enable Null Frames" and set the Mode to YV12.

Now in the File menu choose Save as... (F7)

As usual, choose an appropriate file name, and click save to make your file. This may be a couple gigabytes
so make sure you have plenty of space on your drive. 

This will create a lossless Lagarith avi file for you to work from and the rest of the guides can be followed
exactly as they are. One last thing, however, is to make a wav file of your audio stream.

Exporting the Audio

To export an uncompressed wav from VirtualDub, while you still have it open, just go to file, Save Wav.
Simple.

That should be all - you will now be able to follow the rest of the guides exactly as they are and gain as good
quality as you can get from Windows Movie Maker 2.
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Encoding Your AMV to MPEG for Convention
Submission
(cette guide en français; traduction par LCY84 et Dark-Krystal)

Intro - What You Need - Resolution, etc. - Frame Rate - Don't Forget the Audio - Kill the Bumpers! - Got
Leaders? - Encoding

Intro

This guide assumes you're already familiar with most of the material in AbsoluteDestiny and ErMaC's Guide to All
Things Audio and Video. 
It is meant mainly as a supplement thereto, as the guides currently don't contain information on convention
submissions and making proper encodes for them. 
If you haven't read it already (or at least the parts on how to export your footage and serve it with AVISynth), do
so, and then come back here.

Please note that this guide assumes NTSC throughout, as I've never worked with PAL footage before, and NTSC
anime DVDs tend to be easier to work with than PAL ones anyway.

One of the best and most popular formats for submitting AMVs to conventions is MPEG-2. It retains very high
quality (at high bitrates) while still providing decent compression, and almost all major contests accept it. 
MPEG-1 isn't as good as MPEG-2 in the compression department, but it's still decent for convention submission
purposes and widely accepted; plus, unlike MPEG-2, you don't have to pay to get a fully working MPEG-1
encoder.

This page will show you how to make a working MPEG-2 (or -1) encode of your video using the popular and
effective MPEG encoder TMPGEnc 2.5. 
It will NOT show you how to improve the visual quality and/or compressibility of your footage; I'm only concerned
with explaining what's absolutely necessary. Besides, when it comes to convention submissions, no one will care
how big your file is anyway.

What You Need

If you don't have it already, get the current version of the AMVapp. This includes, inter alia, AVISynth and some
helper scripts for it.

Also, get Tsunami MPEG Encoder (aka TMPGEnc); it's free and comes with MPEG-2 encoding capabilities for a
limited demo period. 
Pegasys also offers a 14-day free trial of TMPGEnc Plus 2.5.

Lastly, download the Otaku Video general submission TMPGEnc profile I've uploaded, and save it to your
TMPGEnc Templates directory.

Resizing Your Footage in AVISynth (if needed)

Okay, so you've exported your finished AMV from your editing program (with a lossless codec like HuffYUV) and
you've set up an AVISynth script to serve it, that looks something like this: 

AVISource("C:\mypath\myvideo.avi") 
(using the real path and filename, of course) 

Now what? That depends on the resolution of your export and the intended aspect ratio. 
There are tons of possibilities for this, so it's possible I may have forgotten something; if I have, please contact

http://www.smahut.com/guides/mpegforcons.html
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http://tmpgenc.pegasys-inc.com/en/download/tp.html
http://www.animemusicvideos.org/guides/mpegforcons/OtakuvideoGeneral.mcf
mailto:scintilla@aquilinestudios.org


me and let me know. 

Before we begin, a few general rules to keep in mind:

1. The target resolution is always 720x480. Yes, it's perfectly possible to make MPEG files at other resolutions,
but for conventions, 720x480 is easiest and usually best.

2. Always use LanczosResize() for your resizing steps. It will produce the best-looking resizes, at the expense
of compressibility; but for the purposes of convention submissions, we don't really care about
compressibility.

3. Don't change the vertical resolution unless you've removed interlacing. If you're not changing the vertical
resolution, or if you already removed the interlacing beforehand, then this doesn't affect you, so yay. :)

720x480, 4:3 or Letterboxed

This is probably the most common scenario: you had a 4:3 source (most anime series and OAVs) or a letterboxed
movie, and you edited it and exported at the DVD resolution of 720x480. Great! You don't need to resize at all.
Leave your script as it is for now. ^_^

640x480, 4:3 or Letterboxed

So you had a 4:3 source or a letterboxed movie, and you resized it to the square pixel resolution 640x480 before
editing. That's fine for online distribution; however, for convention purposes you'll want to resize it back to
720x480.

Add this line to your script:

LanczosResize(720,480)

Since the height is still 480, we don't need to worry about interlacing issues.

720x352, 16:9 (Cropped Letterbox)

The situation: You had a letterboxed movie, you cropped off the letterboxing and edited it at 720x352. To get
back to 720x480, we have to re-letterbox it:

AddBorders(0,64,0,64)

(This is the best case for cropped letterboxed sources; if the height of the borders is a multiple of 8 (like 64),
things are made much easier for the encoder.)

720x???, 16:9 (Cropped Letterbox)

The situation: You had a letterboxed movie, you cropped off the letterboxing, but you ended up with a height of
something other than 352. 
In this case you're going to want to add borders, like with the previous case -- but they won't be 64 pixels tall. In
order to get the height of the borders, take 480, subtract the height of your video, and divide by 2.

For example, if you cropped to 720x360, your borders would be: (480 - 360) / 2 = 120/2 = 60 pixels tall, so
you'd add the following line:

AddBorders(0,60,0,60)

640x???, 16:9 (Cropped Letterbox)

The situation: You had a letterboxed movie; you cropped off the letterboxing AND resized horizontally (NOT
vertically!) to a square pixel aspect ratio of 640x352 or whatever. 
This is just like the 720x??? cropped letterbox cases above, except at the end you have to resize horizontally to
get the width back up to 720.

mailto:scintilla@aquilinestudios.org


So, for example, if your export was 640x352 (best case), you'd add the following lines to your script:

AddBorders(0,64,0,64) 
LanczosResize(720,480)

720x480, Anamorphic 16:9

This is where things start getting tricky. I hope you've removed any interlacing from your video, because this will
involve vertical resizing. If you haven't, go read this page on interlace removal after editing, add the necessary
lines to your script, then come back here.

The situation: your source was encoded on the DVD for anamorphic playback (e.g. Chobits, Haibane Renmei,
.hack//*, many movies), and you didn't resize it, so your exported AMV is at 720x480. In this kind of situation,
things usually look stretched and characters look skinny (I mean, more so than usual).

Add the following lines to your script:

LanczosResize(720,352) 
AddBorders(0,64,0,64)

Now some of you may be thinking, "Why can't we keep it at 720x480 and just set the 16:9 aspect ratio flag when
we encode this sucker?" The answer is that the hardware used by many cons will NOT display such a file
correctly; it will ignore the 16:9 flag, with the end result that all your footage will look vertically stretched, and
that's not good. It's much safer to resize and letterbox, because then you know it will come out right on the big
screen.

???x480, 16:9 (Resized from Anamorphic)

Once again, I hope you've removed any interlacing; if not, go here and add the necessary lines to your script,
then come back.

The situation: your source was encoded on the DVD for anamorphic playback, and you resized it horizontally
(NOT vertically!) to something like 848x480 or 960x480 and exported at that resolution.

As before, add the following lines to your script:

LanczosResize(720,352) 
AddBorders(0,64,0,64)

Something Else Not Listed Here

If you didn't see your particular situation on the above list:

If your source is 4:3 or letterboxed, resize it to 720x480 with the line: 
LanczosResize(720,480)

If your source is 16:9, resize it to 720x352 and letterbox: 
LanczosResize(720,352) 
AddBorders(0,64,0,64)

And please do remember to remove interlacing FIRST if you plan to change the height.

Frame Rate

Thankfully, this section will be much shorter than the last, because there are only a few possibilities here. :)

Basically, you'll have one of these three situations (once again, we are assuming you live in NTSC Land):

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/guides/avtech/interlaceremoval.html
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1. Your video is at 29.97 frames per second
2. Your video is at 23.976 fps
3. Your video is at 24 fps (usually because you were editing progressive in Adobe Premiere)

We'll go through each possibility separately.

If your video is at 29.97 fps:

Well, didn't you luck out! This may be a pain to compress for internet distribution, but it's the best frame rate you
could have for convention purposes. You don't need to change a thing -- leave your script as it is. ^_^

If your video is at 23.976 fps:

In this case, the next question to consider is: 
Will you be encoding to MPEG-1 or MPEG-2?

If you are encoding to MPEG-2, then you're fine -- just pay attention later in the encoding section when I
mention the 3:2 pulldown flag.

If you are encoding to MPEG-1, then you'd probably better telecine it up to 29.97. Thankfully, the AMVapp
contains a helper script by AbsoluteDestiny written for just this purpose. 
Add the following line to your script:

ADTelecine(order=1)

If for some reason this function fails, then add this instead:

AssumeFrameBased() 
SeparateFields() 
SelectEvery(8, 0,1, 2,3,2, 5,4, 7,6,7) 
Weave()

If your video is at 24 fps:

First add the following line: 
AssumeFPS(23.976,true)

Then go back up to the 23.976 fps case and follow the instructions there.

Don't Forget the Audio

At this point you should check to make sure your audio is included in your script and resample it to 48kHz (so
TMPGEnc doesn't have to).

If the video file you exported and are currently serving with your AVISource() line includes the audio, then
you're fine -- UNLESS you edited progressive in Adobe Premiere and sped the audio up to match the 24fps video
and now you want to reattach the original audio. 
If this latter case is true, then add the following line to your script:

AudioDub(last,WAVSource("C:\mypath\myoriginalaudio.wav")) 
(again, use the real path and filename)

If the video file does NOT include the audio, then you'd better attach it now. Add this line:

AudioDub(last,WAVSource("C:\mypath\myaudio.wav"))

Now, regardless of what you just did (even if you didn't add anything new to your script), add the following to
resample your audio:



SSRC(48000)

Kill the Bumpers!

If your video file doesn't contain any credits, title cards, or other bumpers, then ignore this section.

But if it does have any of the above, then please pay attention. Most convention contests feature uniform title
cards for the videos shown, and the coordinators generally do not want to have to deal with chopping off
bumpers that you made yourself.

Open up your script in VirtualDubMod.

If your video has bumpers at the beginning AND the end: 
Scroll through until you find the first frame after the beginning bumper ends, then take note of what frame
number you're on (it should appear in the bar at the bottom of the window). Also locate the first frame before
the ending bumper begins and note its number as well. 
Then add the following line to your script:

Trim(startframe,endframe) 
(where startframe and endframe are the two numbers you took note of)

If your video only has bumpers at the beginning: 
Scroll through until you find the first frame after the bumper ends, then take note of what frame number you're
on (it should appear in the bar at the bottom of the window). 
Then add the following line to your script:

Trim(framenumber,0)

If your video only has bumpers at the end: 
Scroll through until you find the first frame before the bumper begins, then take note of what frame number
you're on (it should appear in the bar at the bottom of the window). 
Then add the following line to your script:

Trim(0,framenumber)

Got Leaders?

Many conventions require a specified length of silent black leader before and after every video submission -- this
is usually for such reason as giving the hardware time to synch up the video and audio streams so that the first
second of your video doesn't get screwed up, or making sure part of your video won't get chopped off when it
gets recorded to the contest tape, or whatever. Here's how to add such leaders, if necessary.

The first thing you have to do is store the video you've already got in a variable:

video=last

Next, we have to define a blank leader and store it in a variable. There are some parameters to go over here (my
names only), so pay attention:

leader=BlankClip(framecount,720,480,"colorspace",mfps,1000,48000,true,true,000000)

framecount is the number of frames you need. You get this by multiplying the length of leader required
(in seconds) by your video's frame rate (rounded up).
So, for example, if the contest rules require a 5 second leader, and your video is at 23.976fps, this
parameter would be 5 * 24 = 120.
If you needed a 1 second leader for a 29.97fps video, this parameter would be 1 * 30 = 30.
colorspace should be the same as the colorspace you exported your video file in. 
So, if you exported to Uncompressed RGB or HuffYUV in RGB mode, you'd put RGB32 here (keeping the

http://virtualdubmod.sourceforge.net/


quotation marks around it).
If you exported to HuffYUV in YUY2 mode, you'd put YUY2 here (again keeping the quotes).
mfps is your frame rate, times 1000. So if your frame rate is 23.976, then this parameter should be 23976;
if your frame rate is 29.97, then this should be 29970. (If your frame rate is 24, then you did something
wrong. Go back to the section on frame rates and try again.)

Now attach the leaders to the video:

leader++video++leader

At this point your script is ready: it should be serving up 720x480 video at either 23.976 (MPEG-2 ONLY) or 29.97
frames per second, plus the matching audio at 48000 Hz, with no bumpers and as much blank leader as the
contest requires. (If you're in doubt about any of this, test the script in VirtualDub(/Mod) and see if it works and
if all the properties are correct.) 
All that's left is to actually encode the sucker.

Actually Encoding the Sucker

As I mentioned before, you've got two options here: MPEG-1 or MPEG-2. MPEG-2 is preferred, but some people
can't encode MPEG-2 files (viz. those whose MPEG-2 trial periods for TMPGEnc have expired and who don't want
to buy the program). However, there's only one thing that really needs changing for an MPEG-1 encode;
otherwise the process is the same for both.

Got that Otaku Video general submission TMPGEnc profile I mentioned earlier? Good. 
Pop open TMPGEnc; if the Project Wizard doesn't pop up automatically, select it from the File Menu. You should
then see a screen like this:

You'll see I have selected the Otaku Video general submission profile. Do the same, then hit Next. (If it doesn't
show up on the list, then you didn't save it to the Templates directory.)

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/guides/mpegforcons/OtakuvideoGeneral.mcf


You should then come to this screen. Click the Browse... button next to the Video File box; in the dialog box that
comes up, change the file type to All Files, then select your AVISynth script. Once you do, the same file name
should automatically pop up in the Audio File box (if it doesn't, then you forgot to attach your audio). Also,
TMPGEnc will automatically detect the settings on the bottom half of the window.

Video type should be non-interlace if your video is progressive, interlace if your video is interlaced. Easy
enough.

Field order will be greyed out if the video is non-interlaced; if your video is interlaced, this should match the
field order (which will usually be top field first).

Aspect ratio should be some variation of 4:3 525 Line (if it's not, then you didn't resize properly).

Content of video should be "Film movie" -- if it's not, change it.

Done? Hit Next.

The next screen concerns filter settings, which we don't care about and which should all be unchecked --
however, click the "Other settings" button, and you'll be greeted with this screen:



Most of these settings you shouldn't have to worry about -- Otaku Video set up the profile so that they hardly
need to be changed. However:

If your video is at 23.976fps, you should check to make sure that "Frame rate" is set to "23.976 fps (internally
29.97 fps)" and that "Encode mode" is set to "3:2 pulldown when playback". This is important. The 3:2 pulldown
flag is what makes your 23.976fps progressive video play back as 29.97 interlaced, telecining on the fly, which is
what both you and the contest coordinator want.

If your video is at 29.97fps, "Frame rate" should be "29.97 fps", and "Encode mode" should be "Interlace". At
480 lines and 29.97fps, conventions generally prefer interlaced submissions to progressive ones, as "it is much
easier to change the interlace field order than to undo a bad 'Interlace to Progressive' encoding."

If you're encoding to MPEG-1 instead of MPEG-2, right-click on the words "Stream type" and select "Unlock"
from the menu that drops down. It will give you a warning about being out of standard -- click Yes. Then click
the drop-down stream type menu and select MPEG-1 Video. 
If you're going the MPEG-1 route, your video should already be at 29.97 fps (if it's not, then you forgot to
ADTelecine it in AVISynth).

Also, change "Motion search precision" to "High quality (slow)" -- the difference in quality should be negligible
compared to the encode time saved.

Don't bother with the other tabs -- all the settings induced by the profile are fine. Edit,
7/21/10: Go to the "Quantize Matrix" tab, and



UNCHECK the box for "Output YUV data as Basic YCbCr
not CCIR601". This will ensure that your video never gets too bright or too dark for proper
playback over the projector at the convention.

Hit OK to return to step 3 of the wizard, then hit Next. 
Then hit Next again -- step 4 concerns the bitrate of the file, but that's automatically set by the profile you
selected and is perfectly fine for convention purposes.

Which brings you to step 5 of the wizard. Enter the filename you want to save to, check "Start encoding
immediately", hit OK, and let 'er run!

However, you'll want to watch the preview screen (if it's not showing anything, then under the Option menu,
select Preview option --> Display with thinning). Check to see that the video looks the way you want it to. If by
some chance...

It looks like crap! Help!

... then you'll want to go back to your script and add the line:

ConvertToRGB24()

Sometimes TMPGEnc won't process a script properly if it's not returning video that's in the RGB24 colorspace; this
line ensures that your script is.

That's all! When your encode finishes, you should have a nice, big, beautiful MPEG-2 (or -1) file, suitable for
sending off to the convention of your choice.

I hope this guide has been helpful. Happy submitting and good luck! ^_^

Last updated on 7/21/10 
Questions? Comments? Concerns? Contact Scintilla

mailto:scintilla@aquilinestudios.org
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